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I have the honour to report to the Institute, as one of the most 
important results of my studies in Hittite palaeography, the solution
of the Etruscan problem. It is unnecessary to occupy time with an 
account of the many inscriptions in the Etruscan character, and of 
the attempts that have been made to decipher them, as such infor
mation can be obtained from sources open to\very reader. Let itmation can be obtained from sources open tovery reader. Let it 
suffice to say tha,t thousands of inscriptions have been discovered,
and that, up to^he present time, no satisfactory translation has been
made, even of the briefest.1

The original materials with which I intend principally to deal aie
the epitaphs contained in Lanzi’s Saggio di Lingua Etrusca and the
Eugubine Tables, so faithfully reproduced in the Atlas accompanying 
Professor Bréal’s ingenious but most unsatisfying translation. Of
the Tables, seveh only, and a small portion of an eighth, are in the 
Etruscan character. The rest are written in the Roman alphabet, 
and are Umbrian. These Umbrian tables are being translated, and 
will shortly be presented to the world as the oldest Celtic document 
extant. The proof of hny discovery is chiefly to be found in the
rendering of the Etrusco-Eugubine inscription, which is authenticated
by its internal historical unity, the perfect accordance of its gram
matical construction and vocabulary with those of a well-known 
living language, and the harmony between it and the independent

. Umbrian reooi The evidence afforded by the numerous sepulchral
inscriptions is necessarily less convincing, as they are brief, consist 
largely of proper names, present few constructions, and are popular, 
not classical. But, inasmuch as they are more accessible and more

1 Dr. W. Deecke, the leading Btruaoolqgiat of the day, claim» only 34 word» made out “ with 
tolerable certainty,” exclusive of proper names. Kncycl. Brit Art. Etruria.
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widely known than the Eugubine Tables, I propose to commence my 
story of decipherment with them.

THE ETRUSCAN CHARACTERS.
The radical mistake of all who have sought to read the Etruscan 

inscriptions has been their acceptance of the assertion, hardly ever 
called in question, that the phonetic values of the characters are 
those of the Roman, Greek, or Phoenician letters, with which they 
correspond in form. Thus, we are treated to such combinations as 
Siathlamthu avils mealchlsc, and others much more barbarous, which 
mean nothing in any language on the face of the earth. For this 
radical error classical writers are not responsible, for the words 
given as Etruscan by Varro, Festus, Hesychius, and others, bear no 
resemblance to the uncouth forms of Etruscan as now read.2 The 
fault lies vrith the thirty or more complete bilingual inscriptions, 
some of which, whether accidentally or through ignorance on the 
part of the writer of the Latin letters, may easily be made to 
coincide. Of these, the most misleading is the first in Lanzi’s 
Saggio, which reads in Latin Lart. Caii Gavlias, and, in correspond
ing Etruscan, L. Cae. Cauliam. If there be a real correspondence of 
phonetic characters, such as this example would seem to indicate, 
between the Etruscan and the Latin, the work of decipherment has 
been proved an impossibility by the labours of nearly three cen
turies.3 I shall show shortly that there is no real coincidence of 
phonetic values, and that the apparent coincidences in fotm of 
character are partly accidental and partly the result of ignorance or 
a desire to assimilate on the part of the engraver of the Roman 
letters.

It is now generally agreed that the Etruscans were a Turanian 
people ; the representations of their physical features, their arts and 
customs, tending all in that direction.4 Now, while European

* These are referred to on i>sge 154.
* “E naturals Vimmaginâre che gl’ingegnosl Toscan! abblano preso cura d’Ulustrare 11 loro 

antico suolo, ma nn forestiero vi ha fatto le pin grandi fetiche, cioé l’lnglese Tommaso Demstero- 
Prlma di lui perd l’aretlno Attilio Aleesi aveva posto la mano a questa messe, formate un 
alfabeto etrusco, e riportate delle iscrfzioni flno dal secolo XVI." Plgnotti, Storia della 
Toscana, lib. I., p. 88.

* By Turanian I mean neither Indo-European nor Semitic. Apart from the intruding Turks 
and the Tartars of southern Russia, the existing Turanian populations of Europe are the 
Ugrians, (Finns, Lapps, Esths, Magyars, etc.,) and the Basques. The Lydian origin of the 
Etruscans, In spite of the objections of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, has been generally accepted
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Aryans adopted the Semitic alphabet, which had been borrowed from 
the Egyptian hieroglyphic system, we have no evidence that 
Turanian peoples ever did so. Granting that Semites and Turanians 
equally borrowed from the hieroglyphics of Egypt their phonographs, 
it does not follow that they assigned the same values to the hiero
glyphics and their later attenuations or letters. The fact that the 
Hebrews took the hieroglyphics representing an ox, a house, a camel, 
and a door, to set1 forth the sounds A, B, G, and D, because these 
are the initials of aleph, beth, gimel, and daleth, the Hebrew wodTs 
for ox, house, camel, and door, rather tends to make it probable 
that a Turanian people would assign to these characters the sounds 
of the initial letters or syllables of the words denoting the same 
things in their own language. I say letters or syllables, because, of 
the ancient systems of writing known to us, many, such as the 
Assyrian, Chaldean, Median, were syllabic, not alphabetic, and such 
originally was the Persian.5 The late origin of the vowel points in 
the Semitic languages seems to indicate that their alphabets were at

on the joint testimony of Herodotus I. 94, Strabo V. 220, Tacitus Ann. I. iv. 55. See, however, 
on the other side Rawlinson's Herodotus, Book I., Essay 1. The labours of Professor Sayce 
and others have established beyond a doubt the early occupation of Lydia, Phrygia, Cappadocia, 
and other countries of Asia Minor by a Turanian Hittite people : The Monuments of the 
Hittites, Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, Vol. VII., p. 248. Professor 
Sayce says, (p. 249), “ The chief monuments of the class to which I refer (Hittite) are found 
carved upon the rocks at Boghaz Keui, supposed to represent the classical Pteria, and at 
Eyuk, both of which are situated on the eastern bank of the Halys, and in the line of the high 
road from Sardis to Armenia. Besides these, others are met with at Ghiaour-Kalessi, in 
Phrygia, near Frahtin, and on the summit of one of the mountains of the Bulghar Dagh, in 
Lykaonia ; and above all at Karabel, on the road between Ephesus and Sardis.” Such are 
the two pseudo-Sesostris sculptures in Lydia. Further on (p. 272), Professor Sayce remarks : 
" The remains found by Dr. Schliemann, at Hissarlik, show no traces of Assyrian, Egyptian, or 
Phoenician influence, but they point unmistakably to Babylonian and Hittite influence.” And 
on the same page: “It is also possible that the Lydian tradition recounted by Herodotus, 
which derived the Heraklid dynasty from Ninus, the son of Belus, was an echo of the fact that 
Sardis had once been in Hittite hands.” The Lycian and Phrygian alphabets, which have been 
read in much the same way as the Etruscan, I include in my scheme of Turanian syllabaries.

6 The cuneiform characters of Babylon, Nineveh, and Media, are accessible to the general 
reader in LenormanSand Chevalier’s Ancient History of the East, vol. I., p. 436, stq. About 
90 such characters are there represented, having such values as ba, bi, bu, ga, gi, gu, da, di, 
du, akh, ikh, ukh, li, lu, al, il, ul, &c. For the Persian, see vol. II., p. 122, where Lenormant 
says: “ Originally, it was probably syllabic.” The present Japanese syllabaries called Hira- 
gana and Katakana, which superseded the old Corean about the end of the 9th century, repre
sent each 47 syllables—the latter by the same number of modified Chinese characters, the 
former by about three hundred such characters. See Aston’s Grammar of the Japanese 
Written Lahguage, p. 8, seq. The following are among the syllables represented : ka, ki, ku, 
ke, ko, ta, chl/tsu, te, to, ma, ml, mu, me, mo. The Tamul alphabet is really a syllabary, but 
of a kind similar to the Semitie alphabets taken together with the vowel points, although n 
the case of the Tamul the vowel indicators are incorporated with the consonantal character.
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first syllabaries, each character denoting the combined sound of a 
consonant and vowel. There is, of course, also a bare possibility 
that phonographs may be complex, representing words, as in the 
Egyptian, Assyrian, and Chinese, in which case they might receive 
the name of ideographs ; but in the case of the Etruscan characters 
this is hardly likely, as the hieroglyphic form has entirely dis
appeared from them. The problem, therefore, is to find the powers 
of that Turanian alphabet or syllabary, of which the Etruscan system 
of writing is one of the valiant forms. An attempt to solve the 
problem necessitates a wide outlook, which shall embrace in com
parative study all ancient Turanian methods of speech notation.

THE ANCIENT TURANIAN SYLLABARY.
For several years I have given the greater part of my leisure time 

to a solution of the problem thus presented, being stimulated thereto 
by the discovery of the Hittite tablets engraved in hieroglyphic 
characters at Hamath and Carchemish. These Hittite hieroglyphics, 
representing human, animal and other figures, like the Egyptian, but 
less conventionally, I take to be the originals of the Turanian 
alphabet or syllabary. With the exception of my own translitera
tion and translation, which is, I now find, very imperfect, these 
inscriptions have not been read, and are, therefore, unavailable as 
materials for interpretation in themselves.6 But it has been shown 
by Professor Sayce and other students that the alphabetic characters 
found on Cyprian monuments bear a somewhat similar relation to the 
hieroglyphics of Syria to that which the hieratic bears to the Egyp
tian hieroglyphic.7 The phonetic values of many Cypriote characters

The same is the case with the Corean and ancient Japanese. For the Corean alphabet and 
syllabary, see plate 1 of Atlas accompanying Klaproth's Translation of the San Kokf Tsou 
Ran To Sets, Oriental Translation Fund’s Publications.

• A friendly critic suggests that my admission of great imperfections in the transliteration 
and translation of the Hittite inscriptions is not reassuring. Neither in that document nor 
elsewhere have I made any claim to infallibility ; nor, I trust, shall I ever tail to admit with 
becoming frankness the errors which are almost unavoidable in the pioneer work which has 
fallen to me. I do adhere firmly to my reading of the bilingual inscription of Tarkutimme, and 
of the names Bhalmanezer, Sagara, Pisiris, Khintiel, Rezin, Hamath, Hittite, and many other 
words in the larger inscriptions. Some of the Hittite hieroglyphics I am stiU in doubt abolit. 
To others I find that I attached false phonetic values which I have since corrected. The 
majority of my identifications I have confirmed by subsequent extensive comparisons with 
materials not at first accessible to me. •

t In an article on the Hamatiiite Inscriptions In the Trane. Socy Bib. Archieol, VoL V., p. 31 
Professor 8ayce says : “ Some time ago I expressed the opinion in the Academy that this 
earlier system of writing was none other than the hieroglyphics of Hamath." The earlier
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have been fixed by the labours of Messrs. Schmidt, Pierides and 
others, who show that their sounds have little correspondence with 
those expressed by similar Semito-Enropean letters. Besides the 
Cypriote, the only other alphabet of like character, the powers of 
which are certainly known, is the Corean of far Eastern Asia, which 
furnished me with phonetic values of forms belonging to the Etruscan 
and other old Turanian syllabaries, as the Cypriote also had done. 
From Corea, my researches extended in two directions, the one west
ward towards Siberia, the other eastward to Japan and this con
tinent. To take the Japanese first, I am indebted to the kindness of 
the Rev. John Edwards for the work of Ban Nobutomo on the 
ancient Japanese alphabet. This, as he and other Japanese gram
marians are agreed, is none other than the Corean, although, in the 
various inscriptions, it presents many diverging forms. Crossing over 
to America, the only traces of aboriginal alphabetic writing known 
to me, which I accept as genuine, are the Grave'Creek stone, a true 
copy of which I owe to Colonel Whittlesey, the Brush Creek stone, 
of which Mr. Hilder, of St. Louis, sept me a photograph, and the 
Davenport stones, for the knowledge of which I am indebted to the 
late Dr. Farquharson.* * * * * * * 8 Each of these contains characters agreeing 
with the Corean ; and the larger Davenport stone, by its semi- 
hieroglyphic forms, suggests a Hittite origin. The connection of the 
Mound Builders with the Aztec population of Mexico is conceded by 
many of the most scientific students of American antiquity. The

system alluded to is that from which the Cypriote syllabary was derived. Again (p. 32) he
continues : " A comparison of the forms of the characters in the Cypriote syllabary WKh those
of the Hamathite (Hittite) inscriptions seems to me to render it highly probable that both have 
the same source."

One of the earliest workers in the held of Cypriote Palæography is Professor Moritz Schmidt,
of Jena. See his work Si Die Inschrift von Idalion, und das kyprische Syilabar.” Also many 
papers in the Trans. Sony. Bib. Archssol. on the subject by Dr. Birch, Dr. Paul Schroeder,
Messrs. D. Piendes anil 1. N. Hall In Germany the names of Deecke, Siegiamund, and 
Brandis, should be added to-that of Schmidt. The Cypriote syllabary is accessible to most
readers in Cesoola’s “Salamtnia,” where the values are given.

8 As there has been much controversy in the United States regarding these inscriptions I 
cannot allow this notice of them to pass without deprecating the tone of those who on a priori 
grounds have assailed their genuineness and cast aspersions of the most serious kind upon the 
characters of men whose only title to receive anything but respect at the hands of their fellows, 
was their being connected with the finding of the relics. See an able defence of the Daven
port Academy of Natural Science in connection with the tablets by Mr. Charles E. Putnam : 
Elephant Pipes and Inscribed Tablets of the Mound Builders, Davenport, Iowa, 188&. I mean 
no disrespect to American scholarship when I say that there was not knowledge enough in the 
United States to forge these inscriptions. There are other so-called Mound Builder inscrip
tions besides thoee lor which 1 vouch from internal evidence, of which 1 say nothing.
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writing of the two peoples should also coincide. It is easier to trace 
the resemblance between the Corean characters and those of the 
Mound Builders than to show the relation of the latter to the Aztec 
hieroglyphics. I say Aztec rather than Mexican, for with the 
inscriptions of Yucatan and Guatemala we have nothing to do. Yet 
I am convinced that the Mound Builder characters are the cursive 
form of the Aztec hieroglyphics. Thus, starting from hieroglyphics, 
I ended at the same, embracing the only two hieroglyphic systems, 
excepting the Egyptian, in existence. On close examination I found 
that the hieroglyphics of Mexico stand in a very definite and intimate 
relation to those of Syria, spite of the wide interval between them in 
space and time.9 As the phonetic syllabic values of the Aztec 
characters are well known, I gained in them the actual key to the old 
Turanian syllabary. The values of the Aztec hieroglyphics I found 
to correspond in almost every case with those which, on the authority 
of the Cypriote and the Corean alphabets, I had affixed to the 
characters, Etruscan and otherwise, most resembling them. Thus, for 
example, the Cypriote shield-like character having the power mo, and 
the Corean parallelogram possessing the same value, coincide with 
the square or circle, which in Aztec denotes the number 10, mallactli, 
and which in composition is read ma.

Passing now westward from Corea, a vast written area appears in 
Siberia. M. VI. Youferoff, of the Imperial Society of Geography at 
St. Petersburg, spared himself no trouble to furnish me with the 
principal inscriptions found in the Yenisei country. These, with 
variations, set forth the same Turanian syllabary, rather of the 
Corean and Cypriote order than of the Aztec and Hittite.10 Never
theless, a few hieroglyphic forms, common to Hittite and Aztec, pro
minent among which is the fish, appear in these intensely interesting 
monuments. They also claim kindred with those of the American 
Mound Builders, as much by the correspondence of written characters 
as by the rude representations of animals and human figures which 
they contain. Several of them deal with the reign of Sekata, the 
Sheketang of the Chinese historians, who virtually headed the 
Khitan dynasty of China.11 Searching for traces of the writers of

• See plate.
•o The Hittite and Aztec are hieroglyphic ; the Cypriote and Corean, cursive or alphabetical 

or ayllahic In form.
U The Khitan dynasty of China, coming from the west, took possession of Leaotong m the 

north cast In 907, and extended their sway over the northern part of the empire. From the
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the Turanian character in the land of the Indian Cathaei, Dr. Emil 
Schlagintweit, of Munich, directed me to the Lat inscriptions of 
northern Hindostan. As I wrote the other day to Dr. Leitner, of 
Lahore, who is interested in my researches and has published my 
comparisons of inscriptions, it may seem presumptuous to ignore the 
labors of Prinsep, Cunningham, and Dowson in this field, who have 
acted on the supposition that the phonetic values of the Lat charac
ters are those of corresponding early Sanscrit letters, and have pub
lished unsatisfactory translations of them.12 Nevertheless, I am 
convinced that the Lat inscriptions are in the old Turanian syllabary, 
of which they are the most perfect specimens, as they are the first to 
exhibit the vowel notation which really makes them alphabetic like 
the Corean. The Corean vowel notation is the same virtually as 
that of the Lat inscriptions. To what extent' the Aryan Indians 
borrowed the Turanian letters, or what phonetic uses they put them 
to, I am not yet in a position to say.

So far, I have found no links to bind the Punjab with Syria in 
the chain of Turanian script. From Syria westwardy'Various mem-

Khitan was derived the mediaeval name Cathay. They were expelled In 1125 and their place 
taken by the Mantchn Nyuche. Klaproth, Asia Polyglotta, 194. 8he|etana or Shekingtaug, 
the second Emperor of this dynasty, ascended the throne in 936 À.D., unaer the name of 
Howtsin. QutzlatTs Sketch of Chinese History, Vol. It is said tliat the invaders
came from the desert of Kobi, but it is more than a coincidence nrntsjnJJjr region of Siberia 
about the head waters of the Yenisei, where most of the Siberian inscriptions have been found, 
the natives call themselves individually ket, kit, khitt, hat, hut, according to their different 
tribes, and that one im|»ortant tribe in former days, of which but a remnant is found, is that 
of the Kotten. Malte Brun, Geography, in loc., says that the Tartars call the mounds of the 
Yenisei country to which the inscriptions belong Li Katel, which he translates, “the tombs 
of the Cathayans."

11 The first great student of the ancient characters called Lat f because chiefly found upon the 
monuments so denominated) was Mr. James Prinsep, the author of Indian Antiquities. The 
chief present workers in the same field are Major-General Alexander Cunningham, C.S.I., 
Director-General of the Archaeological Survey of India, in his elaborate and valuable reports, 
and Professor Dowson, ip the Transactions of the Asiatic Society and elsewhere. I call the 
translations given by t6ese scholarly men unsatisfactory, because many of them are incomplete 
and can only fùmisli a general signification, a few present unwieldy compounds like Cheh- 
hichchha, and others represent pillars which eastern royalty might have envied as the gifts of 
mendicant monks. In the third volume of General Cunningham’s admirable reports of the 
Archaeological Survey of India, Plate XVI., inscription D is read on p. 48 in the text as “the 
religious gift of Bodhi Varmma, a mendicant priest of Sakya, &c ” I read it as an invitation of 
a Gupta King to hi* people to worship Gatama. The construction is Japanese and of course 
the vocabulary is of the same nature. The Lat characters are of inestimable value in Turanian 
palaeography as they, by means of added lines and curves to the radical consonantal character, 
as in the Corean, give definite vowel values. A careful study of the Indian inscriptions and 
mcnfcACCurate knowledge of Japanese will enable me to read with greater precision and definite
ness the Siberian inscriptions which are next to them in chronological order. For the Siberian 
Khitts and Chinese Khitan were but expatriated Indian Catheei.



bera of this family appear. Besides the unmistakably Hittite hier
oglyphics in Asia Minor, I find the Phrygian and Lycian inscrip- 
tions, figured in the works of Texier and others, to be Turanian. 
The same error, which has hid the Etruscan from view, has made 
these unintelligible. As at present read, with Greek and Phoenician 
phonetic values, they have no relations with any known tongue ; 
and we have no right to suppose any family of language lost.13 The 
bilingual Lycian inscriptions afford much help in determining the 
values of the characters, which exhibit Indian analogies. Although 
the aboriginal populations of^/Gyeece, including Macedonia and 
Thrace, were Turanian, I am not aware of any inscriptions in the old 
Turanian letters between Asia Minor and Italy. But, in the latter 
peninsula, it may almost be assumed that inscriptions, which are not 
written in Greek or Roman, are in Turanian characters. Such, 
most certainly, is the case with the Etruscan remains. The Etruscan 
letters are reproduced in Spain in the so-called Celt-Iberian inscrip
tions, along with forms which recall the variations of Asia Minor 
and Hindostan. Of these, however, I have hardly made a study.14 

Nor are they the last specimens of old Turanian literature in the 
west. That supposed Solitary example of Pictish writing in Scot
land, the Newton Stone, an accurate copy of which I owe to the 
kindness of President Wilson of University College, is an aberrant, 
but easily recognizable, type of the same wide spread writing.15 I 
have not had time nor* opportunity to compare the forms presented in 
the Sinaitic inscriptions, and in the aboriginal alphabets of northern

i* As accessible to the general reader I reler to the samples of Phrygian and Lycian inscrip
tions contained in Professor Rawlinson’s Herodotus, Appendix Book I, Essay XL, which wiU 
be found to bear out my statement Indeed Professor Rewllnson in treating of the Lycians 
(12, vi.> note 8, says ; “ The roots, however, are for the moat part curiously unlike thoeo in any 
other Indo-European language." In the Unit Lycian inscription there given I read the middle 
word of the first line which has been rendered erajàieya, as Sidara Pâment our, which Is 
Basque for Sidara or Sidari, son of Pannene. Independently adapted from the old hieroglyphic 
system, which long lingered In Asia Minor, although generally on the model of the Greek 
alphabets, the cursive Hittite writing, while presenting everywhere many resemblances, also 
exhibits variations that call for careful study and comparison.

it Since this papei was submitted I have received from the Rev. Wentworth Webster, of 
Bechlenia, in the Basses Pyrénées, copies of Celtlberian Inscriptions, which, with slight varia
tions of a few characters and with one or two new words, one of which I have since found in 
the Cippus of Perusia, accord with the Etruscan. Two of them belong to the period yf Roman 
occupation in Spain.

11 Not only the Newton Stone, but many inscriptions hitherto read as the work and memorials 
of obecnre Norsemen, are Pictish records, and establish beyond quectioh the Iberlc character 
of that early British population.
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Africa. Neither have I yet been able to pay the full attention 
which I should like to give to Dr. Hyde Clarke’s extensive researches 
in the field of ancient Turanian alphabets.” The inscribed whorls 
found by Dr. Schliemann at Hissarlik, to which he has recently 
been applying himself, are undeniably of the class under con
sideration.

From the foregoing statement, it will be seen that the chief 
materials for determining the phonetic values of the old Turanian 
characters are the Aztec hieroglyphics, the Corean alphabet, the 
Cypriote syllabary, and the bilingual inscriptions of Asia Minor. 
The Etruscan bilinguals have, so far, been a barrier in the way of 
progress.

THE LANGUAGE OF THE ETRUSCAN INSCRIPTIONS.

\ After transliterating the first twenty lines of one of the Eugubine 
tables, I found myself among Basque constructions. The forms of 
the auxiliary verbs naiz and dut, such as bagare, guinela, balu, 
bwnuen, are so peculiar and recur with such frequency, that, so far as 
my knowledge of languages goes, it is impossible to mistake the 
Basque for any other tongue.17 The Basque vocabulary is otherwise 
common to a large family of languages, which I have in many papers 
dealt with under the name of Khitan. I am not aware that there 
is any tradition of an Italian origin among the Basques, save that

** Set forth from time to time in communication» to the Athenaeum, Nature, &c. See 
Athenaeum, July 25th, 1885, p. 112, lor the Hiasarlik whorls.

11 Bagare, modified indicative present, 1st plural, of the verb naù, I am.
Paradigm

banaiz, bahaiz, bada—if I am, thou art, he is.
bagare, bazarete, badlre—we are, you are, they are.
Guinela, modified indicative past, 1st plural, of naiz.

Paradigm. ,
naincela, haincela, cela—(It is said) that I was, thou wast, he was.
guinela, cinetela. çirela—we were, you were, they were.
Balu, modifled indicative past, 3rd sing., of the verb dut, I have.

Paradigm.
banu, bahu, balu—if I had, thou hadst, he had.
baguinu, bacinute, balute-- we had, you had, they had.
Banuen, modifled indicative past, 1st sing., of dut.

Paradigm.
banuen, bahuen, bazuen—(it is asked) if I had, thou hadat, he had.
bagulnuen, bacinuten, bazuten—we had, you had, they had.
Lécluse, Manuel de la langue Basque, p. 69,84. M. Lé cluse gives five modifled indicatives 

for each of the two auxiliaries. Of the live modifications of naiz, bagare belongs to the first 
and guinela to the fourth. Of those of dut, balu belongs to the first and banuen to the third.
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noted by M. Francisque-Michel in Le Pays Basque, which makes, 
the great chief Uchin the founder of Urbinum in Umbria.18 Nothing, 
however, could be more probable than the unity or near relationship 
of the two southern Turanian peoples, the Etruscans and the Basques. 
The similarity of the Celt-Iberian and Etruscan alphabets is another 
point in its favour. The most convincing proof, however, is afforded 
in the Umbrio-Eugubine tables, where we read, in plain Roman 
letters, of the tri/or Tarsinater, Tuscer, Naharcer, Jupuscer, that is 
“ the threefold Tyrseni, Tusci, Navarri, and Guipusci.19 Il;

In my articles on the Khitan languages, published in the Trans
actions of the Institute, in a paper read at the meeting of the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science at Minne
apolis, and elsewhere, I have set forth the fact, that, various as are 
the grammatical forms of Basque, Caucasian, Yeniseian, Japanese, 
Corean, Iroquois, Choctaw, and Atzec, they are one in point of 
vocabulary, and constitute, with many other members, a linguistic 
family of no small importance. The parent speech belongs to Syria : 
West of Syria, in Asia Minor, Italy, Spain, and Britain, the inscrip
tions yield Basque. East of Syria, in India, Siberia, and on this 
continent, the Japanese at first, and afterwards the Aztec, are the 
languages set forth by them.20 I have already shown how the 
Hittite name, Cetaei in the Troad, Cetii in Cilicia, Khita in Syria, 
Cathaei in the Punjab, Khitt in Siberia, Khitan on the borders of 
China and Corea, and Citin in Mexico, shows the track of the

18 Francisque- Michel, Le Pays Basque, p. 229.
18 In this connection I may mention a remarkable book by Curzio Inghirami, who has 

generally been regarded as the Chatterton or Ireland of Italy. This youth found in an 
envelope of bitumen and other materials several documents written in Latin and Etruscan 
characters, setting forth the history and religious rites of the Etruscans, down to the time of 
Sylla. Pignottl, in his Storia della Toscana, regards the Fragmenta prope Scorneilum reperta 
as a forgery, and gives cogent reasons for the opinion, although, on account of his youth, he 
exonerates Inghirami. The discovery of the documents was made in 1684. I have bestowed 
some attention upon the Fragmenta, and, judging them solely, pf course, by the internal 
evidence, am not convinced of their spuriousness. One of the most remarkable and, in 
Inghirami’s age, uncalled for statements in the book, is that which gives the Cethic or Hittite 
name to the aboriginal Etruscans who came with Vandimon and his son Japetus into Italy. 
To base anything at all upon the statement of a doubtful work would be uuscientiBc in the 
extreme. I simply refer to it in the hope that Inghirami’s treasure-trove may be subjected to 
a more searching analysis than has yet been made ol the work.

801 refer more particularly to my articles on the Khitan Languages which appeared in the 
Transactions of the Institute, VoL L, Fasciculus No. 4,1883, p. 282, Vol. II., Fas. 2, 1884, p. 
188. The coincidence of the Basque and Japanese vocabularies is set forth in many parts of 
this paper. The Aztec, as belonging to the same family, is useful In explaining the Mound 
Builders' written remains. Lat Indian, Siberian and ancient Japanese inscriptions are read in 
the Japanese. " '
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foremost among northern migrating peoples. To the same race the 
Etruscans belonged.

The threefold Tyrseni, Tuscer, Naharcer, Japuscer, carry us back 
to Mesopotamia, the land of the Nairi or Naharina, and to the 
included region of Khupuscai, as well as forward to Navarre and 
Guipuzcoa. The former even take us to this continent, where the 
Aztecs or Citin also called themselves and their tongue Nahuatl 
or Navatl. Who the Tuscer were, it is harder to say, for the final 
er is a termination ; otherwise the great Basque name Euskara 
would at oûce suggest itself in such a form as the Dioscurias of 
Colchis, now Iskurieh, near which Chapsoukes or modern Khupus- 
cians and eastern Guipuzcoans dwell. In the East, Hamath is more 
prominent than the Mesopotamian Hittite names, whether we view 
it in the Himalayas, the Emodi montes of antiquity, or in Yamato, 
the mountain door, or native name of Japan.It is possible, there
fore, that radical differences in grammatical construction, resulting 
from independent culture and environment, may have characterized 
two distinct branches of the Hittite family prior to their great 
migrations, which began in the seventh century before Christ. 
Certain it is that the auxiliary forms of the Ibero-Etruscan inscrip
tions are not those of the Hittites in Asia.

Of the Etruscan words furnished by classical authors, many at 
once reveal their Basque character. Lar of Lars, as in Lars Por- 
senna, is the Basque larri, great. Lucumo is, as the Cippus of 
Perusia reveals, al auka ma, composed of al power, auka choice, and 
ema give, denoting an elected potentate. Varro informs us that 
atrium, the fore-door or porch, was an Etruscan word. It is the 
Basque athari, a porch. Hesychius gives damnus a horse, which in 
modern Basque is zamari ; ataisou, a vine, not so easily recognizable 
in ardanza; aracos, a hawk, which is probably arrano, the eagle; 
falae, mountains, which is pilla, a mound. Festus furnishes nepos, 
luxurious, in which we may detect the Basque napur, a glutton ; 
buris, the plough tail, which is either burn, the head, or burdax, the 
extremity ; subulo, a flute-player, which exhibits the same form as

« It has been suggested to me that too much is made of what may be a mere accidental 
similarity of name. It must be remembered, however, that the theory of chances is against 
the constant repetition of several names in a series ; that the names appear in connection with 
cognate languages, modes of writing, and other confirmatory connections. To build any 
theory, which I have no desire to do in any case, upon verbal resemblances alone would be as 
unwise as it would be to overlook them in an Inductive prpcess for ascertaining fact.
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chambolin, a player on the tambourine. The three words hister, 
Indio, an actor or player, and Indus, a play, appear to have been forms 
of hitz, speech, and elhe, discourse, similar to elhatari, a fine talker. 
There is no present form hitztari. Lama, a woollen cloak, contains 
the Basque Me, wool.22 Lanista, which according to Isidore meant 
camifex in Etruscan, is probably derived from iltzen, to kill. How
ever, if it mean gladiator or warrior, it may connect with the Etrus
can name for Hercules, which has been read Hercur, Hericlhse, but 
which I read Lanetu-chipido and Lanetu-uchimonone ; the essential 
word Lanetu being the Basque lanthu, to work, labour, in allusion 
doubtless to the labours of Hercules. Aesar, a god, should be Ait or, 
the divine hero of the Basques.28 The name of Jupiter on the Etrus
can patera, which has been read Tina or Tine, should be read Gouk-

” From ill* comes ilain, wool merchant M. Van Eys suggests as its derivation ill* fin, to 
make wool, not exactly the work of a wool merchant. But some such form as ilain may fitly 
have signified in ancient times “made of wool." Laena is one of the glosses furnished by 
Festus.

18 Other glosses I submit with some hesitation. According to Hesychius, Boreas was antas 
in Etruscan. In Basque tpar is the north wind, and aize wind in general. There is a Basque 
verb hant, hantu, with the French signification enfler, but whether enfler is to be taken in the 
signification of blow as well as of puff and swell, I do not know. The Etruscan arse verse is 
made to mean averte ignem. The present Basque word for “ couvrir le feu ” is izark, of which 
the etymology seems unknown. Arse may be an'old form of errauts, cinders, the first element 
in which is the verb erre, to bum ; and verse, the original of barreatu, barreatzen, to disperse, 
scatter. The latter word is identical in meaning with the Japanese baram. Agaletora, which 
Hesychius translates “ child,” I take to be not puer, but infans. The word does not exist, so 
far as I know, in modern Basque, but its constituents do. These are the verbal adjective 
ichilla, silent, and tar, now rarely used save as “ suffixe de l'ethnique,” as in Burgostaria, an 
-inhabitant of Burgos. Yet it appears in anai-tar, fraternal, from anai, brother. Ichillatar 
would thus be the exact equivalent of the Latin infant. The Etruscan months, in the general 
character of their names, agree with those of the Basques. Velitauus or Velcitanus, March, 
may correspond with the Basque epailla, the initial t not Iteing radical ; Ampiles, May, is more 
like Ilbeltz, January ; Aclus, June may survive in baguilla, the Basque name of that month, 
but is more like kacilla, November, or eeceilla, February. Coelius, September, has also a form 
like eeceilla. Isaneus, July, is in Basque uztailla; and Ennius, August, is more like urria, 
October. Druna, a gloss of Hesychius, is made equivalent to the Greek ipx^t which some 
Etruscologists have translated as the Latin principiwn, others as the English “ sovereignty." 
I am disposed to render the Greek by the equally allowable “ origin, source,” and to find its 
equivalent in the Basque iturri, source, and jatorri, origin. Balteus, a sword-belt, one of 
Varro’s glosses, is probably a compound of ubal, a strap or belt, abal, habela, a sling. M. Van 
Eys says : “ Est-ce que ubal et abal ne seraient pas des variantes du môme mot dont la signifi
cation primitive était courroie ?” Initial vowels in Basque are not necessarily radical. See 
my paper on the Khttan Languages, Proceedings Canad. Inst., 1884, Vol. II., Fas. Î, p. 163, 
rule 2, a. Falandum (falando, Deeeke), coelum cannot be the sky, which Is sew in Basque, but 
may denote the celestial powers or gods, and be a form of A lindun, he who bas power or 
dominion. Alin instead of al appears in the Kugubine tables and on the cippus of Pernsta as 
the word fbr dominion. Aldun, puissant, literally ” who has power,” is the modern Basque 
form. The initial / is thus, of course, unsocounted for. It is worthy of note that b, g, d and 
o, letters denied to the Etruscan alphabet, appear in these glosses.



ora, and Goukane or Goukyin. The latter is an inversion of the 
Basque Jaincoa, the word for god.24 The name of Juno, generally 
read as Thalna, is really Morasa-kara ; the former part ot the word 
being the same as the Latin Murcia, wrongly identified with Venus. 
But Cupid is a purely Etruscan word, for the form read Turia is 
really Cupido aurra, or the child Cupid. Maris Tit ran, so far from 
being the son of Venus, is realljf miratu un<i Cupido raka, probably 
meaning look towards Cupid.26 Venus is also an Etruscan word, 
which has been read Bellas, as her son’s name has been read Castur.26 

The first is Banesa aurra no, of the son of Venus, and the second -, 
uckirano Cupido, the precise meaning of the tiret part of which is 
hard to determine, as uchi may be utz, hitz, and many other Basque 
words. The name read Meule, Menerva, Menrva, does indeed denote 
the goddess Minerva, but her Etruscan name was Mineka ; for these 
words give Mineka-sane, Mineka-netuyira, Mineka-tuyira. The 
root men, power, is doubtless the chief element in the name. The 
Etruscan title of Vulcan has been read Sethlans. It should be 
nonemosarakano or non ema su rakano. The first three words mean 
who yives tire. I am in doubt as to the precise meaning of rakano. 
The accidental coincidences Hercur, Castur, Bellas, Menerva, .have 
done much to confirm Etruscan students in the application of Roman 
values to the letters of Etruria, and, with the ingenious parallel 
drawn by M. Bréal between the Umbrian and Etruscan tables of the 
Eugubine inscriptions, threatened, for a time, to put an end to my 
own researches.

X
THE PHONETIC VALUES OF THE ETRUSCAN CHARACTERS.

The Etruscan syllabary,27 as represented by the sepulchral inscrip
tions in Lanzi, is very poor, and it is still more so in the Eugubine

•* Jaincoa, jlnko, jangolko, la supposed to be derived from jaun, lord, master, and goi-ko, of 
the height. The Etruscan shows rather that the original was goijaun, the high lord.

0 This and t|ie accompanying Etruscan names of divinities are taken from the so-called 
paterae, really bronze mirrors, found in Etruscan tombs. See Lanzi, VoL If., table VI., «eg., 
and the Rev. Isaac Taylor’s Etruscan Researches. The latter writer states that marts denotes 
boy, a child of the gods. Thus maris 7uran means “the boy of Venus, f and maris Thalna,
“ the boy of Juno." Now the words read marts Turn n, I read miratu uno Kupulo raka, which 
may be “ this one looks towards Cupid." \

•* See Lanzi, VoL II., Table VII., Plate 5, where in connection with the figures represented 
appear the words TV MA and /t ELIAS. The first has been read Turia, the second PeHae. But 
the first is Jfuptde our, and the second Bans our no. Also Plate * of the same- Table has ' 
KASTVD, generally read Castur. It is hitirano Kupido.
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Tables. It possesses no sign whatever to mark independently the 
short vowels. Indeed, it is doubtful if it has any vowel sign at all, 
for the simple perpendicular line, or Roman I, rather seems to 
represent an aspirate, and may give ha, he, hi, ho, hu. It is the 
Aztec hui or ui, a thorn. This vowel sign or aspirate syllable some
times presents difficulty, by appearing with its duplicate II, for these 
two perpendicular lines or parallels denote the short sound of t or d 
in composition, te, ti, de, di, et, ed. In Aztec it is represented by 
titlan or tlantli, the teeth. In the Hittite inscriptions it is generally 
perpendicular, but, on the bilingual of Tarkutimme, it is horizontal. 
The aspirate syllable appears in composition with a character identi
cal in its simple form with t$he Roman C, when the compound 
assumes the shape of K. The C is a weak sibilant, chi, che, zi, ze, is. 
The combination K gives hitz, ots, uchi. C is the Aztec chichi, 
which Brasseur de Bourbourg renders poumons, mamelles. It occurs 
frequently in the Hittite inscriptions, alone and in composition. 
The only other case of combination is in the form B, in which the 
aspirate or broad vowel is joined to the character resembling the 
figure 8.28 This figure 8 is the Etruscan 1 in all its powers, la, le, li, 
lo, lu, al, el, il. With the prefixed I, in the form B, it seems to 
denote ol, ul. The Aztec has no hieroglyphic for 1, but that for 
tlalli, a piece of ground, the Basque lurra, is identical in form with 
the older square form of 8, which is common in Etruscan inscriptions, 
and has generally been read as h. The Corean 1 is square or 
angular ; that of Cyprus is identical with the Etruscan. ^The 
Etruscan has only one character for all the powers of r, which is 
hardly ever initial in Basque words. It is almost identical with 
the Roman A, but with rounded top, and has been thus read. In 
the Hittite monuments it presents a rounded form, at once giving 
the bow as its original. The Aztec has no r, but, as I have shown 
in my article on the Aztec and its relations, the peculiar Mexican 
combination tl may represent an original r or 1. The Aztec symbol 
coinciding is tlaoitoUi, the bow, the Koriak ratla.™ In the Lycian

” In the Cippus of Perusla this form, which is common in the Eugublne Tables, is replaced 
by the horizontally intersected parallelogram, read by Etruscologists as k. Generally the latter 
character and 8 appear to denote the same sounds and to belong to different stages of the 
written language. But the Cippus shows beyond doubt that the angular form was reserved for 
I preceded by a long vowel. In B, the combination 18 appears, the perpendicular line repie- 
senting the long vowel.

” I compare the Aztec with the Koriak of eastern Siberia as the resemblance between the 
Koriaks, Tchuktchis and Sainte had alee on the one band and the American Indians on the other

\
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inscriptions this character wants one of its extremities, and assumes 
the form of the figure 4. The Etruscan has two forms for the powers 
of M. The long sounds, ma, mo, mu, are represented by a circle or 
O, which frequently has an intersecting line, or by a diamond or 
square. Etruscan scholars have ta,ken this to represent the Greek 
theta. It is, as I have already indicated, the Aztec matlactli, 
denoting ten, but represented by a figured circle or square, which 
may have meant a shield originally. This is a very common Hittite 
emblem, and occurs in the many groups which I have read mari, 
king.30 The feebler souAd of M, mi, me, im, em, is represented by 
a character not unlike the Italic m, which has correctly been read as 
such.31 This I have not found in Aztec. As a hieroglyphic it must 
have denoted a ridge of mountains, and the Basque mendi, a moun
tain, was probably its original. It is common in Hittite, and the 
Cypriote mi is in accordance with it. The Etruscan character which 
coincides in shape with the Roman M, has not the sound of that 
letter. Indeed, this has been discovered by Etruscan students from 
a comparison of texts, so that they have made it the same as S, with 
the power of the Roman s. But this character, set forth variously as 
M, S, Z, and a division sign set perpendicular, has the values, na, 
no, nu. In Aztec it has lost its broad sound, being the ne of neitl, 
an arm. As an arm, these sounds are frequently represented on the 
Hittite monuments. The Corean n has also a form more resembling 
the arm, which the Etruscan was compelled to modify, lest it should 
be mistaken for sa, etc. The Cypriote ne is identical with the 
Etruscan character which I have compared to a perpendicular division 
sign. It was probably of phallic origin. Though common in 
Hittite, it is of rare occurrence in Etruscan. To denote the weaker 
powers of N, ne, ni, en, in, the Etruscans employed a symbol iden
tical in form with the Roman E. For this I have no Aztec equiva
lent, and, although it appears in Asia Minor, India, and elsewhere,

has often been pointed ont, and as the vocabularies of these Siberian tribes coincide with the 
Aztec. See a few examples in my paper on the Aztec and its connections, already referred to

*° In the Hittite inscriptions. See a brief essay entitled “ A translation of the principal 
Hittite inscriptions yet published.” For the inscriptions themselves see Transac. Soc’y Bib. 
Archaeol., VoL VII., Part III., p. 429 eeq. The word mati king frequently occurs in the 
inscriptions, and is represented by a shield-like oval on its side, bisected perpendicularly by 
three lines, followed by a representation of a basket.

*• This character does not belong to the Chalcidian Greek alphabet, nor does it occur in any 
Latin or other Italic inscriptions, save the Umbrian, Oscan and Faliscan, which are almost 
identical with the Etruscan.

v
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its phonetic value is a matter of inference, so far as I remember. 
The majority of values being given, it is of course not difficult to 
infer the value of the unknown.311

Passing from the liquid to the dental combinations, the Etruscan 
presents us with three forms for ta, to, tu, da", do, du, resembling the 
Roman D and P, and the Italic b. In the sepulchral inscriptions 
these seem to be interchangeable, but, in the Eugubine tables, I 
imagine that I have detected differences, the D generally standing 
for tu, and the b for da. This variable sign was, I think, originally 
an animal head, in Aztec tochtli, the rabbit, but ih Hittite a gazelle. 
It is thus the first character in the Hittite legend of Tarkutimme. 
The weak powers of T and D I have already indicated. The labials 
are two, or, at most, three in number. B, P, V, with a, o, and u, 
are represented by a perpendicular line, from the top of which falls, 
at an angle of 30° or more, a line, generally of half the length, but 
sometimes continued farther. It may be represented by the figure 1 
with a down stroke. This is the Aztec pil, chose suspendue, according 
to Brasseur. It is read as p by Etruscan students. The same con
sonants, with q^and i, are represented by a form identical with the 
Roman V. This, by a strange inversion, is a vase or cup, the Aztec 
palli, which Brasseur holds to mean couleur noire.3* As I have 
shown in my article on the Aztec and its Relations, palli, like the 
Japanese biru. also means “that which holds or contains." The 
Cypriote pa, like that of the Siberian inscriptions, is represented by 
two v’s, one above the other. The Corean p is a square v. There is, 
perhaps, an F in Etruscan, having the same form as the Roman, but 
it is hard to separate it from the form for gi, which, xyith other 
gutturals, demands attention.

The sounds ag, eg, ig, ge, gi, are expressed by a character 
resembling the Hebrew beth, or a Roman E, without the tongue 
or central short horizontal line. As the basal line of this character

81» I have since tound the original of this character in Hittite and in Cypriote. See plate 
■ Brasseur de Bourbourg, Histoire des Nations Civilisées du Mexique, Ac., Tome 1, Intro

duction, p. LIV. My friendly critic complains of obscurity in the text. The inversion is that 
which gives hi Aztec the sound pa to the equivalent of V and the sound pi to the equivalent of 
A- As 1 read these Etruscan characters, V is he, M, pe, pi and A 6a, bo, bit, pa, po, pu. While 
the preponderance at evidence famished by Hittite, Lat Indian, Siberian and Etrurian 
Inscriptions is, I think. In favour of the renderings 1 have given, there is much that telle In the 
direction of the Aztec equivalents. 1 leave it therefore an open question whether V should be 
6a, Ac., and A, be, Ac. But this muet not be decided hastily, tor we’cannot tell what Changes 
vowel aonnda have undergone m a group of languages yet unclassified, and for which no laws 
have been formulated, save the few set forth by me in the Khitau essaya.
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is frequently drawn across the perpendicular, it is sometimes hard to 
distinguish it from F. Where more squarely cut, there is the same 
danger of confounding it with C, as prevails in the case of C and G 
in Roman inscriptions. I am in doubt as to the corresponding 
Aztec hieroglyphic, but think it is either camatl, the mouth, or 
quauhtli, the eagle.32” The latter supposition may be justified from 
the Hittite, in which the eagle represents the ke or ge of Karkemish. 
In Corean, kh agrees, being in the shape of the Roman F. It has 
conveniently been read in Etruscan as v or z, according to the 
exigencies of the interpreter. The sounds kn and ga are represented 
in Etruscan by a character, generally read n, varying in appearance 
in different texts as the Roman N and H, and the Hebrew cheth.33 

Its original is the Aztec cnlli, a house, with the shape of which the 
Hittite hieroglyphic corresponds closely. In the cursive Hittite, 
or that in which the hieroglyphic begins to fade away, it appears in 
form something like the Italic h, or a child’s rude drawing of a chair. 
It is wanting in Corean, and, so far as I know, in Cypriote, unless 
the twisted ko of the latter syllabary be its equivalent ; but it is 
common in Asia Minor,34 in the form of an old Greek or Phoenician 
n. In the Lat, Siberian, and Mound Builder inscriptions, the same 
character assumes the Etruscan and cursive Hittite forms. The 
most frequently recurring guttural sign is one which generally 
appears as a Roman Y, one of the forks of which is carried across the 
pel pendicular. At other times, it has the perfect form of Y, and, at 
others again, it becomes a cross or a T. A comparison of texts at 
once demonstrates that these are variants of one sign, and, on this 
account, Etruscan students have uniformly read il as t. It really 
denotes ko, go, ku, go. Its Aztec representative is\quahuitl, a tree. 
Its tree form is recognizable in the Hittite mscriptions^jyid, in its Y 
equivalent, it constitutes the radical element in the Cyprîoîfc-'ZaiJs

824 It may seem improbable at first sight that F should in any way represent an eagle, but a 
comparison of the original form of the character with that of the Hebrew gimel, derived from a 
camel, will show analogous changes.

88 The angular AT, like the M referred to in note 81 above, occurs in no Latin or Greek 
alphaliet.

84 Lycian and Phrygian. ? ——‘
86 The lack of appropriate type compels me to make references which to the'general reader 

must be more or less obscure. The Cypriote sign for ku is a Saint Andrew’s cross, through the 
intersecting lines of which a Y is drawn perpendicularly. The cross with other lines, 
horizontal or perpendicular, is the Cypriote vowel symbol a, e, i. The Y is thus the radical 
element in the form for ku.

/

2
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Still another guttural sign, which at times replaces equally ka and ko, 
or the house and the tree, is one which resembles an arrow pointing 
downwards), or an anchor with the flukes pointing upwards. This, 
doubtless, is' blit another form of the tree, or of a plant, the so-called 
flukes representing the branches or lower leaves. This does not 
agree with the Cypriote, for in that syllabary the phonetic value 
assigned to the same character is te. It is, howeyer, one of the tree 
or plant forms in Hittite, and occurs abundantly in India and 
Siberia. In the famous edict of Asoka, it constitutes /the last 
character in that monarch’s name.36 ®

The sibilants only remain. Two of these, in thd forms C and K, 1 
I have already set forth when dealing with the aspirate I. The 
broad powers of S, i.e., sa, za, as, so, su, are represented by a single 
character, generally read l from its resemblance to that Roman letter. 
However, the lower limb of the Etruscan character is not horizontal, 
but stands in the same relation to the perpendicular that the upper 
limb does to that of the character bn, pa. I can think of no sign 
exactly corresponding to it, although the radical sign in arithmetic 
comes near it. In the Indian inscriptions, the same values are 
represented by the perpendicular sign in geometry. Its Aztec 
equivalent is xotl a foot. In Hittite it has the shape of a foot or a 
carpenter’s square. In Corean, the lower limb leaves the perpen
dicular above the base and slants downward, still preserving the idea 
of a foot. The upward slope of the Etruscan may be a reminiscence 
of the up-turned toe of the characteristic Hittite boot. The last 
character calling for mention is one which combines the one just 
considered with the Y-l^ke ko. It consists of a perpendicular, 
touched or traversed by two equidistant lines at an angle of 30° or 
more, according to the fancy of the artist. It may roughly be 
represented by a double dagger, and appears to have the phonetic 
value itch, ich, itz. It may, therefore, be the Aztec itztli, a dart. 
In Hittite, a single dagger probably represents the same. The 
Cypriote si shows some resemblance to this character, but its value

w Asoka, King of Cashmere, is spoken of in the Raja Tarangini or History of the Kings of 
Cashmere, book I. si. 101 seq., as the first royal convert to the faith of Buddha. See Troyer, 
Kadja Tarangini, Tome II in loc. cit also p. 400 seq.; and for reference to the inscriptions p. 
41$. Facsimiles of some of the inscriptions are found in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society. The name of the author of the inscriptions has been read as Piyadasi, whom Indian 
scholars have identified with Asoka. I read the author’s name, which occurs frequently, but 

, not in the characters read Piyadasi, as Asoka But I find no mention of Antiochus, Ptolemy,
aaÜ'Magas, whose names are said to appear in these proclamations.

A «
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is attested by the Corean signs for ts, dz, which are combinations of 
k and s. Such then is the meagre Etruscan syllabary, and such its 
derivation. I might, perhaps, have gained more attention and credit 
for its decipherment, had I, as might easily be done, left the distant 

• Aztec out of sight. This, however, j^ould have been to sacrifice, to 
a dogmatic dictum of “ antecedent improbability,” common gratitude, 
love of truth, and really scientific principle. Everything is anteced
ently improbable in the region of the unsolved, otherwise the un
solved would not exist.

To the names of those already mentioned who have materially 
aided me in the work of decipherment, I should add my acknowledg
ments to W. Harry Rylands, Esq., Secretary of the Society of 
Biblical Archaeology ; M. Léon de Rosny, President of the Institution 
Ethnographique of Paris; W. H. Yander Smissen, Esq., Librarian 
of the «University of Toronto ; Hyde Clarke, Esq., Vice-President of 
the Anthropological Institute ; the Rev. George Coull, A.M. ; my 
colleague, the Rev. Professor Coussirat ; and last, but not least, to 
J. C. Robertson, Esq, B.A., Classical Fellow-in University College, 
Toronto, for his kind care in revising the proof-sheets of this paper.

THE ETRUSCAN SEPULCHRAL INSCRIPTIONS.
The Rev. Isaac Taylor and other Etruscologists, while failing to 

translate these inscriptions, have made some good guesses. Such are 
their suppositions that the characters they have read ISA denote a 
wife, those read SEC, a daughter, and those read AL, a child. If, 
according to their own method, they had read SA, EC, and NAL, 
they would have been more correct. The first is nare or anre, wife ; 
the second nechi, now nesca, daughter ; and the third karasa, or in 
modern Basque, sortze, natus.37 Other terms of relationship are uta 
and babe father, and uya or uga anre mother or lady mother, some-

87 It has been objected that karqsa and sortze are difficult to reconcile, fhat NAL, karasa 
means “ natus,” several bilinguals attest. The Basque “ natus” is sortze. The only difficulty 
in the word is the replacement of to» by so after an interval of over a thousand years in the 
history of the language. See Van Eys, Dictionnaire Basque-Français, Introduction, p. XLIII. 
Tableau des permutations des consonnes dans les mots basques de différents dialectes. 
K = 8, Z, Ch. Karamitcha = zaramika ; kirten = zirtoin ; kiskaldn = ct^chkaldu ; gale = zale ; 
gapar = zapar : itogin = ttozin. For change of vowel see in the same dictionary, khurruka, 
khurulla derived from karraka ; garratz = kirats, kharax ; galde = galdo ; marruskatu = mur- 
ruskatu ; salhutzea = zaulitzea ; chokon = zokon ; elkar — elkor ; etztn = etzan ; ala, halatan 
- hols, holatau. The Japanese equivalent of the Basque sortze is haramu. One class of 
Japanese verbs derived from nouns is formed by adding mu to the noun ; thus from Kara, belly 
comes hara-mu to be with child. In the same way Lut with a different verb-former tv, tzen,
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times also rendered by amona and amona-anre. Uta is the present 
Basque aita. Babe only survives in the language of children. Uga, 
though common in composition in modern Basque, has ceased to 
designate a mother, but amona and amandria remain. For child, 
the common word is lira, the modern aurra ; for a little child, some 
compound of chipi, which still means little. Daughter is more often 
albi or albisa than nechi. These forms are now alaba and alapichi. 
The commonest words for brother and sister are noba, now nebia, 
and arreba or arba, which is unchanged. The word bau "or bahi, 
which means a pledge, seems to denote husband or wife. Child is 
sometimes rendered ume or hume, the unaltered form. As read 
formerly, uta would |be IR ; babe, PU ; uga, IN ; uganre, INSA ; 
amona, THE / amona anre, THESA ; ura, IA ; chipi, CU ; albi, 
albisa, HU, HUL; noba, SP ; arreba, AP ; bahi, PI; and hume, 
IM. They were brave men, if not over-wise, who led a forlorn hope 
against such a formidable array of darkness.

Etruscan inscriptions are, with few exceptions, written from right 
to left. For convenience sake I invert the text where it is intro
duced, and the direction of the individual characters. For lack of 
Etruscan type, I am compelled to represent these characters by the 
nearest equivalents which an ordinary English font supplies. A 
reference to the descriptions under the heading “ The Phonetic 
Values of the Etruscan Characters,” will enable the student to 
identify these equivalents with the original forms in Lanzi’s Saggio. 
The following, in the order of the English alphabet, are the Etruscan 
symbols with their varying phonetic powers. Aberrant forms are 
grouped with the English letters they most resemble.
A = ra, re, ri, ro, ru ; ar, er, ir. Examples : AS rano, YA gure, LA 

zari, AO roma, AD artu. When r is preceded by a long 
vowel, o or w (or, Mr), it is generally rendered by I A.

B = ol, ul, hal, hel, hil, hoi, hill. The same character is the horiz
ontally bisected parallelogram, now read as h. It is a com
pound of I and the following character. Example : BE alne 
ahalne, BD olatu.

8 = la, le, li, lo, lu, al, el, il.
8V al be.

Examples : 8ED lanetu, 8IS leheno,

the Basque torro, ventre, becomes sortu, sortzen. The Japanese thiroi, white in the same way 
forms shiromu, to become white. The corresponding Basque zuri, churi, white, by adding tv, 
tzen forms churitu, churitun, becthne white, whitens. Such instances might be multiplied In
definitely.

________________
-



C = chi, che, si, se, zi, ze. Examples : CV chipi, CAE ziren, CA 
zero.

D, P, b = to, tu, do, "du ; but in many cases in the Eugubine tables 
these three characters represent every power of d and t. 
Much as I would like to attach definite values to each of 
them, my knowledge of the relation in which ancient Basque 
or Etruscan stands to modern Basque phonetically, is not 
such at present as to justify me in so doing. See also II.

E = ne, ni, en, in. Examples : YE gune, ED entu.
F= ag, eg, ig, gi, ge, but never ga. FE agin, egin; VF begi, FA 

* igar. It is possible that begi was originally be-ig.
H, N = ka, ga generally, but waXjirobably used also for ak, ke, ki, 

ge, gi. Examples : HV gabeXXA kari, now ekarri ; also NED 
now kendu.

I = ha, he, hi, ho, hu, au, ai, ou, eu, • oi, ô, ü, hau. Examples : IA
hiri, aura, ôra. The poverty of the Etruscan syllabary multi
plies the equivocal to such an extent that the context or 
even a knowledge of the nature of the document in which 
such words occur must decide their value.

II = ta, te, ti, da, de, di, at, et, it, ad, ed, id. See above D, P, b.
This sign is never used for, to, tu, do, du. As for ot and ut, 
od and ud, they are represented by IP, lb. Examples of 
II are OU emat, IIV debe.

K = os, ots, oz, otz, us, uts, uz, utz, hatz, hitz, hez, hots, huts. It 
is a compound of I and C. In the inscriptions of Asia read 
by Japanese it gives ochi, uchi. As representing two 
syllables, instead of the forms indicated, it frequently, indeed 
generally, should be read osi, utsi, oze, but never osa, otso, 
utsu. Examples : K hitz, KV ospe, VKE behatzen, KDE 
utsi ten.

L = sa, so, su, za, zo, zu, as, az, sometimes es, ez, but not os, us. It 
may also denote cho, chu, cha, and ja, jo, ju, when these 
sounds pertain to the sibilant series. Examples : LA zari, 
sari, L su, so, LV azpi.

ff\ = me, mi, em, im. Examples : mA mira, m E imini. See O.
M. SeeS.
O = ma, mo, mu, am, om, um. Sometimes it represents what is 

now in Basque em followed by a broad vowel, eman, which 
may originally have been OE mane. There are variant forms



of this character, with perpendicular and horizontal inter
secting lines, and with crosses contained within them, in some 
Etruscan, and in the Celtiberian inscriptions. In Celtibe- 
rian, 0 with a dot in the centre represents the Etruscan m. 
I have not determined with exactness enough for dogmatism 
the different vowel values and positions indicated by the 
other foims. Examples : At) roma, OA umra, (Umbra) OV 
ambe, VO pimo.

R. I do not recognize this as a character per se. It .is a variant
of P.

S. Z. M. = na, no, nu, an, on, un. The two last, on and un, when
initial at least, are generally represented by IE, IS, one, lino. 
But the character M seems specially to indicate these sounds, 
when the initial vowel or aspirate character is /dispensed 
with. However, M is very often interchangeable w-ith S. 
The Z is simply a variant of S, and, as far as I can judge, 
marks a different class of writings, differing chronologically 
or geographically. Examples : AS rano, ES nion, SI anai, 
MPAN ondoreak.

T. See Y.
V = be, bi, pe, pi, eb, ib, ep, ip. Examples : VF begi, LV azpi, 

V8*ibil, YV kube, now jabe.
Y. T. — ko, ku, go, gu I do not think that originally it repre

sented any other sounds than these. There can be no doubt 
that YV kupi, kube, kobe, is the same word as the modern 
Basque jabe, jaube, lord, but it is better to regard jabe as a 
corruption of kobe, than to enlarge the powers of Y. When 
j and ch represent original guttuiuls, the words in which these 
letters occur may be looked for under Y, N, 1 and F. When 
they represent original sibilants, they should be found under 
C, L and J.

X = go. This character, as I have indicated, is nowhere to be 
found in the Eugubine Tables. It was thus not an essential 
part of the Etruscan syllabary. I have also shewn that its 
hieroglyphic origin is the same as that of Y. In the majority 
of instances in which I have met with it in the inscriptions, 
it has simply replaced Y, with the value go. But in other 
exceptional instances it has appeared with Y in the form 
XY, and there have been instances in which from analogy
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NY, kako, kago, gago, the present gogo, mind, desire, would 
be expected. This inconsistency I can for the present only 
state, not explain.

I = ech, etch, ich, itch, certainly, and probably ets, its, etz, itz. Ex
amples : JVCI ichpichio, jl etsai.

•|- same as S. This form, rarè in Etruscan, but common in Hittite 
and Cypriote, occurs in Lanzi No. 419, vol. II., p. 376, for SA 
anra, now and re.

A A = ha, bo, bu, pa, po, pu, ab, ap. Ob and up are rendered by 
I/l. The second character appears in the Eugubine Tables. 
Examples : /IED banetu, /IV babe, /lAYDE borokutune, 
now borrokatzen.38

There are other Etruscan characters than those I have indicated 
the powers of, but their signification is not essential to a knowledge 
of the inscriptions in general, nor is it wise at this early stage of 
Etruscan study to obtrude that which is less important. I do not

88 Mr. VanderSmissen calls my attention to an Etruscan syllabary and alphabet upon a 
lecythus, found at Caere, represented in the collection of Fabretti. The syllabary I cannot 
reproduce in full without an engraving which at this stage is unnecessary. The following 
sample sufficiently indicates its character :—

Read by Lepsius :
r i r a r y r e bi ha bu be
A 1 / A/t Y A E gi 8a gu ge
I 1 IAIY I E zi za zu ze
8 1 8 A 8Y 8 E hi ha hu he
OIOAOYOE . di da du de
mimAuiYmE mi ma mu me
M1 MA M Y ME ni na nu ne
PI PA PY PE Pi pa pu pe

* * « *
T 1 TA T Y TE ti ta tu te

First I call attention to the fact that the illustrious lepsius has given values to the charac
ters /if O, M, P, which are at variance with those given by the present school of Etruscologists. 
They make yi = p, O = th, M - s, and P = r. I think, however, that he is right in reading Y 
as V,

The alphabet, as nearly as type will represent it, is as follows :

ABODE FI8UIKL (111) M □OPNPXTYTOl
The 8 is square ; the first O is traversed by a horizontal line ; the Q contains a cross ; the 

second O lias a central dot ; the N has a shortened left limb as in old Greek ; the second T 
carries the perpendicular line above the diagonal line ; and the X is more like the Greek 

If the alphabet is Etruscan, I) is r according to present readings, and so are the two P's ; 
also the variant T's are read with the same powers, as are the two s forms M and 2. It is also 
to be noted that the supposed alphabet and syllabary are not accordant. ^

Some light may be shed upon this succession of characters by comparing it with-ajjbther 
supposed alphaliet figured in Dennis's Cities of Etruria, and readily accessible in Browne's 
History of Roman Classical Literature. The author says : “One example of the Etruscan



profess to exhaust the syllabary or any.- department of Etruscan 
philology, but to communicate what I know to those who with more 
abundant leisure and facilities may be able to reduce to scientific 
exactness of proportion the stones of a new edifice, which with

alphabet is extant. It was discovered in a tomb at Bomarzo by Mr. Dennis, inscribed round 
the foot of a cup, and probably had been a present for a child. The letters ran from left to 
right, and are as follows "

8XOVY2DM \NmWOB8FECA

Reversing this we obtain :
ACEFSBOILmN /1MD2YVOX8

Here, also. B represents square 8 ; the N is similar to that of the preceding alphabet ; the T 
carries the perpendicular beyond the horizontal or diagonal ; the X is like the Greek * ; and 
the F is inverted. There is also a new character something like the figure 8.

The correspondences are :
Caere. ABCDEFl80IKL<m)MOOPNP2TVTOX 

Bomarzo. A-C-BF3BOI - L m D2YV
N/M 0X8

I confess that ABCDEF in succession might easily carry conviction to the mind even of the J 
critical student that the powers of the Etruscan alphabet were those of the Latin. I there
fore ask the reader to return to this note after having studied the inscriptions in the text. Mr. 
VanderSmissen suggests the likelihood of the Etruscans in the later period of their history 
adopting the Greek and Roman alphabets and a complete vowel system. Of this, however, I 
have uo evidence. I incline rather to the belief that they did not adopt the Roman alphabet 
until they adopted the Latin language. The monuments plainly indicate that the Etruscan 
scribes assimilated the forms of their characters to those of the Roman letters, but without in 
the least affecting their phonetic values. As for the order of writing it is just possible that 
inscriptions reading from right to left may have been modelled on the Roman. But the various 
inscriptions which I have classed with the Etruscan, namely, Celtiberiau, Pictish, Phrygian, 
Hittite, Indian, Siberian, &c., exhibit little consistency of order, reading generally indeed from 
right to left, but often from left to right and boustrophedon.

To return to the supposed alphabets, I read that of Bomarzo thus :
ACEF3BOI LmN/iMDIYVOXS 
er ze in ag ti la mai su mi ka bano ta ne ku be ma go la

Basque : erre zein gatillu mai su imi ka bana tanka bu makilla
burn who vase tablet fire placing by within strike let the stick 
Let the stick strike him who burns the tablet (inscription) of the vase by putting 

fire into it.
Here it will be observed that I read 3 as if it were ||. This I do on the authority chiefly of 

the Siberian inscriptions, which use ||, j- | | and 3 for ti, te, Ac. The corresponding Caere
character is I. The only word which is not modem Basque is bana, and this I take to be a 
form of barrtna, within. M. Van Eys derives tanka, tankatu from the Provencal tancar. It 
cannot, however, be other than the Japanese tataku, the Choctaw timxk-lih, the Iroquois 
Ukkentoks, and the Aztec txotzona, all meaning to beat, strike, thump, knock. Although mai 
now means a table, it must originally have designated a space upon any object on which sub
jects might be portrayed or characters written. The Japanese hi-mei denotes an inscription on 
a monument.

The Caere alphabet Is :
ABCDEFI80IKLmMD0PNP2TVT0X
ir aul zi dune ge te la mai utz su mi no ma ml ta, ka ta ne ku be ku tnago
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clumsy tools borrowed from many distant lands I have rough-hewn 
out of the Etruscan quarries. The syllabary presented is far from 
an ideal one, but it is certainly as perfect as that of the ancient 
Phoenicians, who ignored vowels altogether, and hardly inferior to the 
Hebrew syllabary, prior to the invention of the vowel points within 
the Christian era.39

Basque : iraulzi duen gatillu mai * * * * * su irai ***** tanka bu * * *
overturn who does vase tablet * * fire place ***** strike let * * *

I have not hazarded a complete translation of this corresponding inscription. The K utz may 
be an Etruscan form of or, which is now edo. The final kumugo shows the same root as magola, 
which Van Eye (subst. makilla) supposes to be maJca, makatu, strike. Such a Malay ^Polyne
sian form as ku-mago is hardly in accordance with Basque structure. Nor can I suggest at 
present an explanation of no mamita ka. The Basque has a verb mamitu, to curdle, and another, 
mamutu, to disguise one’s t>elf in hideous fashion, derived from mamu, a spectre or hobgoblin, 
to frighten- children With. The Japanese momonjii has the same meaning as mamu. Can 
these words connect with the oriental Mamitu, goddess of fate, in the Izdubar legends (G. 
Smith : The Chaldæan Account of Genesis)?

The supposed syllabary l do not regard as such, but as an ingenious combination of characters 
on a consistent plan, setting forth words of two syllables, which are not only individually 
significant, but which may also have formed complete sentences in combination. The Basque 
roots are largely dissyllabic, so that the parent Etruscan may have been a biliteral language. 
The first character in the supposed syllabary is not b, but the replacer of V, be, bi, pe, pi. It 
occurs in this hooked form in the Hittite inscriptions and in Asia Minor. In f I f A f V f E 
we may find behi cow ; beta, here, hero, the first signifying equally tender and below, the second, 
his, her, its, and the third, hot, heat ; bebe, probably an old form of one of the auxiliaries ; and 
hein, ônce.

/tl/IA/lV/tE bai, bahi ; barru, buru, baru, borra ; babe, pabe ; bane. Bai has the 
double meaning “yes” and “spot,” bahi is a pledge. Barm means “within," buru, head, 
baru, fasting, and borra, mallet; babe is the Etruscan for “father," and pabe is Basque help, 
support; bane is Etruscan join, unite. iItATVTE koi gare jabe gune in modern Basque, but
*n Etruscan gui gure gube gune. This reads correctly “ we are desiring the place of the master."
Similarly we might read 8I8A8V8E as lohi lara labe lane, and make Basque of it as lohilla ra
labe lan, towards January the oven works. I do not profess to have read any of these lines,
but that they can be read consistently 1 have little doubt. Corresponding rhyming fragments, 
but not so perfect in their structure as the one under consideration, are to be found in the 
nursery lore of all civilized peoples. The reason why filial t, ra, be and ne were chosen for the 
composition of the piece is that being postpositions they would fit into the mosaic more per
fectly than other syllables. Final i is hardly a postposition, but a sign of the dative case.

88 The poverty of the Etruscan syllabary is by no means without parallel. When the Semitic 
peoples replaced a cumbrous hieroglyphic system by what are now known as alphabets, they 
really adopted syllabaries a« tare as that of the Etruscans. The Hebrews had only one purely 
vowel ctaracter, namely aleph, and although they had expedients for representing long vowel 
sounds they were very frequently omitted. Thus, as Gesenius states, one form might be read 
qatal, qatel, qatol, q’tol, qotel, qittel, qattel, quttal. According to the same authority : “ the 
Phoenicians did not even indicate the long vowels, except in very rare cases; their oldest 
monuments can hardly l>e said to have any designation of vowels." The Mongolian and 
Buriatic syllabaries present similar deficiencies, the same sign representing different sounds, 
and words quite distinct in meaning and pronunciation being written with the same characters : 
see Encyc. Brit, Article Mongols. The Javanese, Batak, Tagala, and other syllabaries of the 
Malay Archipelago are equally defective : see Crawford's, Indian Archipelago, Vol. II., pp. 70-71. 
The alphabet of the Tuaricks of Africa is really a syllabary having no characters whatever to



SEPULCHRAL INSCRIPTIONS.

(The numbert refer to those in Lanzi’s Saggio.)

41. OANA • ZEIANYI • LAYINIAL
Transliterated—ma ra ka ra • no ne u ra ka ku u ■ sa ra ku u ka u ra sa 
Basque—marakara non orogogoi Saraku uga au eritza 
Translation—monument where in memory Saraku mother his esteems 
Freely—the monument in which Saraku honours his mother’s memory

. The first word marakara, which has been read Thana and made a 
proper name, occurs in a great many inscriptions, generally as the 
first word.40 Sometimes it is replaced by marakaku or maragogo,

denote vowel sounds : see Latham's Varieties of Man, pp. 623 and 660. It is important to keep 
in mind what Professor Max Müller says in his Sanskrit Grammar for Beginners : ,“To admit 
the independent invention of a native Indian alphabet is impossible. Alphabets were never 
invented in the usual sense of that word. They were formed gradually, and purely phonetic 
alphabets always point back to earlier, syllabic or ideographic, stages.” The first stage of 
every system of writing was the hieroglyphic, which may have been purely ideographic like the 
Chinese. That the latter was the case, however, there is not sufficient evidence to decide. 
The oldest Egyptian hieroglyphics are syllabic and alphabetic as well as ideographic. So the 
oldest cuneiform writing was syllabic as well as ideographic. The Hittite hieroglyphics were 
syllabic, and but rarely ideographic. The hieroglyphics of Mexico were used ideographically, 
but also with syllabic values, for the Pater Noster, and other prayers and religious formulas 
were written in them by missionaries for the use of native converts. M. Léon de Rosny in an 
article on Les Sources de l'Histoire Anté-Colombienne du Nouveau Monde, in the Revue 
Orientale et Américaine, says : “ Malgré son extrême défectuosité, les inissionaires catholiques 
chargés d’évangéliser les Aztèques, le trouvèrent suffisant pour cornioser des livres religieux à 
l’usage des Indiens convertis. Les bons missionaires espagnols allaient même jusqu’à écrire d 
la façon le texte latin des prières qu’ils voulaient enseigner â leurs néophytes.”

The next stage was that of reducing the number of signs within the smallest possible compass 
and simplifying their forms for the sake of rapid expression. This gave the Semitic alphabetse 
from which the European were derived. These, as has been shown, were really syllabaries 
with little or no representation of vowel sounds. In course of time the inconvenience of such a 
mode of writing became apparent to Cadmus or whoever introduced the Greek alphabet. By 
setting apart certain signs to denote vowel sounds, such as aleph, he, yodh and ayin, he turned 
a syllabary into an alphabet This the Semitic peoples afterwards effected by added vowel- 
points or lines, of which, perhaps, the most perfect system is the Ethiopie. The syllabary 
derived from the Hittite hieroglyphics was perfected in a similar way in India by added lines 
and curves, a comparison of which with the vowel indicators of Corea at once attests the com
mon origin of the old Indian and Corean systems of writing. The western Khitan syllabaries 
of Asia Minor, Etruria, Spain and Britain show little or no trace of having arrived at this third 
or perfect stage. For the old Indian alphabet, see Prinsep’s Indian Antiquities, and for the 
Corean, the atlas Accompanying Klaproth’s San Kokf Tsou Ran To Seta. There are curious 
analogies between these systems and that of the Ethiopie syllabary.

40 I am also indebted to Mr. VanderSmissen for the suggestion that OANA needs explanation 
in connection with the THANA which appears in corresponding jiositions on other Etruscan* 

. monuments. Etmscologists have unnecessarily supposed that the latter word is in Roman 
letters. Read as Btruscan it is goka rakara. The first word I have shown farther on to be 
egoki, importer, appartenir, concerner, convenir. It is the Japanese kaka-ru with the same 
meaning. The word rakara does not now exist in Basque, but as I have elsewhere indicated is 
a compound of ra, rako, towards. It is thus a synonym of NEY ganego, another Etruscan 

*





COMPARISON OF THE ETRUSCAN CHARACTERS SHOWING CORRESPONDENCES IN OTHER ALPHABETS OF KNOWN PHONETIC VALUES.

Etruscan. Cypriote. Corean. Aztec Hieroglyphic*.
A ra, re, ri, ro, ru, ar, er, ir R re R ,X ro caret tla = ra : tlaoitolli, a bow
8 la, le, li, lo, lu, al, el, il 8Xw* S. 1 B le H, [031 tlaela : tlalli, earth

B 0 hal, bel, hil, ol, ul, aul
caret caret caret

C ^ che, chi, se, si, ze, ri, is, es si : compare Aztec caret C S' chi : chichitl, lungs, breasts
B."P, O.'R, ta, to, tu, da, do, du, at, ad ~F to : like Old Heb. and Phoen. aleph, Pt Î5. to : tochtli, the rabbit (animal’s head)

11,1,3 te, ti, de, di, et, it, at, ed, id \l/ [en°X
-X- te : like Hebrew 12 *hm, a tooth caret S’, ti : titlan, but from totlan, tlantli, tooth

££
ne, ni, en, m . LU , ni caret caret

' »g eg. ig, gi, ge, »k, ek, ik
^, ke, ge, *e

^kh caret

H.KN Ug. n. n . ko, go, *o caret «LS*! ka : calli, a house

I o, u, ha, he, hi, ho, hu, au, hau.^oa, oi /K a : compare below. l.ll.si e 4 ui, hui, uh : hui, a thorn

ochi, uchi, hats, beta, hits, hots, huts 1C, jeX.ji (-{ x* caret caret

l'.t- , sa, so, su, ra, to, zu, as, as V.Vn K.. so, cho : xotl, a foot, pronounced ehotl

rrr , me, mi, em, im T.Y.T mi- caret caret

MkS.X na, no, nu, an, on l. ne : neitl, an arm

0.0.Ù ma, mo, mu, am mo an [di @) ma : matlactli, 10

V-C be, bi, pe, pi, eb, ib, ep, ip ^ pi, bi ti p L-/, V pa ; palli, black (rather, contents)

1^. "KT" , ko, ku, go, gu . ku, gu, x*. T, ki, gi, xi 7k U*, ^ ka : quahuitl, a tree

‘1*1 na, no, nu, an 'S' ne caret caret

ka, ga, ko, go ka, ga, xa caret other form of quahuitl

\ , etch, itch, eta, its caret 7^ ds : combinée V*' K, and K, S f itz : itztli, dart

, ba, bo, bn, pa, po, pu, ab, ap \I po caret pi i pilli, something suspended.
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COMPARATIVE TABLE OF TWELVE KHITAN (OLD TURANIAN) ALPHABETS.

, Hound'
i Etruscan* lyciaru Phrygian. Q/priote. JSltSe Ajlec Builders Corecm- Siienarv Jndùvt

/\i\n A A » Zl » >> X A, A A,À ry\X
Caret X

!

8 B B 8 X Ei.s E3, IEbI X.S S.B B Caret

Caret Caret BB Caret Caret Caret Caret Caret Caret Caret

c c.< C< o 0 Zé e O ./!■ ^ £L, <2^, C Caret < c
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The cor* does not signify that the corresponding symbol is absolutely wanting in the individual syllabaries, but that I have not yet found it
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when it means a memorial stone; the common Basque word, gogo, 
signifying thought, remembrance. Thus, Van Eys appropriately 
cites gogoan atchikazu hillzea, literally, “ in memory hold the dead.” 
So far as my knowledge of Basque goes, there are no modern forms

noun formed out of the postjiosition gan, and answers in general signification to the Basque 
aginxa, offering. Mr. VanderSmissen tells me that OANA occurs always at the beginning of a 
line in 200 out of 1800 sepulchral inscriptions in Fabretti.

As to the derivation of marakara, I am disposed to doubt its connection with any ancient 
word for stone. A careful comparison of the objects on which inscriptions bearing this formula 
appeflr will be necessary in order to fix any such derivation. The Basque marra, règle, limite, 
but also ligne, trait, if a truly Basque word, which Van Eys seems to doubt, would be a pre- 

' ferable term from which to derive an ancient marrigarri, formed like mugarri, a limit, boun
dary, from muga. In such case marragarri would mean “ indication, mark.” In the following, 
communicated to me with others mentioned in this note by Mr. VanderSmissen, marka, marga, 
is plainly not a stone, as it is followed by hari, stone.

Fabretti 288. OANIA •* CRMVNIA * FE(L)VA
* maraga hard zein Nopika aur egin babe ra

indication stone which NÜpika’s son makes father towards 
I read the doubtful L as /, which seems necessary to the construction.
The following are instances of THAN A :
Fabretti 950. ARRIA * THANA

Artata aur kuka rakara 
Basque. Artata aur egoki rakora

Artata’s child concerns the offering 
It is hard to say what part of the verb kuka, goka represents. For the 3 sing. pres. ind. one 

would expect YNI egokio, the equivalent of the Basque dagokio.
Fabretti 1984. THAN1A • TlNlNtM

kukarakaura kuukaukauno 
Basque, egoki rako hard Goika uga huno

pertains offering stone Goika mother this 
Pnpbably huno is a dative form answering to the present Aunt.
Fabretti 1936. TH XNIA * ACHONlA * CASCELl

kukarakaura rachikamakaura chiranochinesau 
Basque, egoki rako hard eritsi Gamaga aur jar aintzi nitzayo

concerns offering stone liououred Qamaga’s child attention paying I him am 
There can be little doubt that AC represents eritsi, esteem, honour. In many inscriptions 

AL occurs, which is eritza, now d-eritza, the 3rd sing. pres, ind of the verb. The word CA, 
chira, sira, zera, the same form that denotes zeru, heaven, frequently occurs, and in such con
nections as to require the meaning of “ homage, regard.” I can find no nearer equivalent in 
modern Basque than jar, attention. 80, which I have read “ pay," in connection with jar, is 
the Etruscan form of the verb aintzindu, to go before, to present. The auxiliary nitzayo 
possesses the meaning indicated.

Fabretti 281. TAHNJ A * ANA INI A 
COMLNIAI • FI A 
kurakakaura rakaraukaura 
simanosakaurau agura 

Basque, egoki rako hard Arka-Rauka aur 
Simanosaka orui jayera 
concerns ottering stone Arka Rauka's child
Simanosaka *s memory inclining to * y

I have regarded TAH as an engraver’s slip for THÀ. The last word jayera may l>e rendered 
simply as " towards. ‘

¥
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marakara, maragogo. The present word for stone is arri, but that 
there was an older form inara or marri is evidenced by the words, 
malkar, a stony place, mnrrua and harmora, a wall. The kar or 
kara is the verb ekarri, to bear or carry. In the runic Pictish

Fabrettl 968. THAN IA
8VDERNIA • Alt • F 

TA SADNAL 
kukarakaura 

nobetunefcakaura arte egi 
kura noratu karaaa 

Basque, egoki rako harri
Nobetu An taka aur artu egi 

gur Noratu sortze 
concerns offering stone.
Nobetu Antaka's son—hold ! do 
reverence ; Noratu natus.

I have rendered artu as an interjection, like the French tiens. Reverence is gur in Baaque. 
Fabretti, 288. TAB IA • 8VDERNIA • SADNAL

kurakaura nobetunetakaura noratukarasa 
Basque : gureki harri Nobetu Antaka aur Noratu sortze

reverential stone Nobetu Antaka's child Noratu natus .
In the inscription A and H are blended. The reading given is inadmissible on grammatical 

grounds. I suppose, therefore, that the first word is really an abbreviation of egoki rako harri, 
which will make perfect sense.

Fabretti, 1985. THANA SEICIA * TRB*V
kukarakara noneuchiura kuta ne ma be 

Basque : egoki rakora non Otseherri Guda ne ema bu
concerns offenng what Otseherri Guda to give does 

Non now means “ where," but in Etruscan the numerous instances of its use claim for it also 
the meaning of the relative. The Ja{tanese has no relative pronoun. The Iroquois uses ne, 
nene, the demonstratives, as relatives, and has also the forms tsini. Ulna, tsin, answering to the 
Basque sein. The Choctaw has among its relatives ing, ang, ona, and that of the Aztec is yn.

The foil iwing are some of the terms or formulas hitherto read as proper names, against all 
probability, save on the sup|»ositJon that the Etruscans excelled all other peoples in poverty of 
nomenclature :

OANA read Thana, but ax morn taro, meaning monument
THANA «• Thana, . 44 egoki rakora. the offering concerns
ADNY «• Amt, 44 artu gogo. to keep in mind
ADNO Amth, 44 artu gomu, id.
ADNOAL “ Aruthal, 44 artu gomu eritsa. the memorial honours
LADOI " Larthi, 44 zaratu mai. the written tablet
LAOIS 44 Laris, " saratu huno, this writing
FEL 44 Fel, 44 agirJta, offering
FELIA “ Fella, 44 agintxa oar, consider the offering
AVI.E 44 Aule, 44 arbe zuen, ye who take (heed)

I have just received from Mr. VanderSmissen the following inscriptions, which seem to favour 
the present school of Etruscology :

Fabretti, 984, bis d. LtRTHIA * MARINA * GAINAI * FlLIA
If this be a Latin reading of Etruscan names, and the JUia certainly looks like it, Larthia is 

one such name, and represents LAPOIA. The Larthia, Larthias and Than as of Etruria must

.... .. ■ ; ■ " - .
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inscriptions, generally read as Norse, but which are more Basque 
than the Etruscan, maragogo and orogogo are interchangeable terms.41 

The second word, non, is unchanged. The compound expression 
orogogo would be regarded as tautological in Modern Basque ; oroi 
by itself denoting remembrance. Sara/cu is a proper name some
thing like Sergius. I have already directed attention to uga as an 
old word for mother. It occurs in the composition of many modern 
Basque words, ugntz, breasts, mother’s milk, vgazama, uyaznita, 
ugazalaba, <fcc.41 The pronoun au, han, is now the demonstrative 
this, but seems to have been j^iginally personal and possessive. The

have constituted a large proportion of its population. This is an Etruscan inscription in Latin 
characters, and reads :

saratukukaura • noratuukara chiraukarau agiusaura 
zarratu egoki harri Noratuika ra Zeros sortse vgihatz aur 
engraved suitable stone Noratuika to Zerua naUi scratches child

I have read the final I of GAINAI as L. perhaps without warrant. Noratuukara may be 
Noratu uga ra, to mother Noratu.

Fabretti 867. LA RTH l A OTAN 18
saratukuka ura makurakauno 
zarratu egoki harri Maknrakau no 
engraved suitable stone Makurnkau of

Or it may be that the name is simply Maku, and rako ono signifies “well esteem." In any 
case LARTHI A, written in this latter inscription with antique A forms, common in Celt Iberian, 
is a perfectly Etruscan or Basque formula. I^itin sepulchral inscriptions should contain some 
formula, if only the letters D M. Such a formula is almost invariably found in the Etruscan 
inscriptions as I have read them.

** For specimens of Pictish inscriptions, see the 1st volume of Manx Antiquities, published 
by the Manx Society, facing pages 12 and 23. I take that opposite p. 12, as being the most 
perfect. It reads from right to left :
ma u sa ne u pi ku-ne ra ma ku u sa go raba go sang ne sa tu-ma ra ka ku u ba ma u sa ka pi 

u ba u ku ka ra tu
mai zuen obeko ne erama koi Sagora bagma aginza da maragogo obi mai so ka Piubanku zarrat

The tablet which you regard brings (to) me thè lieloved Sagora, the departed. Offered is a 
memorial the grave tablet by the sight (of) Piuba uku writes.

It is possible that the word I have read in some Pictish inscriptions as orogogo may be mara- 
gogot for the character ma, a short line terminating in a ball, or a larger line traversing the 
ball perpendicularly, is very liable to injury, and may have been incorrectly represented in 
copies of the inscriptions as l. These inscriptions have been read as Norse, although it is 
allowed that the elegantly carved crosses upon which they appear are without parallel as 
Norse works of art The Isle of Man was a seat of education in very ancient Celtic days, very 
long before Norsemen were heard of, and the civilization to which that education belonged 
must have been Iberian or Pictish. See G. Buchanan, Rerum Scoticarum Historia, Lib. IV., 
Cap. XVIII. The Irish annalists represent the Isle of Man as a region of magic and mystery, 
the usual tribute paid to science in dark ages. They also connect its population with the 
aboriginal, pre-Celtic, population of the British Isles.

* Uga, mother. My attention has been called to the fact that the compounds seem to con
vey the idea of step-relation rather than of maternity. Such an idea cannot be contained in 
ugatz, breasts, mother’s milk. The Etruscans, like the Lycians and the American Khitan, 
reckoned descent in the female line. So must the ancient Basques have done. Hence the
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personal Aura, he, is doubtless composed of hau and the termination 
ra. There are few commoner words in Basque than évitai, esteem, 
judge. The auxiliary verbs, nniz and dut, hardly appear in these 
inscriptions, but in the Eugnbine Tables they abound. Eritza, now 
deritza, is the 3 sing. pres. ind. of évitai. The final i of orogogoi is 
an old dative and ablative sign.

42. FEL • IEZOE • LAZAL
Transliterated—a^ in sa • hu ne no mo ne • sa ra no ri za 
Basque—agintza hunen amona Sarano eritza 
Translation—offering of this mother Sarano esteems 
Freely—an offering, Sarano honours his mother.

Here agintza, meaning an offering, is unchanged. The demon
strative, hau, used as personal, has its genitive form hnnen. In the 
preceding inscription the genitive was unnecessary, because uga fol
lowed Saraku, giving the genitive of position. The word amona 
means lady mother, and is more elevated than uga and less natural. 
Sarano may be Soranus, said to be a Sabine name of Pluto.

44. OANA • YPINAYI • YVYNAZA
Transliterated—ma ra ka ra'1 ku tu u ka ra ku u • ku pi ku ka ra na re 
Basque—marakara Kuta orogogoi jabe Kukara anre 
Translation—monument Kuta remembrance to lord Kukara’s wife 
Freely—Monument to the memory of Kuta, the wife of Lord Kukara

This inscription has been either carelessly made or carelessly 
copied. The first character in the second word is probably pi V, 
instead of ku Y.43 Also INAYI is plainly a mistake for IANYI, a 
very common formula. The feminine name would thus read Pita or 
Vetta. The final vowel of orogogoi is a dative sign. In the Eugu- 
bine inscriptions kupi occurs continually as the word for a lord or 
ruler. In modem Basque it is jabe or jaube, master, dominue. The 
letter j represents the guttural sofind of the Spanish jota in most 
Basque dialects.44 The Basque word for lady, wife, is anre, or more 
euphoniously andre, one of the commonest terms in the Etruscan 
sepulchral inscriptions.

prominence of the mother. Thua the master of the houee Is rtchr-kn-jaun, bnt In order to be 
ao he must he uga-iaba, perhaps uga jabe, the lord of the mother. The Japanese tor mother 
Is o*too or okkaasan. The Dacotah is ika, huku, the Choctaw, ithki, the Iroquois, ista.

** Mr. VanderSmissen Informs me that VP Pita Is the reading In Fabretti.
«* The word YV tube, gopi, as it may be rendered, Is one of those which seem to be the 

property of all languages, Its original slgnilloatlon varying between loftiness and forwardness. 
Thus the Aceedlan has gub, high, answering to the Hebrew gabak, and gvb, front The Latin
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46. A . CEICNA • CAS/IV • L • CVPIAL PIL • X • • •
Translit.—ra • cineucikara • cira no bapi • sa chipitu u rasa tu usa X •
Basque—ara Siuhetsikara Zeru en bapi so chipitu hau eritsa du atso X • • • 
Transla/.—see Sinhetsikara Zeru of father behold little one this esteems has 

age X • • •
Freely—Behold Sinhetsikara, Zeru’s father, (how) this little one 'he honours ; 

aged X • • •

The word ara, with, emen, here, and on, there, makes the equiva
lents of voici and voilà. Another word for look is so, as a verb 
so-eijin. The proper name Sinhetsikara is capable of translation, 
being Sinhetskor, the believer, or Sinhetsgarri, the pledge. -’ I' slptll 
afterwards give a good reason for rendering the girl’s name by 'ZeÀI, 
heaven, a common element in Basque as in American Indian ,n«tneijt 
It is in the genitive, like hunen in 42. The Etruscan word bapi, 
father is now only used by Basque children, being replaced generally 
by aita. It is probably the same word as babe, pabe, a support. The 
word for a little one is still chipi, arid chipita means infancy. Hau 
seems to have demonstrative power. The word rendered ril by so 
many Etruscologists, a&d on which so many theories have been 
founded, is a conqxnmcL of du has, or da is, and atso. The latter 
word now means old an I relates only to women, but in Etruscan

been generally applied. Unhappily the 
so that the confirmation of the deceased’s 

childhood is wanting. It is also hard to tell whether Sinhetsikara 
or chipitu is the subject of the verb.46 r

times it seems to have 
inscription is imperfect,

caput, German kopf, Erne reap, shew the same root, equally with the Japanese kobe and kubi. 
The Etruscan word was probably of the same form as the Japanese, but in modem Basque has 
degenerated to jab* *.

* The Sinhetsgarrl family is that width has, on apparently incontestible evidence, been 
regarded as the Licinian gens, In which Caecina was a surname. One objection to this is Uiat 
Licinius, so far as I know, never accompanies this name on the monuments. Again, Ceicna 
and Caecina, although somewhat alike, are not the same words, the vowel i in the latter being 
long. And Caeeina, Cecina, Sisenna, are purely Basque words, being forms of Zuzena, the 
upright, just, equitable. The name appears as far back as 11S0 B.C. in the form Sihusuni, in 
the title of a Hittite king of Cominagene, Sarupin-Sihusuni : Trans. Soc. Bib. Archajol., vol. 
VII., p. 291 ; subCiti-Anteru. The apparently incontestible evidence is that presented by six 
inscriptions, 808-813 In Fabretti, three of which are in Etruscan, and three in Latin characters. 
They are as follow :

308. A • CEICNA • CAS / V • L ■ CVPIAL • PIL • X .. .
ara Sinhetxkara Zero no bapi so chipitu an eritza du atso X . , .
.. . CAECINA • Q. F. CASPO VIX. ANNO. X (X)
CEICNA • A. YLA/VNl • AFILM 
Sinhetzkara ara Kusara bapi kau Irago atso no 
Binhetzkara beheld Kusara father for passes age no 

. 811. L. CAECINA • L. F. TLA BONI • VIX • ANN(0)8 • XXX
t,
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20. ZEOPA * 8VLNEI
Translit.—no ne mo tu ra • al pi sa ka ne u 
Basque—non Matura alabichi ganio 
Translat.—where Matura’8 daughter is regarded 

or, which Matura’s daughter concerns46

The first two words need no explanation. Tn modern Basque 
alaba is daughter and alabichi, god-daughter ; but as the Etruscans 
were certainly ignorant of Christian rites, which arose long after 
their language was lost, the latter may originally have meant little 
daughter. In kanio or ganio we have, I think, an instance of the 
well-known power of the Euskarian to verbalize any part of speech, 
for kan or gan is the postposition towards. There is a modern verb 
gaiiatcea, to attract towards one, of which the root is this kan. We 
cannot say in English u it towards him,” but that is the meaning of 
kanio, which may be rendered u concerns or relates to.” The final

f 310. (A)V • CEICNA * SELCIA * C / .* P 
arpe Sinhetzkara non sotze aur Chiba du

\it holds Sinhetzkara whom regards child Chiba he has 
313. A • CAECINA * SELClA • ANNOS * XII 

The Etruscan inscriptions are written from right to left ; the Latin in the ordinary way. 
How can the accordance between these three pairs of inscriptions be accounted for? Many 
Etruscan inscriptions in apparently Roman letters are really Etruscan, and the characters must 
be read with Etruscan values. But such is not the case with the three under consideration. It 
is true we have not the originals of the Latin epitaphs, and there is some variation it» the 
forms of annos in the different editions of Lanzi and in Fabretti. Nevertheless the formula 
vix. an. sufficiently denotes a Latin inscription, and even if read in Etruscan yields no sense. 
Also the Q of 312 is not Etruscan, and neither Caspo in it nor Tlaboni in 311 can be read as 
Etruscan clauses. It is worthy of note that 309 accompanies the representation of a male 
figure, and its correspondent 311 a female figure. The names Caspo, Tlaboni, Selcia, have no 
connection with known Etruscan names nor with anything in the Latin language. The charac
ters CAS /I occur in Lanzi, 165, 166, and CA is one of the commonest combinations of charac
ters in Etruscan. I do not know another instance of YLA/VNI or Tlaboni. The word 
SELCIA I read non setze aur. Its first word non is of common occurrence, and stands alone 
in Lanzi, 143, 144. It appears frequently in SENYI non gogoi, where in memory, as in Lanzi, 
286, 293. 332, 407, and in the fuller SEIANYI non orogogi, where In remembrance, ns in Lanzi, 
423, but I do not remember meeting elsewhere with the complete SELCIA. If these words, 
together with Caecina, be rendering» in Latin of Etruscan names by one who underntood the 
Etruscan language, the contents of this paper are valueless, and Etruscan must retire once 
more to its abode of impenetrable mystery. That they are such I do not believe, but I do not 
profess to explain how they came into existence. Progress, on the basis of these correspon
dences, should, if they are genuine, be easy, but the reverse is the case. They furnish an 
entirely new, unrelated and uncouth language, adding little or no knowledge of the Etruscans 
beyond a number of questionable proper names. I do not ask to have these correspondences 
set aside, but invite the student to suspend judgment upon their merits until he has weighed 
tj*e evidence in favour of the new syllabary. If that be found wanting, these correspondences 
will be strong witnesses against it ; If, on the other hand, it stands the test, they will be con
demned as the misleading work of ignorance or something else.

Instead of 8VLNEI Fabretti reads 8VLVNEI albi azpi ganio. The word azpi, literally 
under, may mean younger or youngest.
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to is the form of the third person singular, present indicative, of 
verbs conjugated without auxiliaries, as in dagokio, it concerns, 
daraushio, he speaks, dio, he says, dario, it flows. Few words are 
commoner in the inscriptions than kanio.

3*. LADHEI sa ra tu ka ni o zarratu ganio the writing concerns 
LEIFE sa ne u gi ne Sanaegine Sanaegine
SEN no gi ka Nogika Nogika’s

(Fabretti) IA u ra aurra child

The first word, zaratu, is the Basque zarratu, zarrapo, karrapo, 
meaning scratching, and was probably their term for engraving in 
time» of higher civilization. The Japanese shirushi, write, and the 
Tfoquois kerenas, incise, are forms of the same word. The last term 
aur, or with the final article, aurra, is the common Basque word 
for child. It is in the genitive of position. The next inscription is 
also known to be that of a female.

280., OANA • AVLNEI '• CANîNASA
ma ra ka ra ar pi sa ka ni o ze ru ka ich ka ra na re 
marakara Arbisa ganio Zeruko-itchekira anre 
monument Arbisa regards Zeruko-itchekira’s wife 
The monument concerns Arbisa, the wife of Sky-holder

Here the only words demanding explanation are the proper names, 
for the others have already occurred. I provisionally suppose Arbisa 
to be the same as Arribizi, echo or literally “living stone.”47 The 
other name brings me to the subject of the bilinguals. The original 
of the following is in the Florentine Museum.

4. LADO • CANÎNA • FAPHALISLA48 
(Latin—C. Caesius. C. F. Varia nat.)
Traiulit. —zaratu ma • zerukaitchekara agertu karasa unosara 
Banque—zarratu mai Zeruko-itchekira Agertu sortze onetsâ ra 
Trarulat.- -engraved tablet Sky-holder Agertu bom of well esteem to 
Frtely—An engraved tablet to honour Sky-holder, the son of Agertu

The word zarratu is here an adjective qualifying mai, tablet. In 
this and several other inscriptions the latter word appears in an 
abbreviated form, but in many others, as in the Pictish, it has the 
full form 01, mai or mahi. The last words are onetsa, compounded

41 The Identity of Arhiza and Arribizi is doubtful, aa orri, karri, atone, is elsewhere 1A kari 
and Mzn is no bizi.

44 Fabretti reads ADO instead of LADO. If his be the true reading, it is an exceedingly rare 
one. Artn often occurs alone and with NO gomu and NY yoyo, but in this connection 1 have 
not met with it I have no explanation to offer.

3
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of on good and etsi to esteem, meaning to love or judge good ; and 
ra, to, almost the only Basque word beginning with r. Zeruko- 
itchekira means holding to heaven or that which is celestial, zeru-ko- 
itcheki. The Latin Caesius, the primitive form of caeruleus, sky-blue, 
is a translation of the Etruscan word. Thus the Romans treated 
their subjects as we do our Indians, by translating their names into 
their own language. Iroquois names commencing with Oronhia, 
Karonhia, meaning^the blue of the sky, are of the same origin as 
that of the Etruscan chief whom the Romans called Caesius. I am 
not on such sure ground in regard to his mother Agertu, Her name 
should mean Varia, but I know of no Basque word like Agertu that 
corresponds. It means to appear, manifest. It is the name of a 
woman, because sortze, the modern form of karasa or kartsa, means 
born of, and jn the inscriptions always accompanies a feminine name 
or that of a city. This counting descent in the female line is known 
to have characterized the Etruscans among Italian nations, as it did 
the Lvcians in Asia Minor, and the Iroquois of this continent. I
do not kbow why do not k\iow why onetsa ra takes the place of onetsi ra. Another 
bilingual isXamong the chief causes of the obscurity that has reigned 
in Etruscan studies.

1. L • CAE 1CAVLIAM

(Latin—Lart • Caii • Cavlias)48 
Translit.—so chi ra ne ze ra bi sa u ra no 
Basque—so ezarri ne Zerbazuha rano 
Translat.—look places which Zerbazuha towards 
Freely—which regards towards Zerbazuha ",

Here I think the sculptor has been earned away by a desire to 
assimilate the two inscriptions. There is no trace of Lartius or
Cants in the Etruscan. But Caulias means the stalky or cabbage- ,
stalky, a somewhat unenviable name. Now zerba is translated by 
Van Eys “ herbe potagère,” which would include everything called 
coulis by the Latins. The remaining part of the word is probably

48 The bilinguals present many difficulties. In some cases I doubt their being bilinguals at 
all, as the Etruscans used characters hardly differing from the Latin. The Latin 

LART • CAII • CAVLIAS might be read as Etruscan: 
zaratuku chirata zerebesau rano 
the written place attending is Zerbezio towards 

It may be objected that this only shows how any combination of letters may be read as 
Basque. Such an objection, however, could not come from anyone who knows the extent of 
the Basque vocabulary and the peculiarities of its grammar.



zuha, wood. It appears also in zozkor, the stem of a shrub. Thus 
Zerbazuha would be cabbage-stalk or Caulias. The first word so is 
“ look,” the French regard. As for chirane, which I have represented 
by ezarri ne, I am inclined to think that it is a lost verb jarren, of 
which jar, attention, jarri, set to work, jario, flow, do, are modem 
representatives. Thus it would be an imperative “Look towards 
Cabbage-stalk.” The last word raroo is a compound of ro and no, 
and means towards. It is thus a postposition. The second bilingual 
is hardly less misleading than the first.

2. ZENYI ■ FILINA X

(Latin—Sentia Sex. F.)
Translit.—nonekakuu aginsa ukara 
Basque—non gogoi Egihatzau akar 
Translat.—which in mind Egihatzau bears

The chief word calling for comment is that translated by the 
Latin Sentia. It is a feminine name derived from sentis, thorn, 
brier, bramble. The only modem Basque word known to me which 
contains the essential part of Egihatzau is hozkerren, a thorny plant, 
composed of hatz and ekarri. The word hatz now means scratching, 
talon, claw, finger, trace, but must originally have designated a 
sharp point or thorn, that which scratches, the ohikta of the Iroquois. 
Thus hozkerren would be the thorn bearer. The word hatzegin now 
means to scratch one’s self, literally “ to do scratching." This with 
inversion is Egihatz, which may thus be reconciled with sentis. 
Akar, now dakar, is the 3 sing. pres. ind. of ekarri

There are two more bilinguals in Lanzi, not free from accidental 
coincidences. The original of the following is in the Florentine 
Museum.

5. F. LEONE. F. OA/IPNAL
(Latin—C. Licini • C. F. Nigri)
TranslU.—age sanesikane age morabautukaraaa 
Basque—age Zuntzikin age Maira Baitu sortze 
Translat. —behold Zuntzegin, behold Maira Baitu's son

The word agi, age means appearance, but, from its position in this 
inscription and in othera, seems to have the force of an imperative or 
interjection. The Latin Licini is a derivative from licium, a leash, 
tag, thread of the web. It corresponds exactly with the Basque 
zuntz, aiguillée, a needleful, a piece of thread long enough to sew
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with. The final kane represents the verb egin, to do, make. 90 
Zuntzegin may be an old name for a weaver or tailor. The other 
proper name, translated Niger, is Maira, a Moor or person of dark 
complexion. Maira, Mahira, is the Basque word for a negro, and is 
the term employed by Axular, a Basque writer in 1642, to represent 
the Ethiopian of Jeremiah xiii. 23. The Etruscan adds Baitu, the 
spotted, from bai, spot, as the mother of Maira. In Latin her name 
would probably be read as Varia. The original of the following is 
also in the Florentine Museum.

7. AELIE8VLNIAELIES • CIAPOIALISA 
(Latin—Q. Folnius A. F. Pom. Fuscus.) )
Translit.—ar ne sa unela pisaka ura ensa uneno • chi u ra tu ma uri za au an re 
Basque—Arnesa onela Pisca aurra autsa huuen ■ che orde mai eritza hau andre 
Translat.—Arnius thus Pisca child cares of him ; same place tablet esteems 

that wife
Freely—Thus Arnius is honoured by his child Fuscus, and the same monument 

honours his wife.60
There does not appear to be any translation of proper names in 

this inscription. The Romans turned Arnius into Farnius, or 
Folnius, as they turned the Basque and Etruscan lora into flora, and 
Loramendi, the flowery hill, into Floientia. In the Eugubine 
Tables, Loramendi is the name given to Florentia, near Placentia, in 
Cisalpine Gaul. Pisca is evidently the same word as Fuscus. But 
for the masculine form of the Latin, 1‘should have made it the name 
of the wife of Arnius, and the mother of the author of the inscription. 
Pisca and aurra are thus in apposition. The word onela, hunela 
means de cette façon, ainsi. Basque anlsi means care, regal’d, and 
should be accompanied by an auxiliary, but is here conjugated 
regularly ; infinitive EC, 3 sing. pres. ind. EL. The words I have

♦••The Etruscans seem to have had two verbs “to make" corresponding to the Iroquois 
konnis and iksas, namely kane and egin or egi, the former of which the Basques have lost. In 
Etruscan egin, generally in the form egi, is used somewhat as an auxiliary, being united with 
another word, as in hatz egin. When the verb “ to make ” stands alone, it is kane. This verb 
takes the causative prefix er, era, and as erakane answers to the modem eragin. The Etruscan 
AFE does not, so far as I know, represent eragin, but iragan, pass. This kane answers to the 
Iroquois konnis, which means “ make*’ in the sense of fabrication, construction ; while iksas, 
like the Etruscan egi, egin, possesses the general meaning of the French faire. Examples of 
the use of kane will be found on page 1W. Nevertheless it seems very probable that kat, katu, 
ka or kit, kizu, kio, terminations of the three persons of the present indicative of verbs con
jugated regufarly should have been derived from kane employed as an auxiliary.

60 Fabretti reads the first and the last I m the first part of this inscription as 1, ko, go. If 
his reading be the correct one, it will obscure the sense by turning onela and Kunen into the 
verbal forms gunela and gunion.
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rendered che orde are che, même, and orde, lieu, place. In modern 
Basque che is generally, if not always, final, as in emen~che, ici-même-

The next inscription I present is one of immense importance, for 
it is the key to the Etruscan numeral system, which exhibits such 
differences from the Basque that, without such a key, it would be 
exceedingly difficult to find the values of Etruscan numbers. From 
a careful study of numerals in six hundred languages and more, I 
am prepared to call in question Jacob Grimm’s statement that 
numerals occupy the first place among evidences of linguistic affinity. 
No words are more readily lost in the contact of peoples. The key 
lies in the repetition of the written numbers by the Basque equiva
lents of the Roman figures LXX.

28. CE • • • • NA • SE08EM • LAFCINAL • PIL • TXX 
Translil.—chine • • • • kara none molarieno aaragichi uka rasa du usa LXX 
Basque—Chine • • • \ 'kara none molaneno aaragichi ogoi urte du atso LXX 
Translat.—Chine ■ ■ ■ ■ kara who tenth thrice twenty years has age LXX 
Freely—Sin • • • • garri, aged seventy years.

But see note 51.
Before proceeding to consider the numerals, the word for year 

demands attention. It is now urte, urthe. In Etruscan times it 
seems to have been arsa or artsa, corresponding with the Lesghian 
reshin and Circassian tlaysee,62 Basque numeration for the higher 
numbers is vigintesimal, and the Rev. Isaac Taylor has shewn that 
the Etruscan was probably the same. He cites the Basque ogei or 
hogoi, 20, and the accordant Georgian ozei. This is the word read 
uka or oga. A pair of dice inscribed with numbers written in full, 
now in Paris in the Cabinet des Médailles, have been largely dis
cussed by the Rev. Isaac Taylor and other writers, but unhappily on 
the old principle of reading Etruscan. The names of the numbers 
on the sides of the dice are 8 VO, alpimo, OV mopi, LAF saragi,

61 Fabretti has a reading of this inscription differing in essential points from that of Lanzi. 
I leave the text untouched, as, those who have access to the original must judge between the 
copyists. If Fabretti’s reading is the correct one, the key to the numerals is no longer such, 
but a deception and a snare. Fabretti reads :

CEFL • NA * SEPTEM LAFCINAL . PIL . TXX 
sinegisa kari nonekutuneno aaragichi oga area tuusa LXX
Sinegisa ekarri non----------aaragichi ogei urte du atso LXX
Sinegisa it bears who--------- thrice twenty years has age

I have already in a note referred to the double use of non in Etruscan for where and who.
M See The Khitan Languages : the Aztec and Its Relations, in Proceedings of Institute, Vol. 

II., Fasc. 2, p. 164, for the equivalence of r and tl.
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MA nor a, in AX mirayo, Cl, siu. These are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Of 
these, saragi must be 3, since saragi-chi ogoi gives 60. It is the 
original of the present hirur, iru, 3. 1'he old enigmatic form etzi 
karamu, three days after, presents another form of 3.M The Lesghian 
chljobgu agrees in form. Some aid is afforded in determining the 
values of the words on the dice by the following inscription, which 
appears to be a rhyming exercise in arithmetic rather than a sepulchral 
offering.

469. OVMAOVA mopi nora mopira 
ZBLAZEA none sara nonera 
OLVOV/IY mosa pimo pibauku 
AIZECEYAYI raunonechi nekurakuu M

** This form given by Van Eys (sab. etzi) resembles the Ugric korom, kurm, harom, kolm, 
Una. denoting three. Another Ugric form, cfcilvm, correstrends with the Lesghian chljobgu, 
apart from the increment gu.

M Mr. VanderSmissen has looked this inscription up in Fabretti, and sends me the contents 
of the larger leaden plate which fblds over the one containing, as I supposed, an exercise in 
arithmetic. It was with some trepidation that I attacked this document of the destructive 
Fabrettfc Happily, without any straining, it completely confirms my judgment, and that in 
the most touching manner. Many of the Etruscan inscriptions are tender and sympathetic in 
tone, but this excels them all.
Line. Right

1. F SV/NI • ASYNEI
2. F • SV/NI • LADOI • /VINEI
3. F • SV/NI • FELANIAL
4. F • 8V/NI • CEICNAL
5. L • FELVSNA • 8ELMVIAL
6. F • FELVSNA • FCALAYI
7. F • A VINA • APMNIAL 
a L • LAPOPV • 8VLNEI
9. /VLYACE • CEICNA • KA/L1

10. L LADODV OE/JA
11. CVPE • MALAFEA/VYACE
12. L(APgSY(A) • FEOYEICA/8V 
la LYACE
Line.
1. ACE/lSVLVHAmAIVTIV 
a Y I • LAPOV 
a LA • APmNE
4. AL AVI
5. LAOV • 8VLVNA
a A FELANL ■ /VINE 
7. A • FELVSNA 
a 8A8TA • I LAPOV 
9. NEILAO • 4LAFIVPU1TE 

10. L APmNE

Left

Half of the Inecription.
age Nopibakai ran ok u ganio 
age Nopibakai zarratu mai babe au ganio 
age Nopibakai agintzari kio eritza 
age Nopibakai Sinhetzi sortze 
so aginza banu ekarri Lanesanobe auretsa 
age aginza banu ekarri egi jar sari koi 
age babe au ekarri Artu Noka auretsa 
so zarratu mai tobe alabisa ganio 
babe so gure zein Sinhetzi ekarri aisarrepozayo 
so zarratu mai tobe eman abitchra 
chipitu ne norasara eginra babe gure zein 
zarratu huno gure agin ema guneaisarrepo alabi
sa gure zein

Half qf the Inecription.
ere zein ba alabisa pikor mira debe go obe 
koi zarratu mopi

sara Artu Imi kian
eritsa babel
saramopi alabisa pikor
ara aginza erakasa babe au kian
ara aginza banu ekarri
lurrenoku ra au zarratu mopi
kian au sari ema mai sari egi opa du imi gune
so Artu imi kian

11. mASFE • CE1CNEI mira no agin Sinhetzi ganio
12. *AFBSETPA8FI mai ra agin non ekit ra alegia
IS. VNAOVMCF • SFImE ■ LAPOV • / ACE pikor am be aintz egi alegia imine zaratu mop

para zein
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I do not pretend to have interpreted this tablet, which presents 
technicalities yet in advance of my knowledge. The first line is, 
however, clear, for mopi and nora are on the dice, and mopira or 
mopila appears in an inscription denoting age.56 The line reads

I have taken the liberty of suggesting different readings of the following characters : Right 
half, line 12, instead of FEOYFIF, I read FEOYEIC ; in line 11, VYACF, I read LYACE. Also 
in left half, line 12, the third character from the end is in the original a diamond bisected 
horizontally. Comparing this with the second group in the following line, I make it equivalent 
to 8. In line 13, I read the last character of the second group as E insteod of F ; and the last 
character in the line, which in the original is like a Greek lambda, I read as E.

To give a complete commentary upon this text would swell the notes beyond due limits. 
The following is a translation, in general I think accurate, but in some points tentative.

Right half.
1. Behold, the offering regards Nopibakai.
2. Behold Nopibakai, the engraved tablet regards this father.
3. Behold Nopibakai, the commander, it suitably honours.
4. Behold Nopibakai, the son of Sinhetzi.
5. See I have brought an offering to do homage to Lanesanobe.
6. Behold I have brought an offering, desiring to do attention (and) praise.
7. Behold Artu Noka brings his father homage.
8. See, instead of an engraved tablet, the little daughter offers ;
9. Sinhetzi, who desires the regard of the father, brings her plaything.

10. See, instead of an engraved tablet, (she) gives the abitchra.
11. To the little one who desires the father to do “ four-three.”
12-13. The salutation of this writing. The desire of the little daughter who commanded to 

give us the plaything.
Left half.

1. If anyone to forbid showing the contribution of the little daughter pre-
2. -fers; the engraved two-
3. (mopi-sara) -three Artu did place.
4. To the father does honour
5. The three-two contribution of the little daughter.
6. Behold her father she did inform :
7. “ See I have brought an offering
8. To the grave, this engraved two (mopi).”
9. Did this give praise ? To do honour (to) the tablet she desires to place to us.

10. See Artu, did place
11. A promise of showing Sinhetzi's offering.
12. Who offers to the tablet, as he is able to undertake
13. So great a contribution he presents. To the extent of her ability 

she places (gives) who tenders her engraved two (mopi).
The “ engraved two or mopi ” refers to the plaything of which the first line reads “ mopi 

nora inopira.” In right half, line 5, occurs Lanesa-nobe, which, for the present. I cannot ex
plain. The first part laneaa is the Etruscan for workman, the equivalent of the Basque langilU, 
Nobe or nabe means far, wide, and as a verb combines the meanings étendre and éloigner. It 
may be a name for Hercules, the deity of Etruscan soldiers, such as Nopibakai. In line 10 
abitchra must be theUechnical name of the little multiplication table offered by the child, who 
bears her grandmother's name. The word alegia in lines 12 and 13 of the left half I read not as 
the modern alegia, but as alegin. z

The attention of proeodists should be called to the rhyming Etruscan of the 14 mopi nora 
mopira,” and of the “ bei bere bipi ben ” of note 38. 

w See page 183. Lanzi, vol. III., Tav. xi., No. 6.
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mopi nora mopira, literally 2, 4, 8 ; but no d\ubt meaning “ twice 

four is eight.” With the six dice numbers, this new found 8, and 
the 10 of inscription 28, we have but 7 and 9 to determine. The 
second line reads none sara nonera. Here sara is an abbreviation 
of saragi, 3. The first word none is not a numeral, nor can it be the 
adverb where. It must, therefore, be an old form of no'iz, meaning 
when, but the compounds of which give “ times,” as note edo noiz, 
one time or another. Thus none sara will mean 3 multiplied into 
itself, and nonera will be 9. Besides pimo in the third line, which 
is an abbreviation of the commoner form of alpimo, the only other 
word that I clearly recognize, is nonechi in the fourth. This 
occurs on a child’s monument, and must furnish the missing 7.56 The 
final no of molaneno gives ordinal power, as is proved by inscrip
tions which furnish siuno, mirai)ono, (dpimono, &c. In composition 
this long form for 10 is reduced in size and its l changed to r, just 
as 8 reads mopila or mopira.

Land, Vol. II. AV ■ PELS • CVS • OV/tLOAM ■ AL/*AN . YVPCE" 
p" ' rapi agioza no chipino mopibasamorano area baraka kupidochine

arpi aginza n chipin 12 urte berek Cupid-zena 
take (heed) of the offering of the little one, twelfth year his 

Cupid dead
Here mopi — 2 and morano for molaneno = 10. Indeed, as no 

is the old ordinal form, mora will be 10 and agree with the present 
amar. The intermediate basa thus furnishes the Etruscan and, 
which in Basque is eta, probably a borrowed word. It survives in 
bait a, also. In arpi appears a form of artu, take, which furnishes 
arbeza, let him take. The same root occurs in arrapatu, seize, 
irabazi, gain, erpetu, to claw. Both aginza and chipi are in the 
genitive. The possessive berek properly appears, taking the place so 
far occupied by* the demonstrative. Cupido or Cupid was a com
mon boy’s name among the Etruscans, judging by the evidence 
of the monuments. Chine must be zen, he was, or zena, defunct.
Land, Vol. III. 
Table x1. No 0; 

with figure of 
a boy;

half inscription 
for comparison.

FELIAM • 8ANACNAL • OV8 • LOAM • AL/tAN ■ • • 1 
aginza urano larakarachi karasa mopila samorano area baraka 
aginza aurren Larrikarachi sortze 18 urte berek 
offering of the child Larrikaraohi born of 18th year his

See note 87, page 165.
« The second character V la wanting in Fabretti. If he is right, read oro, behold. 
*• The whole inscription is as follows :

FELIAM • SANACNAL • OV8 • LOAM

A
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!

In this inscription the word, and, is reduced from basa to sa. 
The mopila is the same as mopirai of 469, and means 8, so that 
mopila sa morano is eighteenth. Mopila has no resemblance to the 
present Basque word for 8, which is zortzi, but its original shines 
out from among the varying Lesghian forms, meiba, bitlno, betclna, 
and the Mizjejian bar, barl. It may have meant, two from ten. As 
for the other numbers, rnopi, two, is the present Basque bi with a 
prefix. Were it not to introduce a new subject open to question, it 
would be easy to show the original Etruscan numerals in those of 
the Dacotahs, whose 2 is nopa, nompa. Four, which is nora in 
Etruscan, survives in Basque as laur. Such a change is not 
uncommon, for nanu and larru, la/uir and nahar, ultze and untze, 
are the same words. One, is pimo or alpimo. In Basque bat is 
one, but in composition it becomes ban. Final m hardly exists 
in Basque. Three, saragi, has already been considered. Five 
is mirago, and this is very likely the original of the Basque bortz, 
host. It is the Koriak myllanga, and, on this continent, the 
Sonora mariki and Pujuni markum.M Six, siu in Etruscan, is set in

AL /IAN AENALECLEN • CELA • IVOINEM • /l LENA LEI M 
aginza urauo larakarachikarasa mopila samorano
arsa baraka banekarasanezizaneka zinesara ubimauganeno basanekarasaneuno 

Basque, aginza aur no Larrikarachi sortze mopila sa morano
urte berek bane Karasane zazu neke Zinsara obi mai ganaino epaitzen Karasane huno 
offering child of Larnkaraclii natus eight and tenth
year his ; unite Karasane do ye-----Zinsara grave tablet towards cut Karasane this.

I have omitted the translation of neke, as it makes no sense, “ do ye be unable (neke) to join 
Karasane.” I think the word should Ihj ENA, negar, “do ye add your tears to those of 
Karasane." On the so-oalled Midas and Kelokes monuments of Phrygia, and on some Pictish 
tombs, negar occurs as well as in Etruscan. The word bane, more fully banetu, is the Etruscan 
equivalent of the Basque batu. As pimo meant one, pimotu would be the original verb to 
unite, to make one. This must have fallen to banetu, and finally to batu. It is interesting to 
observe the analogy of the 'Choctaw, which 1 have elsewhere called American Basque. Its 
present Vord for one is achuffa, a word having no visible relation to the old language ; but 
bano means only, alone, and banochih is the verb, to reduce to unity. But the Choctaw also 
has bat, meaning only, alone, exactly reproducing the Basque bat, one. The verb epaitzen is 
more properly ebakitzen, to cut

68 My friendly critic thinks mirago and bortz irreconcilable. The original Khitau name for 
five w<* the hand with its five extremities. This appears best in the Koriak of Siberia, which 
lias mingilen, mingilgin, mylgalgen and mynnagylgen for hand, and myllygen, millgin, myllanga, 
myllangu and minlanka for 5. The Aztec shows but a distant connection, hand being maitl, 
and 5 macuil. In the Sonora dialects, which Buschmann has classed with the Aztec, 5 is 
mariki, margui, maliki, and in Pujuni we have the form markum. These correspond as to 
consonants with the Etruscan mirago, but in regard to the first syllable the Etruscan word is 
nearer the Koriak millgin. Let mirago be marago or morgo: an interchange of labials common 
in Basque as in all languages makes it barago, borgo, which if not bortz is a step on the way 
to it As far back as the time when the Song of Lelo, the oldest Basque production extant,
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Basque.10 Seven is in Basque zazpi, a borrowed word. The Etruscan 
nonechi (7) agrees with the Japanese nanatsu.*1 Nine is nonera, 
in Basque bederetci. The nearest to the Etruscan is the Iroquois 
niruh, nirenh.® The following inscription justifies the assignment of
nonechi to seven or it may be to nine.

\
37. YWl • FELimNIAM • AFDIL • MEC”

kuukuu aginsa ume kau rano ragi tu use nonechi 
Koikoi aginza hume Cai rano iragadu otso 7 
Koikoi’s offering child Caia towards she passes age 7

There is little to notice here, as most of the words have occurred 
already. The term for child is unchanged. The only new word is 
irago or tragi. It means to pass time as in eta set urte irago ziran, 
“ aiyl six years having passed,” dembora iragana time passed,” 
iragan ganean “ the past night.” This inscription leads me to doubt

was composed, torts seems to have suffered phonetic decay, becoming boil. This same process 
of decay Is visible in most of the Khltan languages. Thus the Sonora group, which has taorün , 
etc., also denotes 5 by amxuoi ; the Pujunl, which has markum, has also muitii and maul, 
and in addition to its masculine form mahar, the related Shoshonese has makai and malm. 
Thus r was replaced by an aspirate or sibilant, or dropped altogether as in the case of bott 
from bortz. The same was the case in Iroquois, which now has wit, witk, wiki, with, to 
denote 5 ; In Peruvian, which has ppitka and pittika ; in the European Georgian wochusi and 
the Mizjejian pchi The Ugric or Finnic group of languages, which is most closely related to 
the Khitan, exhibits the same process of phonetic decay, five being wit, ww, wifi, wiiit, wat, 
etc., pronounced vit, vit, etc. The comparatively unrelated Turkish agrees in btth, bu, bilk, 
etc.

w It is strange that while preserving so complete a form for 6 as mirago, the Etruscan should 
have reduced the original word for 6 to art, sin, Chiu, zio, or whatever may have been the pro
nunciation of 01. The original must, I think, have been the Caucasian silo, Georgian usywa, 
Dacotah thappe, takpa, tkakkopi, the Sonora acevi. But as Basque ffaba, night, and abo, mouth, 
became gnu and no, so uba became seo and at last tei. The Circassian also has chi and shoo for 
6, the Miyejlan tick, the Corean yowl and otto, the Iroquois lotah, athiak, jaiak, the Dacotah 
tkaqve, the Artec ckiquace, the Peruvian soefa, tuceuta. The Yeniseians, who •inhabit the 
mound country of their great Khitan ancestors In Siberia, call 6 agu, egga. ogam.

•' I confess that nonechi. 7, stands on a poor philological foundation. Besides the Japanese 
no notai, the only Khitan numerals that agree are the Yeniseian, doubtfully, in onyang, aeaayn, 
ones, the Kortak gnyttinkashit, nitngaiit, and the Karatchadale ngtonok The Basque tatpi, on 
the other hand, Is well authenticated as a Khitan word, being the Georgian thqwtfi, itkgwid, the 
Dacotah thawcopm, the Artec chieoms, the Shoshonese qnaehakabia, etc.

" In regard to 9, notera, with which I have compared the Iroquois ninth, niresh, it Is worthy 
of note that some Iroquois dialects use watiro and wadthlo, inviting comparison with the 
Basque bedtratii.

The Basque amer, 16, probably mere or mala In Etruscan, must go to the ends of the earth 
to find its like in the Chileno mari. The Iroquois, having no m, makes It oisri, and the Altec, 
without r, renders It matlactli.

* Fabretti reads the last group but one ACDIL Instead of AFDIL. I am disposed to doubt 
the correctness of this alteration, as AFDIL is a common formula, and ACPIL. «rita du also, 
he esteems age, la absurd. Fabretti has probably mistaken a square cut F for 0.
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that tu, du, da, is the auxiliary, inasmuch as the funeral tablets gen
erally dispense with auxiliaries. ^ There seems to have been in 
Basque an old pronoun used personally, demonstratively, relatively, 
a most convenient pronoun, of the form ta. It survives in etan, 
hetan, which means “there, in him, in them, in that, in whom.’’ 
The final n is the locative sign, for there are other forms, etaz, from 
it, etara, towards them, «fee. It appears in the Lycian and Phrygian 
inscriptions of Asia Minor, and, as the third personal pronoun, agrees 
with the Lesghian teh, djo, the Georgian itini, the Corean tio, &c. 
One would naturally look for this old form in the Etruscan, so that 
irago ta atso may be “ her age passed ” or “ the years she passed.” 
The formula is more commonly AFIL than AFDIL, the former 
being the famous avil of the Etruscologists, and the equivalent of 
“ vixit annos ” as irago ateo.M

M This inscription resembles in form those of the so-called Volumnii, although not identical 
with them. There are few commoner words in the Etruscan epitaphs than FEL, agima.

The following Volumnii have been sent me by Mr. VanderSniissen :
Fabrettt, 1487. ADNOLADOFELIUlNAM

artukamasaratuma eginsaumikarano 
ADFNEALOVSIVD 
artuagkanerasamapinoupitu 
8VOIACIL0ECE 
nopimaurachiusamanechine 
art» gomu zarratu mai Egineiaumika rano 
holds memory engraved tablet Eginezaumlka towards 
artu iga kian area mopino obeto 
behold attain he did years twice better 
nabe mai eritsi atso eman zein . 
extended tablet to honour age gives who 

The engraved tablet preserves the memory of Eginezaumlka. Behold, he 
attained twice the years of him who gives the large tablet to honour 
his age.

I read FNE as iga Han, literally he ascended, rather than tgi kian, be made. The verb iga, 
igo, is the root of the usual form irago. For twice, mopino seems a variant of mopigo, go and 
no being Etruscan genitive particles. The following obeto, literally better, seems to include 
than.

Fabretti, 1490. OESDSFELlmNAM
manelatunoaginsaumikarano
YAD.LIM • CLAN
kuratugouno chinaraka
eman lotu no Eginezaumlka rano
gift spouse of Eginezaumlka towards
Kuratu go ona zazu rako
Kuratu of goodness have ye sympathy

The A of line 1 is given as R, but the analogy of the other inscriptions requires A. The 
word «mon takes the place of emotizo, gift The following lotu means to bind, which is the 
signifleation of the present Baeque words ttkondu, marry, and eitayak, marriage. The transis, 
tion of Kuratu go ona la doubtful. In zasu rako, the latter word represents the modem erruki-
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The following inscription exhibits the use of basa for and :

258. /IV/ILINA bapi basa uga ra babe baita uga ra
/1LANCV basa raka chipi fetchoraka chipi-
NCIPE kachi utune -kaohe oaten

Translation—father and mother for dear little one to regard 
Freely— For father and mother to consider the dear little one

The first line needs no explanation. The first word of the second 
is one of the few Basque expressions beginning with f. It is a 
derivative from fetcho, “ gentil,” a most appropriate term for a child. 
I have joined chipi with kache, because in another inscription I find 
azpi-kac/ie, from uzpiko, slave or servant. In che we have probably 
the word already translated même, but which also affirms or exag
gerates the signification of the word to which it is attached. For 
the meaning of the last word oaten, I am indebted to the Manx 
runic inscriptions, heretofore read as Norse. These furnish a verb 
oyaman or oa-eman, the latter part of which is einan, to give. In

Fabretti, 1491. AVLEFBLImNAMOESDISA
arpisane aginsaumikaranomanelatuunora 
YADXIS • CLAN 
kuratugouno chiaaraka
erpetzen Eginezaumika rano einan lota an andre 
behold Eginezaumika toward* gives spouse his wife 
Kuratu go ona zazu rako 
Knratu of goodness have ye sympathy

The dative postposition is perhaps omitted after lotu because it has appeared after the name. 
The first word may be erpe or arbt zuen, ye who hold or behold.

Fabretti, 1492. LADOFELImNAMAVLEM
saratumaaglnsaumikaranorapisaneno 
zarratu mai Eginezaumika rano erpetzen no 
engraved tablet Eginezaumika towards holding of 

I suppose trptUm, taking the place otarlu, means holding in memory, and that “of" is here 
equivalent to the English " for.”

Fabretti 1493 is identical with 1492, with one exception :
FELFELImNAM AVLEM 
agiuza Eginezaumika rano erpetzen no 
an offering Eginezaumika towards holding of 

Fabretti, 1494, shows a similar slight variation :
ADNOFELlmNA AVLEM 
artu gomu Eginezaumika ra erpetzen no 
memorial Eginezaumika to holding of 

Fabretti, 1493. FELIAFELlmNEIADNOIAL
aginzaura aginsauniikaneu artukamourasa 
aginza barri Eginezaumika kanio artu gomu au erltza 
offering stone Eginezaumika belongs to hold memory his beloved 

This la a woman’s monument, probably of the wife of Eginezaumika. She is simply repre
sented by ertite, the esteemed or beloved. 1 observe here, as I have done elsewhere, the habit
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compounded of oar and artu, attention and take or pay, means 
observe, perceive, pay attention. yThe root of oar and oartu is plainly 
oa 'or oha, as appears in the Japanese verb uyamai, to honour, 
reverence, worship.65 The final ten is the common termination of 
verbs, ematen, egiten, edaten, die. «*>*•
of the engravers to cause characters to do double duty. The first N of tli* inscription belongs 
to the name, and should be repeated to make with El the common formula Jhmto. It is pos
sible that the repetition of the same syllable was, for euphony’s sake, not allowed in Etruscan 
speech, and that the engravers wrote the language as it was spoken. In English we do the 
same thing by omitting the possessive after many words ending in s, both in speaking and in 
writing. For the meaning of Eginezaumika, see additional Bilinguals, No. 1496, page 215.

68 As in these pages reference is frequently made to the relationship of the Basque, and thus 
of the Etruscan, to the Japanese and other languages, which I have classified under the name 
Khitan, I have thrown together in this note a few evident examples of relationship between 
the Basque and the Japanese, and between the Choctaw and these two languages. For the 
relations of the Caucasian tongues and those of the Iroquois and Aztec, I refer to my two 
papers on the Khitan languages already sufficiently indicated.

SOME SUPERFICIAL RESEMBLANCES OF JAPANESE AND BASQUE WORDS.
Japanese. Banque.

agaru, to ascend igaro
ani, elder brother anai, brother
anji, care ansi
chibi-chibi, little by little chipi, little
garai, hot gori
hata-hata, grasshopper ote
ima, here ernen
ishi, stone aitz, rock
karai, hard gogorra
kare, dry igar
kashira, captain agin-zari
kayeru, frog i*el
kaze, wind aize
kerau, sick heri, eri
kesa, morning Koiza
kiiro, yellow i hori
kobe, kubi, head, chR Jabe, lord
koi, to desire koi, desirous
kokoro, mind, heart gogo
kokoroyeru, remember gogoratu
kori, ice karroin
korosu, kill heriotze
kuboi, hollow kofa
kurenai, red gorri
niagaru, bent makur
massakari, axe haizkora
mini, see miratu
mure, group muru
muse-ru, to become mouldy mutchitu, mouldy
naku, weep negar-egin
negau, desire nahl
niku-mi, hate nagatu
nobe, a plain nabe



The following inscription contains azpikache.

56. AP • YINM ■ APLVNCIAL
artu kuukano artu azpikache urasu 
artu Goijaun artu aspiko che auretsa 
receive Jainko receive servant’s offering

This is no sepulchral, but a votive, inscription to Jainko, the god 
of the Euskara^ the profane knowledge of whom was brought to

nori, measure neurri
nuahl, master nausi, nabusi
ochl-ru, leave utei
on, kindness on, good
onna, lady anre
raku, easy errecha
sammi, sour gamin
senaka, back Sofia
shiba, brushwood sapar
shiro, white suri
shoni, little child sein
so, look 80
soblra, back gibel
sora, heaven zero
supltsu, hearth-stone subaster, hearth
tata, lather ai ta
tokoro, tochi, place toki
tori, bird ohori
tsuma-mu, to pinch zimi-katu
uchi, house etche
yube, evening, night gau, gabe
saru, basket «are.

THE SAME OF JAPANESE AND CHOCTAW
(Japanese has no 1, Choctaw no r.)

Japanese. . Choctaw.
hito, man hattak
ima, here hlmak
suna, sand shinuk
nitchl, day nittak
hoahi, foehi, star flchik
kusa, grass hushuk
yubi, finger ibbak, hand
kara, hollow, empty choluk
une, rain umba
baknchih, gambling buskah
buchi, spotted bukoa
chika, soon chekl
chinami, relation ikanomi
fUku, to blow fokah, roar as the wind
fiiku, belly ikfoka
tone, boat penl
torn, to wave fahlih
baba, breadth hoputkah
hire, dry shilah
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England by sailors and soldiers whose service led them ^nto the 
Basque provinces, and who, as Jingo, has become a British war-god. 
Jainko is composed of yawn, jain, loM, master, a synonym of jabe,

hone, bone foni
ifuku, fuku, clothes folikah, to dress, nafohka, clothes
Iya, not Ik
knkoro, kokochi, heart, feelings chukush
knsami, stink kosomah
mageru, to bend bikulllh
mlko, prince miko
rufn, spread, extend hlapa
sakebu, to shout shakapah
sammi, sour houil
shlgei, thick shokkoh
sliimesu, to moisten ahummichlh
suteru, to reject ahittlle-mah

THE SAME OP CHOCTAW AND BASQUE.
Choctaw. Basque.

aiuhlika, power al, ahal
alapalika, beside alboan
baiullih, march 1U1H
banoh, bat, beka, only ban aka, apart, bat, one, bikar, alone
bikullili, to bend makurtu
bohpollh, to aling abal, habela, a aling
bolt, river ibai
bulbahsh, to speak strangely bar bar
bushah, cut, mown ebaki, epaitzen
chahah, high gol
chipinta, very small ohipi, small
choluk, a hole zulo
chukush, mind, heart gogo
chula, a lox azari, acheri
fala, a crow Z bele
hoppih, to bury hobi, a grave
ibawechih, to help pabeza, help, support
Ik, not ez
Ull, death, dead . 11, hll
Imah, to give / eman, emaiten
kalufllh, to scratch karrapo, zarrapo, scratching
koffona, humpback gupia
nukiUlh, to hate nagatu
okpolusbih, dusky uspel, discoloured by a bruise
okyuhlih, swim igeri
olbul, behind gibel ,
olubih, to take forcibly arrapatu
shauwa, brushwood sapar .
ulah, to come el, liel
nils, child aurra

The Choctaw fnmlehee an explanation of the Htrnacan robulo, a flute player, which I com
pared with the Baeque cfvimholin a player on the tambourine. In the verb oioA, otackik, to 
play on an instrument. Thus, aklepah, being Indifferently a drum or a fiddle (I follow the 
lexicon of a native Choctaw, the Rev. Allen Wright), makes nlepak olacki, a fiddler, and 
akUpakboli, a drummer. This olak, otackik, must be the Basque ole, otatu, which now means
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and goi, goya, koya, high, elevated.66 The Etruscan form Ooijaun 
is more in accordance with the genius of the Basque language than 
the modern Jainko. The repeated artu is the common verb “ to 
take, receive.” Azpiko, literally, he who is under, now means a 
slave, but may refer to any subject or servant. The form auretsa is 
not modern Basque. It is apparently composed of awrre before, the 
French devant, and etsi, esteem. A word that may correspond is 
aurkeztu, to present, in which the inserted Æ'may be simply euphonic. 
Probably auretsd means homage, the regard of one who presents 
himself before Deity. The che of azpi/co-cjts may intensify azpiko in 
the direction of humility. It will this answer to the Japanese 
humble prefixes ki and hei.

A somewhat difficult votive tablet follows, my object being not to 
present the simpler texts, but to give a just view of the inscriptions, 
with all their variations and difficulties.

272. /IADOI baratu mai zarratu mai
ANCADNEI rakachiratukanio erruki jarritu ganio
YVDINAM Kupido uga rano Cupid uga rano

Translation—The written tablet concerns an act of sympathy toward the 
mother of Cupid.

Here we find an act of worship towards Venus, the Istapeko of 
the Basques. The engraver has made a mistake in the first letter, 
which should be the corresponding sa, za.** The full form of mai, 
mahi, table, follows. In raka the root of erruki, urriki, sympathy, 
compassion, appears. That root I am convinced is the postposition 
rako, towards. It appears as a verb in the Eugubine tables, as does 
rano, regularly conjugated with the auxiliaries, to denote siding, 
Sympathizing, agreeing, taking part with. Jarri means to set to,

“to strike violently," and forme olan-driko, correction by blows. The Choctaw aklepah is 
probably the same word as the Basque cMribi, chiribiri, a fiddle, which makes ehiribikar a 
fiddler. The player is degraded to thk position of a mere carrier of the instrument by the 
suffix kar from ekarri, instead of the old word ola, olin, Ma, Min.

The three languages employ different auxiliaries, and show much diversity in the use of pro
nouns, but their particles and construction are virtually one as well as their vocabulary. The 
Choctaw language, or that of the Tshekto as they call themselves, connects geographically 
with the Japanese through the Siberian Tchuktchis. The Basque, Japanese and Choctaws do 
not represent the dispersed of one tribe, but different tribes of a great national dispersion.

M The original Khltan word for lord probably ended In mi, like the Japanese klmt, lord, 
master, tami, god. The Corean word for lord, and master of the bouse, is town. This seems 
to be the Etr. form lea on. As kobt became jabs, so kaon became Jaun In Basque. A similar 
case is Joan to go, sometimes pronounced goon and pan. In Etruscan it is puns or posn.

•’ Fabretti gives the first character correctly as L.
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jardun, to be occupied, jario, to do. The old verb rakojarri may 
be represented by the modern jarki, jarkitu, to incline, lean, 
bend. What I have translated act of sympathy should be rather 
act of homage or worship. It is somewhat strange to find three 
postpositions of the same meaning, towards, in one short inscription, 
rako as a noun, gan as a verb, and rano in its legitimate employ. 
Certainly the goddess was well “ towarded."

Still another tablet referring to this goddess combines the votive 
with the sepulchral.

36. OANA • YVP;VNIA • CAYMLINIS • A (of a woman)” 
marakara kupido Ichpeka ura Siraku ainza uka huno ara 
marakara Cupid Istapeko aur Siraku ainza uga huno ara 
monument Cupid Venus son (to) Siraku presents mother his, behold 
A memorial, to the son of Venus, Cupid, Siraku presents his mother, 

behold. '

Ichpeka, as the mother of Cupid, must be the Basque Istapeko, 
one of the few mythological names the Euskarians have retained.69 

There should be a postposition after aur, aurra. It is probably 
omitted to avoid the repetition of ra, which would be the postposition 
understood. The only word calling for comment is ainza. This I 
take to be a third sing. pres, indie, of aintzi, now ainzindu or 
aitzindu, to present, come before. The Etruscan almost universally 
gives shorter form$ of verbs than the Basque ; examples, imi, place, 
ema, give, for itnini and eman.

» This is given as corrected by Fabretti.

* It is but just to the memory of the Etruscans to say that the Cupid who figures so largely 
in their monuments was originally a very different person from the Greek Eros. The Indian 
Kings of Canouge, known as the Guptas, bore this ancient and honourable name, for Gupta, 
which appears on many Lets in Mathoura and elsewhere in northern India, is an oriental 
Cupid. These monuments are Khitan, as l have indicated. In mythology he is Iapetus rather 
than Eros, the son of Uranus, the grandson of Acmon, who, according to tradition (Steph. 
Byzant s. v. Acmonia), founded Acmonia in Phrygia, and was a Scythian. In history he is 
Aahpeti, the Apophis of the Greeks, the greatest of the Uyksos or Hittite Pharaohs of Egypt. 
Coming to the throne as a child, he was afterwards associated with infancy. He left his name 
to the Cappadocians, recognized by Professor Sayce as a Hittite people. The fabulous history 
of Persia, as preserved by Mirkhond and Firdusi, strange to say, recognizes him as a king of 
Iran and all other lands, under the name Kai Kobad, mentioning his greatness, his virtue, his 
reign of a hundred years, and conversion to the Hebrew faith. In the Hebrew Scriptures he 
is called Jabez, or better, Igabets, the son of Zobebali, and grandson of Coz, who is set forth 
in I. Chronicles, tv., 9, 10, as a convert to the faith of Israel. See my article on Jabez in 
Britiik and Foreign Evangelical Review, April, 1670. He was an ancestor of whom the most 
favoured nations of the earth might be proud.

4
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Another votive tablet seems to refer to Alcmena.70

328. LAPO • 8EPINA zarratu ma • lanetu uga ra 
FELVM aginza piuo
Translation—Written tablet Hercules mother to presented I have

There is no doubt about Lanetu denoting Hercules, for that hero, 
with, club complete, appears on many Etruscan gems bearing this 
name. As I have already stated, it is the Basque landu, lanth, 
work, labour. The Eugubine Inscriptions show that there was an 
officer in the Etruscan confederacy so called, whose duties are not 
defined. The only other thing that calls for mention in this inscrip
tion is the first appearance of the auxiliary verb dut, to have. In 
modern Basque, “ I did,” or the imperfect of dut, is nuen. The form 
banu, which is the pino or benu of the text, now means “if I did." 
But the present conjunctive was the old indicative form, as appears 
in the Eugubine Tables in many phrases, like artubenion Arretigi nen, 
I received him into Arretium. The Etruscans also expressed “ he 
has ” by be, which, in the form bu, is dow imperative, “ let him 
have.” Banu occurs also in the following.

334. OAN1FILVM • CAIAL • EIN
marakagu egihatz pino Zerua eritsà ni uga 
maragogo egihatz banu Zerua eritaa ene uga 
memorial engraved I have Zerua honours my mother 
The memorial I have engraved, it honours my mother Zerua

The form maragogo, to which I referred when dealing with No. 
41, here replaces marakara. The second word egihatz, an inversion 
of hatz egin, to scratch, has also been before us in No. 2. The 
auxiliary banu stands in the same relation to this verb as that in 
which it stands to aginza in the preceding inscription. The pronoun 
ene is the Basque possessive, my.

The next inscription furnishes a different form of the auxiliary.
287.

ÜANIA . mAPCIA maraka harri ' miratuchiura maraka harri miratuchiu ra 
/4EP8YIESA banetunokuune anre banetu nuqueyen andre

Translation—Indication stone Miratuchiu to ; joined would I had, the wife’1

?o Alcmena la a name that might easily be taken for Etruscan. Aleman, the poet, was a 
native of Sardis, in Lydia, a Hittite region. The word Lucumo, which is 8IN0, alhaukamo, is 
of the same apparent formation.

n I find the same proper name in Lanzi (No. 18).
LA DO I • mApCI • piL TX 
zarratu mai Miratuchiu du atao LX

It is on a woman's monument,
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The form maraka or marga harri has appeared in note 40. The 
present word for join js batu, derived from bat, one. As we have 
found bemo or pimo to be 4he Etruscan form of bat, it is natural to 
find its compound in such A shape as banetu presents. This word is 
very common in the Eugubine Tables, where it is impossible to 
doubt its meaning. The auxiliary nuqueyen is the modern form of 
the 1st sing, past conditional of dut, I should have had. Here it 
must be read as precatory.

The auxiliary of the present tense, pi or be occurs in the following.

180. APNOI/EYPV • /tP/lYANIA.
artukamo u banekutu pi Batuba Kuraka ura 
artugomu ban banekutu be Batuba Kuraka aur 
memorial this communicate does Batuba Kuraka’a child12

The word artugomu I have not met with in Basque, but it is a 
perfectly admissible form, from artu hold, and gomntu remembrance. 
I am in doubt about banekutu, which should mean to execute. Fol
lowing the analogy of batu, banetu, I query banekutu as an old form 
of bakidatu, to communicate.73 In the Eugubine Tables be is com
mon for he has, does. The following presents banekutu with a dif
ferent termination :

313. OVI • LAPO • /lEYDNI • LADOAL1 
SA
Mopiu zaratu ma banekutu kau zaratu ma rasa u 
nora
Mopio zarratu mai banekutu kio ; zarratu mai eritsa hau 
andre
Mopio engraved tablet communicate does; engraved tablet honours his 

wife.

The only word to note is the final kio of bwnekutukio. It is the 
termination of verbs conjugated without auxiliaries, to which I 
referred under No. 20 in connection with kanio. The form kio is 
but a variant of to. It serves to mark banekutu as a verb in the 
third person singular, present indicative.

318. niA • miYPAE mira miukutura ne mira Miukutura n
LAPOI 1 AS zaratu mai rano zarratu mai rano

' Translation—Look towards the engraved tablet to Miukutura

12 Fabretti reads APAA Instead of /4P/4T. This would make the name of the parent Baraka
11 Banekutu la certainly not baakafu, for not only does that mean to separate, which gives 

no sense, but it appears in the Eugubine Tables as pivnJcalu. The termination tutu Is the
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The final en of Miukuturen is locative and dative. I have inserted 
this tablet for the benefit of Basque students who assert that the 
verbs miratu, miretsi are borrowed from the Spanish mirar.1*

435. LO • APNYNI • CALESA ■ /IAYISLANIA
aama artukakukau Chirasane nora baraku unosaraka ura
asma artugogo kio Chirasane andre berek onetsirik aur
Translation—Indication, hold in memory does Chirasane’s wife her

dearly beloved child . ^ j* j

Here we have a new but modern Basque word, not uncommon in 
the inscriptions, asma, a sign, trace, indication. The sign of person, 
and tense, kio, though following goyo, memory, belongs to the pre
ceding verb arta, hold. The verb onetsi, to love, esteem, assumes an 
attributive form in onetsirik,75

441. OANIA/lEYPVI • /LANCVPIA ■ S/LAYVP
maraka ura banekutupiu basarakachipituura nobasarakupitu 
margaharri banekutupio fetchoraka chipitu aur ena fetchora Cupido 
indication stone communicate to him does gentle little child to my 

gentle Cupid™

All the words in this inscription have already occurred with the 
exception of the auxiliary termination pio. In modern Basque biu 
means let him have. In Etruscan final pi or be means he has or 
does. But the Basque, like the Iroquois, has a wonderfully complex 
system of included pronouns combining with the auxiliaries or verb- 
endings. Thus zayo signifies he to him has, dio, he it to him has, 
hau, he thee has, nau, he me has. According to all analogy, pio or

modem Basque verb tint, us numerous examples testify. It may be an old form of botidotu, 
to communicate, in the sense of offering, giving. The analogy thus appears : Bas. one, bat ; 
unite, batu ; communicate, bakidatu ; separate, bantotu. Etr. one pimo ; unite, barutu ; com
municate, bnntfculu ; separate, pimokutu. These are among the comparatively rare instances 
in which the ancient word is larger than the modern.

n It is natural that lexicographers should seek the relations of the words they gather. It is 
also true that there are many French and Spanish words in Basque as now spoken and written.
Vet many have been erroneously regarded as loan-words which are pure Bisque. Such is mira, 
the Japanese m«ru. The same language has so, regard, equally with the Basque. The Basque 
ikkus is the Iroquois ilctens.

» See Van Eys, Dictionnaire Basque-Français, sub it. United to verbal adjectives, it gives 
them the value of an ablative absolute, but the signification of it is not always equally clear.
When it is preceded by a vowel, euphonic r must intervene. If such explanatory notes are 
elsewhere wanting, it is because I have all along had Basque scholars in view, to whom the 
ultimate appeal must in any case be made.

f« Fabretti reads V, the last letter but one of the Inscription, as T. There is much confusion 
between these characters. Sometimes V Is made Y, and Y is made T. Whether Kupido or 
Kukuto, It makes little difference, as the word is a proper name.
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bio should mean in Etruscan the same as dio in Basque, he to him, 
and it may mean that here. The difficulty, for such difficulties I 
desire to court rather than avoid, is that fetchora Cupido is preceded 
by no, which must be a first personal sign, although it is different in 
form from that which occurs in No. 334. There it is E, ne, ni, ene. 
Still I cannot see that it is other than the possessive “ my ” in an 
oblique or dative case.77

433. SINVNIA • LO • CIGVS • /A/AXIAM • O
noukapikaura asm a chiuchipino barabarakaurano . ma 
nau gabeko aur asma Chiuchipi no barrebarrek aur no ema 
he me has deprived child indication Chiuchipi of laughing child of give 
My departed child ! to give an indication of the laughing child of Chiu 

the little
This touching inscription exemplifies the Basque pronominal sys

tem in nau, he me has, but here employed interjectively, “ child lost 
to me.” The word gabeko is a compound of the postposition gabe, 
without, as a verb gabelu, deprive, be deprived. The words ending 
in no are in the genitive, rendered necessary, in the case of aur 
at least, by the fact of asma, which governs it, preceding. In 
barrebarrek we have an instance of the way in which some Basque 
superlatives are formed, as in Hebrew, by doubling the positive. It 
therefore means “ most merry,” although laughing is the literal 
translation.

I shall now give a number of simple inscriptions.
281. OA • CAI.NEl • CAN+NA8A

mara Chirau kanio Chirakaichkara an re 
mara Zerua ganio Zerukoitehekira andre 
memorial Zerua concerns Skyholder’s wife

309. FVSINE1 Agpinou kanio Agpinou it concerns
CAPCVSA Zerutu chipi andre Zerutu’s little wife

(or) Zerutu-chipi’s wife78

n My amiable critic suggests too much elasticity in connection with pio. Biu is in modem 
Basque the 3rd sing, imperative — let him have. In Etruscan, V, be, plainly marks the third 
«tug. pres, indie, of a verb to have, to do. Van Eye states that b is the characteristic of the 
third person (sub. here, Ks). This is not borne out by the Etruscan, which gives baruns for 
nail, bant* and bowusn lor nuen, thus indicating that ba, or In Etruscan be, was recognized as 
an integral part of the auxiliary Just as the English verb substantive is a compound of three 
original verba, so must we regard that of the Basques. Like the Japanese, the Basque must 
originally have had several auxiliaries, the remains of which are to be looked for in the forms of 
»ois and dut and in the terminations of the regular verbs.

7S According to Fabrettl, the Bnal A of 309 Is absent In Lanzi, 70 and 71, the name occurs 
as FVIS1 Oipiunou, the wife of one Zuutzegin and the mother of another. If Fabrettl be right, 
the chipi must mean “ a little one " or child, but it leaves the Anal no unaccounted for.
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383. F • YEYI • CAINAL 382. L • YEYI • SVSINAL
age kuuekuu Zerua karaaa so Kunekuu Nopinou karasa
age Kunekoi Zerua sortze so Kunekoi Nopinou sortze
behold Kunekoi Zerua natua behold Kunekoi Nopinou nota»

153. EINVLNEI • VN A Y AS A
ne uka pisa kanio pikarakura nare
en^jiga Pisa ganio Begarakura andre
my mother Pisa it concerns, Begarakura’s wife

210. LO • L1CSOA 211. LO • LIC8
asma Sauchino chira asma Sauchino
asma Sauchi no jam asma Sauchi no
indication Sauchi of to make indication Sauchi of

286. OANA • SENYIN marakara none kakv.uka
El • APYCESA 4 nio Artukuchine nare
marakara non gogoi ganio Artukuchine andre
monument where memory in is regarded A rtukuchine’s wife60

94. FELIA • YE YIN El aginza oar Kunekoi ganio
aginza ura kunekuu kanio offering behold Kunekoi it concerns61

97. LADOI • FELNEI zarratu mai aginza kanio Arsakau eritza
ALNIAL written table offering concerns Arsakau it honours61

112. YIYE • FESim Kuukune Aginno hume : Koiku to Aginno’s child

96. L • CFENLE • GAV/INAL (On the lid of an oesuarium)
so chiginekasane chirapiba karasa 
so Chiginekasane Zerupiba sortze 
behold Chiginekasane Zerupiba natus

I» Fabretti reads 210 LO • LHCS • CA, arma Satuchi ncjarri. I am not aware how he reads 
211, which in Lanai corresponds. The word Jarri, originally ckiri or cher», which in the form 
Jar now means attention, is evidently employed here as Jario is in modern Basque. Van Kys 
(sab. Jario) says : “Jario correspond à ■ faire ’ dans la phrase suivante: kta 4ario, il filme. 
Il est curieux que traururi qui est synonyme de Jario soit employé en eouletin pour ' faire ' dans 
toutes aortes d’acceptions." Thus, atma jarri will mean, “to make indication."

* Fabretti reads the last group in 286 : ^ .,
A/UCE8A Arbaiztn ante, the wife of Arbaizeb.

« Also he reads the second group In 94 : YKN1NKI Kunekai ganio. I read agitua oar, the 
latter being the shorter Etruscan form of the verb oartu, perceive, consider. It Is here 
imperative.

■ No. 97 Mr. VanderSmiaeen Informs me Is an Inscription on a vase, which seems Inconsistent 
with the use of the word mai, now meaning table. I have already Indicated that mai in 
Etruscan must be taken to denote a space, on whatever surface, set apart for delineation, like 
the Japanese Ai-mei. Its root is the Japanese me, a space or Interval of space. In Fabretti 
the final I of FELNEI is made like a Greek lambda. This is the Corean a and appears for an in 
Pictish. I do not know Its Etruscan value.

t
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253. OANA ■ FVISINEI • CAPCV (Osiuarium) 
marakara Agpiunou kanio chiratu chipi 
marakara Agipiunou ganio Zerutu chipi 
memorial Agipiunou concerns Zerutu’s little one89

) .
29. LADOI • cfrACNEI • LAPI8AL • PIL • TXXV

zaratu mai Chiturachi kanio zaratu onerasa tuusa LXXV 
zaratu mai Chiturachi ganio zarratu oneritsa eta atso LXXV 

written table Chiturachi concerns ; the writing honours his years LXXV84

62. AP • YINM • AP • CA8AYIAL 
artu kuukano artu Zerulurreko urasa 
artu Goijaun artu Zerulurreko auretsa 

' accept Jainkoa accept Zerulurreko’s homage

70. LADOI • FVISINEI • LECNESA 
zaratu mai Agpiunou kanio sanechikane nare 
zarratu mai Agpiunou ganio Zuntzegin anre 
engraved table Agpiunou concerns Zuntzegin’s wife

71. A • LECNE ara • sanechikane ara Zuntzegin
FVISINAL Agpiunou karasa Agpiunou sortze
Behold Zuntzegin Agpiunou nalus

77. LAPIS • FEYE • APNO 
zaratu huno agingune artukamo 
zarratu huno Agingune artu gomu 
inscription this Agingune (of) holds memory86

78. LAPIS • FEYE zaratu huno agingune zarratu huno Agingune
APNOAL artukamorasa artu gomu eritsa
inscription this Agingune (of) holds memory eeteemed

79. LAPO • FEYE • ADNOAL zaratu ma agingune artukamorasa
FI/tINALC agubau karasa che
zarratu mai Agingune artu gomu eritsa Agubau sortze che
written table Agingune (of) holds memory esteemed, Agubau natu»
even

* Fabrettl gives a different reading of 258 :
OANA FVP NE • L • CAPCV 
marakara Gipitu kane so Zero ta chipi

1 have already drawn attention to the formula FVISINEI in Lanzi 70 and 71. If Fabretti be 
right the missing character should be I making INE ukhan, meaning to be or to have. The 
inscription thus would read : “the monument Gipitu has ; behold Zeruta’s little one.”

M In 20 oneritza du atto honours he has age, is obviously incorrect As previously suggested 
(page 186) I have taken P as eta, a root form of elan, slot, tiara or Asian, Aefaz, A«tara. In 
how far this is Justifiable, a fuller knowledge of Etruscan alone can indicate.

84 Fabretti adds AL to this inscription (Lanzi 77), And thus makes it identical with 78.
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81. ADNY • FEYE. APNOALISA artukakn agingune artukamoraaaunora 
CAIAM chi ran rano
artugogo Agingune artugomu eritsa hau andre Zerua rano 
to hold memory, Agingune memorial esteems his wife, Zerua towards

86. LADOFEYKADN zarratu ma agingune artuka 
OALISAOVILAD mo rasa u nora mopiu zaratu 
OFEYELINE ma agingune sau kane
zarratu mai Agingune artugomu eritsa hau andre Mopio ; zarratu mai 
Agingune zayo egin
written table Agingune holds memory esteemed his wife Mopio ; the 
written table Agingune he to her makes. For kane = tgin, see note 49 a.

The following are examples of the use of eragin :

83. LADOI • ANE • LIA • FEYESA 
zaratu mai erakan saura aginkune anre 
zarratu mai eragin Zauri Agingune andre 
written table causes to be made Zauri, Agingune’s wife

260, although coinciding with 83, is an independent inscription.
. f'-

316. LO • MAPICANE • FIACIAL
asma miratuuchi rakane giurachiurasa 

t asma Miratuuchi eragin Giurachio eritza
indication Miratuutsi causes to make Giurachio it honours”

196. SENTI • ALCHV Fabretti 0 • SIINTI • ALCHV
CUIPATRVS CLII/tATRAS

These readings are very different :

nonekakuu rasa chikapi chi notekakuu rasa chikapi
chisateturakutupino chisatebarakuturano

I accept Fabretti’s emendations with the exception of the initial C 
and the II following S in the upper line. These may be correct 
reproductions of the originals, but in any case they are not in accord
ance with Etruscan formulas. The C I accept as a modification of F 
in its square form like a Hebrew beth. The II I read E with Lanzi.

F • SENTI • ALCHV
CLII/tATRAS
age none kakuu rasachikapi
chisate barakuturano

Banque—Age non gogoi eritza Chikapi sista (ezezta) borrokatar no 
Indication which memory in esteems Chikapa pierced (is no more) warrior of

« 315 Is given m restored by Fabretti
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The word borrokatu, now meaning “ lutter ” in French, occurs 
frequently in the Eugubine tables with the signification “ fight.” I 
know of no modern word horrolcatar, the termination tar being 
reserved for ethnic designation as in Burgost-irra, a native of Bur
gos. But, as I have elsewhere indicated, there is a surviving 
instance of its more general use in ancient times furnished in anaitar, 
fraternal, from anai, brother. Another word which can hardly be 
called ethnic is go\erritar, a highlander. In the Eugubine tables 
goitar appears, meaning a commander, one who is above. This word 
borrokatar is in the genitive to the postposition no. The main diffi
culty is the sisata, chisata. If it represent sistatu to pierce, ka, by, 
should replace the postposition no: if it represent ezeztatu, the no 
has still to be accounted for. Now in Basque (Lecluse Manuel p. 88) 
the negative nominative ending in ic may be considered as partitive. 
Thus ez da guizonid instead of guizon, the affirmative form, must be 
translated “iln’yapas d’homme.” This ic the Etruscan replaced 
by the genitive no. Thus Ezezta—no is “ actum est de.”

434 O AN A • FELNE1 • LA FOIN ASA”
AYAYIYIAL
marakara aginza kanio saragichiukara anre 
rakurakuukuurasa
marakara aginza ganio Saragi Chiukara and re 
irakurri koikoi eritza
memorial offering concerns Saragi Chiukara’s wife 
reading (writing) dearly esteems

The word irakurri means to read, but is here used in the sense of 
that which is to be read. After it comes the superlative koi-koi, 
from koi, khoi, desirous, fond.

353. AYALE FILIAM LAVYNI 
rakurazune agiusaurano zarapikukau
irakurri zuen Egihatz ura no (Egihatzau rano) zarrapo egokio 
read ye who Egihatz child of ( Egihatzau towards) writing concerns

® Fabretti gives an entirely different version of 434.
OANA/4FINEI • LAFCINAS • AATAINAL 
marakara bagiukaneu saragichiukarano rarakuraukarasa 

As the two copies differ so much, I may be permitted to suggest slight alterations.
OANA4FINEI • LAFCINAL • AP(R)TA1NAL 

1 have changed 8 at the end of the second group to L, and the second A of the third group 
to F or R. I thus read :

marakara Bagio ganio saragichi ogoi area irago (artu) Kurau sortie 
monument Bagio concerns thrice twenty years passes (leads) Kurau nahu 

It we read according to Fabretti, it will be :
monument Bagio concerns Saragichi mother towards Arrakurau nota 

This is not a probable legend ; hence my suggested changes.
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I have indicated a doubt as to the reading of Egxhatzurano. The 
word zuen, as far as form is concerned, might be the 3rd person 
sing, imperfect indicative of dut, meaning he had. But here it is 
plainly the personal pronoun zu with the relative particle en, ye who. 
In zarapi we have, I think, a variant form of zarratu, answering to 
the modern zarrapo. Of course it might, if the first reading is the 
true one, be Servius, the son of Egihatz. The last word is good 
Basque of to-day, egokio, il importe.

The inscription that follows seems to refer the reader to another :
316. 01 • LOTIS • SEPYVPV8 • LAPYNAYA

mai aamaku uno none tuknpitupino zaratukukarakura 
mai aamaku hune non adiko bethe banu zarratu egoki irakurri 
table traced this where explained fully I have writing capable read 
Let him who is capable read the writing of the inscribed table in which 
I have given particulars. |

Here a distinction is well drawn between writing and reading. 
The Etruscan adiko is a derivative from adi, understanding, know
ledge, which makes adigarri, signification. The word bethe means 
full in Basque. Besides the meaning “ importer, concern," egoki also 
denotes d propos, capable. It may of comité mean in this place 
“ whom it concerns."®74

I have already in 96 given a tablet of the Cecinna family, which 
name I have roughly read Chiginekasune. Roman writers call it 
Caecina. Sisenna is doubtless the same word. Whether Kasune is 
the nomen or cognomen I am not in a position to judge. If it 
answers to Zuntzegin, as an abbreviation and inversion of that 
name, it will be the nomen, for we learn that the Caecina whose 
case Cicero advocated belonged to the Licinian gens, and Zuntzegin 
we have found was the Etruscan form of Licinitis. The following 
are other monuments of this fauiilia. They were found at Monte 
Aperto of Siena •

89. OANA " MEOINE . marakara Minemo ukane (ukan)
OPEN LESA Cegine kasune anre
memorial Minima has Cecina-kasune’s wife”

sre Tuku may be a proper name as It la In a similar Inscription : Bilingual, Fabratti U34. In 
this case yitu, Mu will be the Etruscan form of spetu, to llx, set to. See Tomb of Saraplkuka, 
line L

" The Iconoclastic Fabrettl with a rude hand destroys the Cednna memorial In 8». Here Is 
his reading :

OANA • mEOLNK CKLN 
marakara mlnemoeakane ohlnesaka
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The word ukan, ukhan is Basque, having the double meaning of 
have and be.

90. AV • CFENLE • TT1KOL • NAL
rapi ceginekasune Minemosa karasa (sortze) 
behold Cecina-kasune Minemosa natus

For rapi see inscription Lanzi, Vol. II., p. 421, No. XI.

91. LADOI • CFENLE • mEOLNA
v zarratu mai Cegine-kasune Minemosa kara

This is virtually the same legend as the preceding, and seems to 
show that the Cecinnas married into a family of Minimas. It lacks 
the final L of sortze.

93. LA • CFENLE • OA 
zari Cigine kasune mara 
commander Cecina-kasune Mura

The first word, which occurs frequently in the Eugubine Tables 
to denote a general, commander of an army, is the Basque zari, gen
erally compounded with agin, command, or buru, head, aginzari, 
buruzari, chef, commandant. I do not think that OA here denotes 
a memorial in the genitive of position to Cecina-kasune, but the 
name Muraena borne by three of the Licinii who fought in the ser
vice of Rome. *

95. LADO ■ CFENLE zarratu mai Cecina-kasune 
/t A A A barahura

The last word may be buruburu, meaning great chief, as buru 
denotes a commander or chief as well as a head. I know of no verb 
that would complete a sentence of this form except para, to place or 
piesent. The inscription reads zarratu mai, the written tablet 
Cecinna-kasune parapara; making it appear that zarratu mai is the 
nominative, Cecinna the accusative of parapara. If we were told 
that a portiait of Cecinna adorned the tablet, I should read buru 
para, presents the head. As it is, it must for the time remain a 
mystery. This will be'no hardship, as all its, companion inscriptions 
have been such for probably eighteen centuries.

II Lens! manufactured hi* inicrlption out o< this he must have been a very diehonest man, 
although he ha* generally been regarded In a totally different light The thing 1» Incredible. 
Thl* 1* no complete inscription, but a fragment However, Fabretti I» right In reading mEOL, 
Instead of mBOI, a* the following Inscription* DO and SI testify. Instead of uJfcan we must 
reed ten*, makes. A* for ekinuata or «sin so fca, who look by, freely, “ who or which by the 
sight” although such forms do occur .on Khitan monuments, it Is obviously out of place her*.

r
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99. LA • CFENLE • 8VYNI 
zari ciginekasune alpi kukau 
zari Cecinakasune alaba egokio 
commander Cecinna-kaaune’a daughter it concerne8*

I have already given in Nos. 70, 71 two inscriptions of the Zunt- 
zegin family in addition to that contained in No. 5 bilingual. As 
this is the true Licinian line, it may be interesting to study other 
inscriptions of the same family found at Senese.

67. OAN1VFIL • SESCYNEI 
LECNE8A
marakaku begi uea none nochikukanio 
eaneeikane an re
maragogo begi batz non Noaiku ganio 
Zuntzegin andre
memorial reganl where Noaiku ia concerned 
Zuntzegin’s wife

The only new word begi/uitz, composed of begi, the eye, and hatz, 
now afzen, atzitzen, seize, lias in modern Basque the form behatz, 
regard, consider.

68. OAN1FIL . 8PEBNE1*0 
YEFAYNAL 
LECNESA
marakagu giuea altunebakanio maragogo egihatz Altuneba ganio
gunegiraku karaaa Gunegiraku aortze
aaneaikane anre Zuntzegin andre
memorial regard Altuneba concerning, Gunegiraku nota 
Zuntzegin’s wife

In this inscription begi/uitz is abbreviated to egihatz. Altuneba 
seems to bear a foreign name. In all likelihood Gunegiraku is the 
name of her birthplace.

" Fabretti read» the last character a» A.
LA ’ CFENLE • 8VYNA 
zari ciginekasune albe kukara 
sari Cedlnna-Kaeune alaba Kukara 
commander Cectnna-Kaaune’» daughter Kukara

No. 44 gives Kukara as a man’s name. Perhaps the names answer to one another as Licinia 
to Llcinius.

w Fabretti omits I at the end of the second group In 68, making tons, makes, instead of 
ganio, concerns. Or it may be the simple postposition pan, towards.

We Tliere is not much variety in the following inscriptions belonging to the Licinian or Zunt- 
segin family, but they are useful as showing that NAL and NIAL are variant forms of the 
same word.
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69. IX) ' TITEI ' LE aama kuukuneu sane
ONES A chikane an re
CAINAL chiraukarasa
aama Koiknnei Zuntzegin andre Chirau sortze 
indication Koikune to Zuntzegin’a wife Zerua nota

Chirau or Zerua is probably a woman’s name here as it is in many 
inscriptions. Koikune is in the dative case marked by i or ari. 

he following contain words indicating relationship :

88. LADY • EC • NAYNA • A/UNA 
zaratuku neai karakukara arbaukara 
zarratu toki anzi Karakukara arreba hau ekarri 
written place prepares Karakukara sister his to bear81

The second word toki is Basque “ place.” The tu of zarratu is 
made to do double duty. In arreba we have the Basque word for 
sister of a brother ; the sister of a sister is aliizpa. The other words 
have already been considered.

Fabretti 402. F • LKCNE ' flADCNAL
age Zuntzegin Baratnchi sortie 
behold Zuntzegin Baratuchi nilfun 

401. FEL • LKCNE • FI8CE • flADCNAL
aginza Zuntzegin agiono Sena Baratuchi sortze 
offering Zuntsegln well presents Sena, Baratuchi notes 

For agiono see Bilingual Fabretti 68, HEYMFIS. It is a compound of afin, to offer, and 
on. good, kindly presents. For CE as Sena see the long Inscription on the Tomb of Sarapikuka. 

404. A ' LEONE • A 1 AÛONIAL 
ara Zuntzegin arm Bahama sortie 
behold Zuntzegin behold Bahama notes

If NIAL be not the aame as NAL it must be kio eritta where eritii Ario would be expected. 
Compare 411 F • LEONE • AflONIAL

age Zuntzegin Bahama kaurasa 
and 407, which exhibits the commoner term :

LO 1 TITEI ' LECNE8A • CAINAL 
asms Kuikunel Zuntzegin andre Zerua sortze 
Indication Koikune to Zuntzegin wife Zerua nolo 

But again the long form appears In :
410. A • LEONE • FV1SIHIAL • AP(NO)AL

ara Zuntzegin Agpiunou sortze artugomu eritza 
behold Zuntzegin Agblunau solus memorial honours

411. F • LEONE • F 8E8THAL
age Zuntzegin age Nonenoku sortze 
behold Zuntzegin behold Nonenokh not us

If the Brat character of the last group were 0 instead of S, It would be Senanok, which fol
lowed by NAL appears on the tomb of Sarapikuka Nonenoku la an unlikely name.

MM Is given sa restored by Fabretti. It doea not necessarily follow that to of toki does 
double duty, Inasmuch aa the final tu of eerratu la not a necessary part of the word.
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248. A VLB • VLOE • FELXA 
rapi sune pisa mone aginsakara 
arpi zuen Pisa amona aginza akar ’ 
behold ye who Pisa’s mother offering bears* *1

The only word to note is amona, a dignified name for mother. 
Pisa must be a feminine name.

322. ADNO artukamo artugomu
LADIC ■ CALEC zaratu ntzi chirasa nechi zarratu hitz Chirasa nechi 
holds memory written word Chirasa’s daughter

The word for daughter is now nesca, a less dignified term than 
alaba. 1 have read IC as hitz, word. In the Eugubine Table hitz 
is represented by K.

266. OVMVNEI mopinopi kanio Mopinopi ganio
8VLNI alpisa kau alabichi kiko
Mopinopi it concerns, daughter for.**

The postposition kau occurs frequently in the Eugubine Tables, as 
in eman dio pabe kau, give he him does help for, where it can mean 
nothing else than for. It is thus the Etruscan representative of the 
modern Basque kiko.**

269. AO * Cp rama chitu erama Chitu
ES/E nenobane ne nebi ne
A A IAS rabaurano arreba hau rano
it brings Chitune brother to sister his towards 

Freely—It brings to Chitune’s brother the memory of his sister.**

There are two new words here. The first is erama from the Basque 
verb eraman, cause to give, or bring. The second is noba, now nebùi, 
brother, although anai, anaya is the commoner form.

" Fabrettl Inserts an archaic S between zuen and Pita. This will make the name Noplsa. 
Bkarri should read altar, as dakar Is the 8 sing. pres. lnd. of tkarri. Etruscan does not pre
fix the d.

* Lanil represents this Inscription, which is boustropliedon, with the lower line upside 
down. Fabrettl reverses the order by Inverting the upper line. He also gives instead of V in 
the \pwer line a heart-shaped figure.

** I have been asked how I get kau or, following the analogy of the verbal termination, tie 
out of kiko, which is supposed to have been originally Icinko. I do not assert that they are the 
same words, but that a resurrected Etruscan would replace his klo by the Basque kite. The 
Iroquois uses kt to signify " for."

** In Fabrettl the B of line 1 and / of line 8 are Irrecognisable. The word mote is disap
pointing in form. Nebia, the modern wort, would be better represented by KV. It has few 
near relations, the closest being the Georgian mutkbe and the Choctaw nakji, the brother of a 
sister.
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141. FI/4 A ATINANA" 
ANOAPEM

age oba ra argo uga rakara 
arka moritune no

age obi ra Argo uga rakora Arka Moritune no
behold grave to Argo mother sympathy Arka Moritune of

The word obi means a grave or tomb. Anciently it seems to have 
been oba. The construction of the sentence is imperfect in that no 
postposition follows uga. As for rakara, it was originally “a toward- 
ing,” and the foundation of urikarri, urrikal, erruki, erukiorra, and 
other words expressing sympathy. Area Moritune was a family 
name at Monte Pulciano, for the following inscriptions contain the 
name :

139. AVLE • ANOADE 
arpi zuen arka moritune 
behold ye Arka Moritune

140. ADNY • AN artukaku arka artugogo Arka
OADE • LAD moritune zaratu Moritune zarratu
OAL ma rasa mai eritsa
hold meni6ry Arka Moritune, the written tablet honours

151. OIPINI • OEPimAL
ma uta ukau monetaume rasa
mai aita uga hau Moneta hume eritza
table (in which) father, mother his Moneta’s child esteems

In this inscription eritza should be eritzate if aita uga are the 
subjects, but eritza is correct if the child of Moneta is the honourer 
of his parents.

84. OANAVKALNEI
LAD1SAL CEYEM/IVIA
marakara piuchirasa kanio
zaratu uno rasa chinekuneno bapiura
maragarri Behatzeritsa ganio
zarratu hune eritsa Agingune no babe aurre
memorial Behatzeritsa concerns
writing this honours Agingune of grandfather**1

As this inscription occurs among those of the Agingune family of 
Senese, the C of the second line should be F. The only word calling 
for explanation is that translated grandfather. It is babe aurre, con-

M 141 U altered to anit Fabrettl’a reading, whether right or wrong.
Wa In Fabrettl the K of the upper line la read Y, and the 0 of the lower F, a» I have sug

gested. The name la thus Bekuraaa. If Fabrettl be right in reading the V of the lower line 
aa L, we have beta uru —fiteko a nr, darling child, Instead of babe aurre.
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sisting of babe father and aurre fore. The Basque word for fore
fathers, ancestors, is aurrekoak, but babeaurre is not a modern Basque
word.

38. LAPOI • SEIANYI • 8PAVNI8A • AYIV • /IVYE • M 
zaratumai noneurakakuu loturapikaunare rakuupi bahipikune no 
zarratu mai non orogogoi Loturapika an andre Arkoibe bahi bakan no 
written table where remembers Loturapika his wife Arkoibe consort 

only behold
I have already directed attention to bahi, a pledge or engagement,

here JpHo wed byas an Etruscan term for wife or consort.
bakan, bakhan, only, which the Eugubine Tables represent by the 
same form pikune.'n Its use may indicate that the Etruscans were 
usually polygamists. The final no is a particle meaning “tiens!” 
hold ! here ! take it ! look ! when addressed to a woman ; when 
addressed to a man, it is to.

36. AYVSNEI • CA8AYES
arkupino kanio chiralaraguneno 
Argubena ganio jam alargun no 
Argubena it concerns attention widower of 
It concerns Argubena, the gift of her widower*8

Already jarri has been before us. It means attention, as in 
jarramon or jar eman, give attention. The modern Basque word for 
widow is olari/un, and there is no other term to denote widower. 
The statement of Lanzi that this is a woman’s epitaph necessitates 
the reading of the latter.

114. FEL • YIYEM • FESIM • ApNOIAL 
aginza kuukuneno aginoi no artukamo urasa 
aginza Koigune no Aginoi no artu gomu hau eritza 
offering Koigune of Aginoi of memorial this esteems 
The memorial of Koigune : this memorial of Aginoi esteems

163. AVLA • CVS/tEDIENA
arpisara chipi nobane tuunekara 
Arpisari chipi nebia n dio nigar 
Arpisari little brother to she him does weep 
Arpisari weeps for her younger brother**

w The present Basque word for only Is bofawi Now, bakan, bakhan, btkhan means “ rare." 
Japanese agrees with Basque in bakatri. The Choctaw has btka, probably the root form.

w Fabrettl replaces final 8 with M, but/wtthout thus affecting the sense. In a note on this 
Inscription Lanai mentions the presence of LAPOI, so far read Larthi, and held to denote “a 
prince," in inscriptions accompanied by portraits of women.
" In 161 I read Arpisari as a feminine name, tor the following reason : In most of the Khltan 

anguages not only was a distinction drawn originally between elder and younger brother and
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All the words, with the exception of the proper name, which may 
be feminine, and nigar, meaning tear, and with the verb nigar egin, 
weep, have already been before us. The auxiliary is represented by 
dio, he, she, it, to him does. The inscription came from Perusia.

339. AO • CAPNA • AO • PESYVMIA
erama chiratukara erama tunenokupinoura
crania Chiratugarri erama dena Nokupino aur
it bears Chiratugarri it bears him who is Nokupi of the child

The verb eraman, porter, supporter, emporter, emmener, is now* 
in the third singular, indicative present darcma. The prefixed d 
must be modem. It never appears in Etruscan, either with eraman 
or with any other verb. In dena we have the third sing, indie, pres, 
of naiz, namely da combined with the relative n, he who is. The 
latter name may be Nokupino, in the genitive of position with aur.

264. 8A8YIA luranoku ura lurrenko oar
CAINEIP zerua kanio tu Zerua ganio de-
ESCIVNIA ne Nochiupika ura -na Nochiupika ura
earthen vessel behold Zerua concerning who is Nochiupika’s child1"

This presents the same form as 339 but introduces a new word, 
lurrenko, the abbreviation of 8A8YI, lurrenokuu. Instead of this, 
OA8YI, maranokuu frequently appears. This latter must denote a 
stone vessel, and the former one of earth, from lurre, earth. In 
either case no is the genitive, of stone, of earth. The final kuu, koi 
should be a vessel of some kind. It may be the original of kaiku, 
khotchu, vase, now generally applied to denote a milk-pail. Unhap
pily Lanzi does not indicate on what kind of surface the inscription 
appears. It may be that of a tile, urn, tombstone, <fcc.

289. AN AIN El • LAYIOESA
rakarau kanio saraku u monenare 
urrikali ganio Saraku hau amont and re 
regret in regards Sergius his mother lady

sister, but also between the brother ol t brother, the brother of s sister, the sister of a sister, 
sod the sister of a brother. The latter distinctions have in many cases become obscured, but 
traces of them everywhere remain. Thus in Basque amba Is the sister of a brother, and 
akiipa the sister of a sister. I am not aware that any such distinction marks the use of anai 
and ntbia, the two terms for brother. Yet, according to the analogy of the Choctaw nakfi, 
brother of a sister, ntbta should denote the brother In hie feminine and anai In Ins masculine 
relations. r

i” Oori reads Î64: 8A8YYA 
CAINEIIP 
ESCIVNIA

The second Y of line 1 is so faint as to make It doubtful that it is the same character as that 
which precedes. I can make nothing of this reading.

6
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The first word, which is really a form of rako, towards, I have 
already set forth as the original of many modern Basque terms 
denoting sympathy. It is in an old dative or ablative case syn
onymous with that in n, and answering to the modern locative. The 
dignified title, lady mother, is now shortened to amandria.

374. OANA • APYNEI • LO marakara artukokanio aama 
MALINAL naresaugaraaa
marakara Artuko ganio asma andre sa uga eritsa 
memorial Artuko concerns indication wife and mother’s esteem

Here sa is the shortened form of basa, and, both forms of which 
have already been met with.

423. AVLE 1 SEIANYI • MINV arpisune noneurakakuu noukapi ^ 
LAPOAL • FISOV8A zaratumarasa agiunochipinare
CLAN chisaraka
arpizuen non orogogoi naugabe ; zarratumai eritsa Agiunochipi andre. 
zazu erruki
behold ye where memory in it me has deprivation; written table 
honors Agiuno little wife, have compassion
Behold where my bereavement is held in memory. The engraved 
tablet honours the wife of Agiuno the little. Have sympathy.101

Every word in this inscription has previously occurred, except the 
last. This is the clan, tilius, of the Etruscologists, which has sent 
them on a wild goose chase over the world. It always stands out 
distinct from other words, while terms of relationship generally 
adhere. It means have pity, compassion, sympathy, being the second 
plural imperative of <lut united to erruki. The following prayer of 
a votive inscription illustrates it.wu

mi Fabretti reads 413, thus :
AVLE • 8BIANYI • Ml arbeauen noneoragogot nou 
LAPOAL • YISCVSN zaratumarasa kuunochipinoka
AL • CLAN raaa chiaaraka
arbe suen non omgogdl nan zarratumai eritza Oolno Chlptno eortie zazu rako 
Behold ye where remembrance In he me baa: the engraved apace eateema Ooino 

Chlplno nofum. Have sympathy 
There la evidently eomethlng wanting at the end of the Drat line.
I"e Mr. VanderSmlaaen baa eent me an Inacrlptlon containing another form of thla request 

tor sympathy. It waa found at Volaterrae : «.
Fabretti, 144. A • Y1YE • A • CALK • CLANYL • A4VNAM • P1L • XXI11X 

ra kuukune ra chiraaane chlzarakakuaa rabaplkarano tunas 17 
era Kolkune are Jarrl zuen zazu erruki Ikuaa Arbaptka rano dn also 17 
Behold Kolkune behold preeeut ahe did ; have sympathy looking Arbaplka 

towards. He lua age *7.

I
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57. FEL • YINM • AP ■ LVNCIAL • CLAN 
aginza kuukano artu aspikachi uraaa chisaraka 
aginza Goijanu artu azpiko che aurketsu zazu erruki 
offering Jainko receive servant even homage lave compassion 
High Lord, receive the /Bering ; have compassion for the homage o 
thine unworthy servant.101

The following have to|K>graphical connections :
102. ADNO • APNYLE

FESCV • AL8NAL • CLA 
artukamo artukakusane 
aginnochipi rasalakarasa chisara 
artugomu artugogotzen 
Aginno-chipi Kusella sortze zazu erruki 
Memorial to hold in memory
Aginno the little (Aginno’s little one) Rusellis natu» ; have sympathy

In this inscription the full form of the verb gogotzen, now 
gogomtzen, appears. This is also the Japanese kokorom, with the
same meaning. Rasai a is more probably Rusellae in Etruria than ■
a woman’s name. The formula zazu erruki is deficient in the last 
syllable.

107. AO • LAPCXA • YVYNAL
erama zaratu Chikara kupiku karasa 
erama zarratu Chikara Kupiku sortze 
bears writing Chikara Kupego natu».

I do not know what city the Etruscans called Kupego.103 The 
name appears on the coins in Lanzi, Vol. II., plate ii., and has been

The verb iJhui, to see, follows «as» erruki, and must be translated seeing. The Etruscan 
must have been read tusa, tun, kutu. rather than kuti The regular form of the auxiliary 
nun appears instead of the common VS tenu.

•« No. 57 is amended, according to Eabretti, by the omission of F, which in Lanzi intervenes 
between the second and third groups.

*<* Some difficulty will be found in identifying names of places as they occur on the monu
ments, for they certainly must have been other than those given by the Romans if the Etrus
cans were an Iberian people If dan be an Etruscan word, such also may Clusium be. But 
Cluaium is not Iberian, nor Florentin, nor Trossulum, Caletra, Vulsiuil. In the Eugubiue 
Tables Luna is Lunl, and Volaterrae has no t nor any connection with the Latin terra : It is 
Baulaberri Arretlum is Aretigi or Aretlag, and the Hnnl nia of Y'etulouia and Populonia 
appears to be no |*rt of the original. There is no evidence that the Etruscans had the letter 
», as in Vulainii, Volaterrae, Vetulonla. Some places In Ktrîrta jpontloned by Pliny (H. N., III.,
8) bore Latin names, translations of the originals, such as Caatrum Novum, Novem Pagi, Hor- 
tanuui, Lucus Feroule, Ac. It is hard to say how far this process of disguising may have 
gone on. A similar process of transformation is taking effect in our own Northwest, where 
Indian names are translated into such uneuphonlous English terms as Moose Jaw, Pile of Bones, 
Medicine Hat. But for this process, as applied by the Romans, a study of Etruscan topo
graphical names would long since have evidenced the Iberian origin of the people of Etruria.
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wrongly read Tuder, which was an Umbrian city and Celtic, as its 
very name denotes, even to the student of English history.

317. LADCE • LADNI • CALEILADOI • MVDYVEONEI
zaratuchine zaratukau duras aneu zaratumai nopitukupinemakaneu 
zarratu zein zarratukio Chirasaneu zarratu mai Nepete jabe ne ema ganio 
writing which write he does Chirasanio written table Nepete of lord 
to give pertains.164

This does not look like an epitaph, but rather a communication of 
some kind, in zein we have the interrogative, but as zena it is rela
tive. The Basques even now like to be known not by their family 
name but by that of their house or land, be it a hovel or a garden 
patch. The lord of Nepete, however, was the chief man of no mean 
city.

The next is instructive as presenting Kupiku with the dative 
sign, and ganio instead of sortze, showing that ganio may signify 
“ belong to.”

109. EL • LAPCANA • LO • YVYINEI
ansa zaratu Chirakara asma Kupikuu kanio
antsa zarratu Chirakara asma Kupikoi ganio
keeps writing Chirakara of sign Kupiku to he belongs106

370. L • YEYINA • F • YVSNV 
YNAL
so kunekuukara agi kupinokapi 
kukarasa
so Gunekoi ekara age Kupinogabeku sortze 
behold Gunekoi it bears ; behold Kupinogabeku hcUhs

•0* Fall! ftti reads S17 very differently :
LADCE • LADNI • CALK LA[A]DOI • MVDMEONEI 
zaratuchine zaratukau chiraaane zara(ra)tumau nopitunonemokaneu 
zarratu zein zarratu klo Chlraaa ne zarratu mai Nopitu non ema kanio 
writing which write he doee Chlraaa to written tablet Nopitu who give to him did 

I have given a literal translation, but the sense Is far from clear. Nopitu may not be Nepete, 
If this be the true text. I have rendered kanio si " he to him did," following the analogy of 
hau, non, die, royo, including pronominal auxiliaries. It is thus a compound of the regular 
termination of the imperfect tien and o.

'<* Fabretti’s reading of 10» la :
FL • LAPCANA • LO * TVT • • • L
agi ao zaratn chirakara aema knpiku----- sa
egi ao aarratu Jar ekara (dakar) aama Knpiku 
look writing attention brlnga indication Kupiku 

The lack of three ctaractera leaves the aenae to seek. For the first, so «pi would be more in 
accordance with modern uaage. The verb «karri, In the S elng. pres, indie., would be dakar. 
A« I have elsewhere Indicated, the Initial d of each verba ia not recognized In Etruecan.

______________________
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The literal meaning of Knpinogabeko would be “ deprived of a 
commander or chief or lord,” and would suit some republican com
munity. ’

381. OANA marakara marakara
OALYVNEI maraaa kupi kanio Maraaa jabe ganio
NVNIAL kapika hu rasa gabeka hau eritaa
memorial Marasa’e lord concerne ; departed hie it honours

398 AV/1VLSVYINA • AV • CALISNAÇ
rapi bapi sanopi kuukara rapi chiraaauno karasa 
rapi babe Sanopi Goikara rapi Chiraeauno sortze 
receive father Sanopi High Lord receive Chiraeauno natum

This is sepulchral and votive. The author prays Jainko, here 
Goikara, the Tina or Jupiter of the Etruscologists, to receive his 
father, Sanopi. I do not propose at present to enter upon the iden
tification of Chiraaauno and other names of places.

The following presents a new formula:

407. T.A • SENYINAYE • AOVNIAL
zara nonekakuukarakune ramopikau rasa
zara non gogoi ekara gone Ramopikau eritza
writing which memory in bears us to Ramopikau it esteems106

In this case zara cannot be zari, chief. In yune we see the pro
noun in an old dative form. It is now yuri. In these inscriptions 
non seems to read as a relative as well as the adverb where, which 
has sometimes relative powers. In such case the verb may dispense 
with the passive form, “ which in memory bears to us."

130. AVLE • H1ADCNI arpisane miratuchikau
ADNO ALISA artukamo rasaunare
arpi zuen Miratuchi kiko artu-gomu eritsa hau andre 
behold ye who Miratuchi for memorial honours his wife

184. AVIVP8 rapi upitula arpi obi tille
SEC8YIN none chinoku uka non Chinoku uga
AL rasa eritsa
Behold the sepulchral inscription which honours the mother of Chinoku

In Basque obi, hobi is the grave, and tille, an inscription.

u* Iii <07 Fabretti omits Ibe fins! AL, tritm, which make» a better reading : " Writing which 
bears Ramopikau to our remembrance."

*



347 LAP0A8VNEISE0PESA
zaratuma ralapi kanio none matune nare 
zarratu mai Ralapi ganio non ematen and re 
written table Ralapi concerns which gives wife.101

The verb ematune may be ematen, the simple attributive form of 
the verb eman give, or ema duen, give she did, now eman zuen. 
Much study and careful comparison of texts will be required to 
settle the differences between the Etruscan and the modem Basque 
in matters of grammar and phonetics.

ADDITIONAL BILINGUALS.
The following bilinguals and larger texts I owe to the kindness 

of Mr. VanderSmissen, who has collected them out of Fabretti and 
other sources not at present accessible to me, for the purjrose of 
subjecting the syllabary to every reasonable test.

The following is given by Lanzi (Vol. II., p. 565, No. 8) but in a 
very imperfect shape.

Fabretti 69, PI. VI. F • ATIV8 • L • F • STE HARVSPE 
FVLOVRIATOR

C • A8AYES LP • LP • HEYMFIS • YPVYNFY 8PBNYAC
The point between the initial C and the following A is not part of 

the text. The E’s and F’s are archaic in form, but are, I think, 
correctly rendered as such by Lanzi. The M of the fourth group 
may be III. The V of the fifth group is indistinct in Fabretti, but 
Lanzi recognized it as such. The character I have given as B is of 
the same form above as 8, but thç lower half is open. As a variant 
of 8 I represent it by the nearest, indeed by the only, variant con
tained in the syllabary I read the Etruscan :
chiralaraguneno aatu aatu gauekuuoagiuno kutupikukaagiku latuul kakurachi 
jar alargua no azti azti ganako no eijiun kutnbiku ka tyiku Altabola gogo eritai 
attention widow of diviner diviner sacrifice of indicator lightning by indicator 

Altabola memory to honour

I am not aware of any present Basque word for sacrifice. The 
term gana/co now means towards, and used substantively may have

Fabretti modifiée 347 :
LAPOA8VNEe' 8KOPE8A 
aaratu ma ralapi kane none matunenara 
larratu mai Ralapi kane non ema duen and re 

warltten tablet Ralapi makes which give he doea wile
The use ia far from clear. 1 may add that the final E of the first group la uncertain in 

Fabretti.



denoted that which is offered to the gods. The forms egiun, egiku, 
are also as archaic as the mode of writing them. There are several 
words that agree in general meaning ; age, appearance, indication, 
egia, truth, igerri, to divine, the root ag, eg, ig, seeming to have the 
meaning of, manifest. The diverse terminations uno and ku or ko, I 
do not profess to explain.'® As difficult is the word kntubiku. The 
present word for lightning is chimista, chi#mixta, chistmisla, for 
which I know of no etymology having been given. The Circassian 
forms are chobske, kopk. The Mizjejian uses a similar form, kebche, 
for thunder, and the Lesghian designates this accompaniment of 
lightning, kutiburi and kokkubikuli. Pursuing the search among the 
•lore distant Khitan, we find the Yeniseian Khitts calling “ light
ning ’’ yekene-bok, ykende-bok, with which word Dr. Latham has 
compared the Yukahirtan bug-oushe. fl’lie persistent b-k appears 
also in the Lesghian lanzbikiiU, as yjk. On the same page of the 
Sprach-Atlas accompanying Klaproth’s Asia Polyglotta in which 
bug-onshe is found, appears bug-ylbe, meaning a beard. Bean! in 
Basque is bizar ; hence biz is the equivalent of bug. Now in Van 
Eys’s dictionary under bizi, life, we meet with biztu, pitztu, to light, 
excite, resuscitate. Lecluse gives piztea as meaning “ allumer, 
rallumer, ressusciter." The word biztu is biz with the verbal termi
nation tu, and may or may not be related to bizi, life. This biz or 
biztu, by one of the commonest interchanges of labials has become 
inista, and the prefixed chist represents the old kutu. Had the origin 
of the word remained in the memory of the Basques, they would 
probably have retained the Etruscan term in the inverted form 
bizkatu, like banakatu, kilikatu, and many words of the same for
mation. The following ka is the postposition by. The name of 
the haruspex and fulguriator seems to be Altahola, Ilduhala, the 
relation of which to Atius or Fatius I leave to others to trace. 
His name is governed by gogo, memory, in the genitive of position. 
The final verb eritsi is in the infinitive to jar at the beginning of the 
inscription.

In. the next bilingual, for the sake of uniformity, I have placed 
the Etruscan below the Latin, although the former is on the lid of 
the oeffer and the latter on the side.

IW Elsewhere I have found FIS evidently a compound of egin and on, to do good or show 
benevolence. Here It may be ape on, to Indicate good, or give good omens. In the second, 
aocl-tt, the last syllable takes the place of so, an Etruscan particle denoting agency.
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Fabretti 1496. P • V0LVMNIV8 • A ■ F ■ VIOLENS 
PL xxxvi. CAFATIA • NATVS

/IV/tFEUmNA AV CA8AYIAL

y'ln the last group the second A is indistinct. The name occurs 

in Lanzi 62, 63, 165 and elsewhere, so that A is well attested.
.

bapiba aginsaumikara arpi zeralarakuu rasa 
Papiba Eginezaumak ra arpi Zerulurrekoi sortie 
Papiba Eginezaumak, to behold Zerulurrekoi natiu

fit»

The most important name in this group is Eginezaumak which 
translates Yolumnius, the man of the hook. Scriptor or Librarius 
would have done as well, but they did not represent Roman gentes 
The first pirt of the word is «gin, to do or make. The second, 
ezaumak, or in Etruscan zaumika, survives in Basque only as 
esemesak, opinion, saying ; for liburv, the Latin word, has displaced 
the native name. The Etruscan word must have been derived, how
ever, not from esan, to say, but from ezatin, ezagun, to know. The 
Japanese word for a book is sfiomotsu, and the Loochooan, shimuiri. 
This word is exceedingly old, for it appears in the ancient Accadian 
of Chaldea, a thoroughly Turanian language, as Bctmak, mmuk. a 
library : Sayce’s Assyrian Grammar, p. 16, Nos. 175' 176. The 
only other literary people of the Khitan, the Aztecs, preserved the 
word for book in an abbreviated form as amox. Thus Eginezaumika 
is the bookmaker, or author, or scribe. The preceding Bapiba is 
probably the original of the Latin Fabius, which denoted a gens 
eminent in literature and art, and persistently connected with 
Etruria : Dennis’ Etruria, Vol. I., p. 425. Q. Fabius Pictor was 
the earliest Roman historian, as his grandfather had been the first 
artist. Two other Roman historians, Cincius " and Sisenna, bore 
Etruscan names. Bapiba is the word translated Violens. The nearest 
equivalent in Basque is bufnimba, by which the Greek lailaps and 
Latin turbo are translated in the Testament of Rochelle, Mark iv. 37. 
The Japanese furnishes the corresponding words boju and Jubuki, 
and the Choctaw, fapah,fopah, the roaring of the wind. The Basque 
pompoila, a surging billow and pumpots, palpitation, are probably of 
the same origin. The remaining proper name is that of Cafatia, in 
Etruscan zeru-lurre-koi. The first part is zeru, heaven, but also 
meaning (Lecluse, voûte) a ceiling or vaulted roof. The second part 
lurre koi, has occurred in the forms luirtnokoi, lurrezkoi, denoting an
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earthen receptacle. I am disposed to regard koi as the Etruscan 
equivalent of the Japanese koya, a small house, hut, or pen. I do 
not know what Basque word corresponds, as khutcha, box, chest, is 
said to come from the Spanish hucha, and in any case the increment 
calls for explanation. Still Zerulurrekoi, as “ the domed earthen 
chamber," although a strange name for an Etruscan lady, answers 
to Cafatia, as Cavatia. The final AL should be NAL, sortze, natus, 
as other bilinguals indicate. That there was an intention to assimilate 
the Etruscan to the Latin in this inscription is plain, from the 
unusually prominent place given to the name Papiba.1”

•" For other inscriptions bearing the «aine name, «ee note 64. The character* FEL, a» con
stituting the word aginta, an offering, are of constant recurrence on Etruscan monument*. As 
in this case, egin-ttanvului, FE represents the common verbs egin and agi*. The tendency 1 
have had to resist is one in the direction of translating all agios and egiiuos, which can only be 
corrected by a careful comparison of inscriptions.

Mr. VanderSmlseen calls my attention to the tomb of the gene Voltumia, near Perusia, 
which contains urns with the following inscriptions :

Fabrettl 1480. LA - FELOVPNAM • FI,UAL
sara aginsamapetukarano aguliaurasi
sarra Agininmaiepatugarri no gal bahl eritsa
writing Aginiamai-Epatugarri of good consort honours

The long name Aginzamai-Epatugarri, which has been read Velthumas, is one like Egine- 
laumlka of note 64, derived from the occupation or craft of the family. It means “ the setter 
up of memorial tablets adding to the already familiar agima moi, the compound of epatu, 
fix, set a limit, and etdrri, bring. The name of the consort Is not given, unless I am in error 
in reading FMI as gai fcaAi. In the Eugublne Tables FI frequently occurs for gai, fitting 
capable, suitable. The following bahi now means, a pledge, but many instances of its use 
serve to show that In Etruscan it also indicated one who is pledged or engaged to another. I 
do not know if the Japanese fnfu, husband and wife, represents this word. In Choctaw 
iba/uhkah, to unite, add to, probably exhibits the original meaning of the root.

1481. 8K • FELOVPNA • AVLEM 
none aginsamapitukara ra[*isaiieno 
non Aginzamai-Epatugarri erpetzen no 
which Aginzamai-Epatugarri holding of

This inscription is elliptical if I read it correctly.
1482. LO • 8EYPI • FELOVPNAM

asms nonekutuu aginsamapltukarano 
asma non chedee Aginzamai-Epatugarri no 

. Indication which sets the mark Aginzamai-Epatugarri of
The word YPI, kutuu, appears more than once in the Eugublne Tables (I. b. 16, Ac.), denoting 

limit, boundary, which In Basque Is chede, gede. In Japanese kiua generally liears this signifi
cation and forms verbs of defining and limiting, but kata, a side, border, answers to Pi ira.

1479. 8E • FELOVPNA • 8EYPE 
„ . none aginsamapitukara nonekutune

non Aginzamai-Epatugarri non ekiten
I cannot translate this as It stands with a double nun and bttune instead of Jhlfuu. In the 

Eugublne Tables, the extent and historical nature of which give abundant opportunity for 
discovering and confirming the values of words, kutune stands for the Basque ekiten, under-
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Fabretti 794. 0TACTL1VS • RVFVS • VARIA 
AO VNAYA•AAPNAL 

erma bekari gori baratu karaaa artu
arama (darama) Beharri (torn Baratu sortie artu 
it bears Beharri Gorri Baratu natum hold !

The verb eraman, to bear, makes darama in the 3 sing. pres, 
indie. In Etruscan this initial d is consistently dispensed with. In 
this inscription it is evident that the Etruscan characters do not 
coincide with the Latin. This is no case of corresjiondence like 
Caulias, Sentis, Licini and Volurnnius. The artist has been honest 
as well as ingenious. Wishing to translate the name Bekari, now 
beharri, belarri, an ear, the original form of which probably survives 
in pikero, the ass, (long eais), by a recognized Latin proper name, he 
took that of the Otacilian gens in which, rightly or wrongly, he 
recognized the Greek otikou. The following gorri, red, he translated 
Rufus. The name read Varia is harder to explain as an equivalent 
of Baratu. The present Basque word nabar. bigàrré, answering in a 
measure to the Japanese mabure, would perfectly reproduce Varia. 
In my paper on the Aztec and its Relations I have shown how, in 
Aztec, palli denotes both colour and contents, like the Japanese iro 
and iru, which in composition become biro and biru ; and have 
suggested a similar relation between the Basque bar, within, and a 
primitive bal or bar, the root of belli, baltz, black, meaning colour. 
The Jajtanese for Varia is iro-doii, As the equivalent of this I suppose 
an ancient Basque or Etruscan baratu, of which baitu, spotted, may 
be the representative.

Fabretti 793. C • VENSIVS CF- CAIV8
FEL FENÎ1LE AL8NALISLE
agi nia egin kaitch u sane rasalakarasaunoeunc
aginzn egin Kaitch Usena Rusellae sortie onetzen
offering makes Kaitch, Usena Buetllu natum to esteem

In this case Kaitch or Kaich is Cains, and Vensius is the Latin 
translation of Usena. The latter word now means “ a leech." Of

Mr. VanderSmlseen also points out the frequent recurrence of the gentile names Vlbla 
Vervinla as :

1468, *c. FMI • FKPCNAM 
These characters read : agubau aginduchlkarano
The Ant may be gai 6o*i, see 1480, or It may be a name. The second word contains ogiiufu, 

the verb, to command or promise. It is premature to pronounce on the meaning of chikara, 
etkari. The Anal no Is probably the genitive.

,
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its derivation as well as of that of Vensius I am ignorant. Should 
Vensius derive from the Greek phoinisso, or from the Latin vena- 
the words may coincide as the two significations of “ leech ” in 
English. ‘ The native of Rnsellae may have been a primitive 
physician or phlebotomist.

Fabretti 792. O • ALFIVS • A • F 
CAINNIA NATV8 
FL • AL8m • NVFI 
CA1NAL
egi bo rasalami kahe egiu 
zerua karaaa
egi bo Kusellae imi Kofa egio Look Rusellae places Kabegio 
Zerua sortie Zerua natum

This is another native of Rusellae. The final Ml or trot is very 
unusual. Kabegio is plainly meant for Alfius, and Zerua for 
Cainnia. Now Zerua is a form of zem, the sky, so that Cainnia 
must stand for Cyanea. Also Alfius, if it mean anything, is Alveus, 
and to this kofa, hollow, corresponds. Van Eys derives kofa, koba, 
kavi, gabia, <kc., from the Spanish and Provençal, but the Japanese 
kuboi, concave, hollowed, and kubomi, a concavity, a hollow place, 
restore them to their rank as native words. The Choctaw also has 
kajakbi a dent, hollow, and kafakbichih, to make hollow. Such a 
form as the latter must Kabegio be, the latter part of the word 
being the verb «gin, to make.

Fabretti 934. 8FEDII • TVLLIO
LAVYNkYA SEPYVPVS
sarapi kuwf rakura nonetukupitupino
Zarrapo egdki irakurri non Idoki pitu bauu
Zarrabe belongs the reading ; where Doku lower I did

S|>ediu8 is not a Latin word, and must represent the Greek 
spaddn, a tear, or a rough sharp sound, which is not indeed the 
meaning of zarrapo, but of the related zarraata, “ bruit que fait la 
toile quand on la déchire.” The other name, Tullius, translates 
Idoki, which means “ to take away,” by tollo rather than by tuli. 
The verb pitu or belth 'iB unknown to modem Basque. The com
monest use of V, be is as the postposition “ under.” It may be that 
betu is an old form answering to beheititu, beheratu, to lower.""* It

lie* It is more likely that pitu, Mu is the original ol the Basque epatu, to fix, set a limit or 
mark. See Tomb ol Sarapikuka, line 1.
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is followed by pino or bmu, the Etruscan equivalent of nuen, I did. 
The lineal descendant of benu, namely banu, has now subjunctive 
force, if I did. YN is eyoki. But it is hard to say what is its 
grammatical value. As “it concerns me" the form in Basque 
would be dagokit ; as “ it concerns him " dagokio. The latter in 
Etruscan is YNI gokao, as has already appeared.

Fabretti 936. A • TITIVS • A • F • SCAB ' CALLS 
A • TITI • A ' FANIAL 
ra kuukuu ra agerkaurasa 
ara Koikoi ara ezkerka au eritza 
behold Koikoi, behold Agerka this esteems

Titius is the nipie of a Roman gens, but it is hard to say what its 
meaning is. If borrowed from the Carthaginians, it and Titus 
would, like Dido, mean “ beloved and as such, Titius would fitly 
translate Koikoi, a superlative of repetition, “ the greatly desired." 
The name Agerka represents the Latin ScaeCalis, which itself needs 
translation. The present Basque word for left is ezker, supposed to 
come from esku-oker, e$ku being hand, and oker oblique, tortuous, 
awry. Agerka, however, is neither ezker nor oker. It is probable 
that the present ezker has been conformed to the Spanish esquerro. 
Still, the Lesghian forms kitil and kuzul, indicate that the original 
Basque word resembled the Spanish. It is unfortunate that no text 
contains the Etruscan word for hand, which I hardly expect to find 
as esku, the Basque term. The Lesghian kua, kak, ker, hier, kulg, 
Circassian oyg, Mizjejian hiki, kuik, and Georgian ke, che, cheli, 
favour •.« or ker. The Basque nhur, hollow of the hand, accords 
with ker, kuer, <fcc. It cannot at present, therefore, be decided that 
Agerka is, or is not, the Etruscan for “ left-handed." Such a name 
is not uncommon among the Khitan. The Abbé Cuoq, Lexique 
de la langue iroquoise, p. 42, cites “ Skanekwati, nom de femme, la 
gauchère, Shanekwati, nom d’homme, le gaucher.”110

110 Among the bilingual» may almost be reckoned a Latin and an Etruscan inscription on 
distinct ossuarta, which however were found in close proximity.

Fabretti 714. L • SCAEVIV8 • L • F • ARN.............AEVNV8
LO ' SCKFA ' MAYNAL 
aema noohineager norakukarasa

The construction is somewhat peculiar, yet 1 think the agir fit noekineager corresponds to 
the ager of agerka au eritia In 836, especially as the Bcaevius of the twin oemiarlum answers to 
the Scae of the other inscription. The peculiar construction of 714 is due to the attempt of 
the engraver to present an apparent accord between the Latin and the Etruscan. He has
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Fâbretti 1888. LF- TIITIA • ONATA 
MIISIA • ARVN
AP • mESI •

The last line is written in the original from right to left, an^ thus 
it is supposed to be the only Etruscan part of the inscription. Put 
the Etruscans and all the Kliitan wrote frequently from left to right, 
and boustrophedon, as in this case. MIISIA • ARVN is not like 
part of a Ijatin inscription. I read it as Etruscan.

nota no ura artupika
arto mine non
Nata no aur Artupika
artu min nan
Nata of child Artupika
receive grief she me does (she receives my grief)

Nata is the Gnata of the Latin, which is here a pro|»er name, 
and not the participle of nascor. Artupika represents Tiitia. This 
peculiar name can only connect with Taeda, pitch-pine, a pitch-pine 
torch. In bilingual, Fabretti 69, piku has appeared as the Etruscan 
form of bix in biztu, to light. Here, however, we have not piku but 
pika, doubtless a different word. The first part of the word is 
probably arte, a tree, rather than ardai, tinder. The second part, 
pika, some Basque scholar may be able to explain.

Fabretti 980. Q • SENTIV8 • L • F • ARRIA • NAT VS 
CVINYF M*NV • APNYNAL . 
chipi u ka kuagi no ma gabe artu kaku karasa 
Sipi uga Kuagi une mai gabe artu gogo sortze 
Sipi's mother Kuagi this table without holds memory child

Here I have taken a license in making M, which in the original 
has an imperfect second limb, thus giving prominence to the first, 
the equivalent of une. I am not sure that the bisected O is mai. 
It may be ma, which elsewhere, following zarratu, is unmistakably 
the same as mai. The word Senti us I take to have the same mean- " 
ing as Sentis in Lanzi’s bilingual 2, that is, thorn-bush, brier, 
bramble. It is here translated by Chipi or Sepe, not a modem 
word. The Basque zapar, sapar, means bush, brier, bramble, and is

violated grammatical construction by placing the verb ikxàiim or ainUin before Ager for this 
end. I read

asms aintsin Ager Noraku sortes 
Indication to present Ager Noraku nofus 

In this way Ayr la the original of the Basque uktr, left.
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the saipe as the Japanese shiba, brushwood, and the Choctaw shauwa, 
brush, bushes. Perhaps chibs or shibe was the Etruscan form, being 
a variant of chipi, little, to denote undergrowth. Were the meaning 
of the Latin Arria clear, some connection might be found for Kuagi, 
or better, Goegi. If it be an expedient for arrigo, then go egi will 
be an allowable form of goititu, élever, and a sufficient translation of 
the mother’s name.

Fabretti 794. L • PHI8IVS • L • LAVCI 
LEVCLE • «ISIS • LAFYNI

From Fabretti’s various readings I have only adopted Y in the 
last group instead of a doubtful I.

en ne pi chi «une mai unouno sari egi knkau 
zuen Pisisu ne mai on oan Sari-egi egokio 
ye who Pisisu to tablet ! Sari-egi belongs.

This inscription has been intentionally obscured in meaning, for 
the purpose of putting an apparent Phisis into the Etruscan text. 
If this be not the case, how is it that all the bilinguals do not yield 
to the same key ? In the same way zuen is placed before the tine 
Pisisu, to make it look like Levcle, reproducing Lauci. This Lauci 
is a barbarous disguise of laus, for Sari-egi, from sari and egin, 
means praise, or praising. The unusual verbal form onoono, or 
onoan, is similar to that of joan, to go, jan, to eat. It is probably a 
compound of on, good, and an old verb, oan, to pay attention or 
regard, answering to the Japanese uyamai, which is now represented 
in Basque by o-artu. The inscription will thus read : “ Ye who 
kindly regard the tablet to Pisius, to Sari-egi it belongs.”

Fabretti 460. C • CASSIVS -CF' SATVRNINVS 
F • CF8Î I • C • CLAIY 
age chiagnoitchu chi chiaarauku 
age Chiagnoichio age Iaata arauki 
behold Chiaganichio, behold Iaata conformable

This text is far from clear. The C which stands alone in the 
third place should, I think, be F agi, for che, even, is always an 
affix. The final IY in my copy are so close to one another as to 
suggest that they represent an original N. Tn this case raka, now 
rako, towards, would take the place of the uncommon arauki, con
formable. The most important word is CL, which I read isats, but 
which originally must have been chisa, inasmuch as it is the Etruscan
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the crested or tufted lark, would give “ plume ’’ rather than helmet 
as the meaning, tj^e helmet being merely the plume-bearer. In 
Basque eyatz is a feather ; eyazti, plumed, covered with feathers. 
But there is another form isats, which now denotes, equally with 
eyatz, a fin, and is also applied to a small feather brush without a 
handle. These two forms, eyatz, the guttural, and isats, the sibilant, 
point to an original chatz or chas, whence the Latin cassis, a plume 
or plumed helmet. The Circassian kutz, a feather, retains a better 
form of the word than the Basque. The Choctaw has his/ii and 
hoshishi, but the Japanese applies the corresponding gushi exclusively 
to the hair. In many Khitan languages, as in the Choctaw, the 
same word denotes hair, feathers, and leaves.

Satuminus is a case of “ first catch your hare." What word does 
it intend to set forth, sator, satur, satura, Saturnus, Saturai sacra 
dies I I find the initial chiay or izay in the augurial templum of 
Piacenza forming chiay-sarasaba and kusapino-chiag. As the tem
plum is astronomical in character, Chiag-Noitchio may denote the 
planet Saturn. There is room here for wide conjecture, and a 
foundation perhaps for a system of Etruscan mythology. The word 
Noitchio may equally be lead Anichio. Unhappily, little or no 
mythology has been preserved by the Basques.

The last of the bilinguals is one not generally regarded as such, 
the whole having been read as Etruscan. The first line, however, is 
Latin, the two names being feminine, and the last probably in the 
ablative case.

Fabrctti 949. ARIA • BASSA
ARNTHAL FRAVNAL 
artu kaku karasu egiaterbe karaaa
artu gogo Karaau Egi-Aterbe sortie
to keep memory Karaau Kgi-Aterbe nota

The Latin names are still puzzling. The scrilie evidently trans
lated the Etruscan into Latin or Greek in his own mind, and then 
cast about him for a Latin name having some likeness to the 
translation. If Aria stand for Aëria, the only modern Basque word 
answering to it and approaching karasu is eyurastu, aérer, exposer 
au jour. It is a compound of eyun, day, which in Lesghian is kini. 
I very much doubt that karasu is eyuraz. It is strange that the 
JajMtnese equivalent of eyurastu should be sarasu. The name I give
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provisionally to Kantsu’s mother is Egi-Aterbe, which means 
11 making shelter." Van Eys defines atherbe, atharbe as “ lieu pour 
être â l’abri de la pluie ; |»r extension, maison, toit." It is derived 
from athari, the Basque equivalent for the Latinized Etruscan 
atrium. The Greek postât, a kind of porch, may be the translation 
out of which the scribe evolved Bassa. A difficulty in the way of 
the reading given is that R is rendered in one case tu, and in the 
other at, which is an inconsistency very unlikely to take place. 
Could we find the Etruscan word given by the Romans as atrium, 
it would decide the value of one of the t syllables. This and similar 
arrivals at the exactitude desired will require time and cooperation, 
just as they were required in the case of Egyptian, Assyrian, and 
other decipherments.

LAROER TEXTS. "
In Fabretti, Table XXXVIII. No. 1914, api>ears the Cippus of 

Perusia. The front and left side of this monument are covered with 
Etruscan characters. Às those on the left side furnish the key to 
the narrative, and are uninjured, I present them first. As the lines 
are very short I give them in groups of four.

1-4.

Ltft SUie of Clpfnu.
FEU>IXAM • AYENAÎVCIENESCI • I/t AM/IELANE111 
ngiuart maukarano rakunekara ichpichiu nekanenochiu ubara- 
noban—arakana
aginsa mai ekarri no araguue tara ichpichio nekian nochiu obi rano 
banaiz eragin /
offering tablet bringing of accordant atatea contribution I did request 
grave towards 1 am causing to make

Ml Clppns of Perusla, Left side :
Lines 1-4. opinai, Van Kyi nffintia, offering : In genitive of position to mai. mal, table, 

here need, like the Japanese met, to denote tablet. Inscription, t karri, to bring, In Ktrusvan 
probably tern ; the participial form governed In the genitive by the poetjioeltlon no.

BO or no, the Etruscan postposition of. In modern Iliaque no or no le reduced to n or sn, 
The Japanese genitive particles no and pa answer to the Etruscan no and go, the Baaque t» and 
go, and the Iroquois ns and Is, which are also locative. The Choctaw genitive In belongs to 
the same series.

ore guns torn. For tom see totem, Front of Clppns, lines 1 and 1. The meanlnfiof 
fentoni, of which torn la an abbreviation, Is plainly a slate. It le not modem Basque,,6ut 
may answer to the Japanese tori, a division of a country, et province. It Is possible that the 
Basque terri, erri, a country. Is a descendant of tore The preceding guns Is literally a place, 
but forms compounds Ilka on-fuss, bon accord. Here It Is preceded by oro, more fully ores, 
right In modem Basque ores makes arnildt, or-oldelu. 8o here, arenas, accordant or 
conformable, Indicating the states which conformed to the terms of the Tuscan confederacy.

ichpichio : the commoner word Is iekpi, which In Basque mean» " petit morceau d'un oorpe 
dur," and Is a syuonym of pikor. The Bisque irhpicho, derived from tchpi, means " pari.
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5-8. 01 • SVLVmi FAM/IKLOIPENEOIEMY ACFELOINA 111
mau albeaapi mi ço ager no banes* mautune kanemaunenoku rachi
aginaa mau kara

•"*, mai albo azpi irai go age man banaiz ema autune kian mai ne naga 
eritei aginza mai ekarri
tablet side under placing of information I am giving choose who did 
tablet to hate estimation ottering tablet bring

9-12. ACILVNE TVPVNBMC VNEÎEAÎVCI • ENE8CI • AO* 11»
rachiusapikane kupitupikanenochi pikaneicbenra ichpichio nekanen- 
ochiu rama
eritsi utsa bakine jabe tobe kian aintzi bakine etsain ra ichpichio 
nekian nochiu Roma
to esteem fails to communicate lords instead he did warn to com
municate oppose to contribution I did request Rome

—. ■ llji ■ ' ' — ■■ . i ' ■ -...............

g«genre," but In Etruscan iehpi and ichpichio evidently denote a contribution. The Japanese 
feitbii, a grain or morsel, la the equivalent o( icA^W 

m kian ««Ain : I do not recognize urchin In llaaqAe, although its meaning “ desire” Is con
tained in the verb ani. It answers to the Japanese no»o-mit, desire, aftsli for. The Japanese 
verb corresponding to noi, nahi Is negus. In Basque the auxiliary vtion followslthe verb as 
in n-em «Sloan, the 1st sing. Imp. lnd. of eraucl. Here It Is attached tied he pronoun.

ohi rano, hi Etruscan oha mao. The word ahl, hohi means a grave, and fdTms dhi.ralu, bury. 
The Choctaw lias the simpler form hoppih, bury. The postposition rano, towards, also occurs 
as ra, rutu, nub inn, ru»otru. In Japanese It survives In an old form gn-rl, towards.

banaiz rnigin : banaia is nows modified 1st sing, pres lnd. of nniz, meaning “If I am." As I 
have already stated, the Etruscan employs these forms constantly In a categorical sense. The 
verb era gin Is the present Basque equivalent of ANB, but see what I have said of the two 
Etruscan verbe FE, «gin, and NE, kane : note 40».

111 Lines 5-8. moi, the regimen of era gin.
nI5o aipi imi go : the Basque albo was albe in Etruscan, and is the Choctaw alapa, side. 

The postposition acpi, often b* or pi, means under, but here must rather signify on. The verb 
imi, probably mi In Etruscan, la In Basque imini or ipini. It probably survives In the final 
mi and ms of Japanese derivative verbs, as In fauta-mu, to grasp, from fauta, a handle, inn 
mu, to refuse, from inn, no. These will thus mean " to place a handle, to place a no," which 
are thoroughly Etinaean Idioms. The Choctaw mata, maiachih, to put In, la a form of mi or 
imi. Here the verb is participial, governed by go, the postposition "of." 

ugerriiin kuaaiz : the first word means " h découvert " ; for banaiz, see end of line 1-4. 
tma uufu ne Alan : emu, now nuis, give, makes emailen In the infinitive, and «mot, beam In 

the Imperative. Here It Is used as an infinitive. It la the Choctaw imah. The verb uu/u, now 
aula, autclti, hautalu, is separated from Its auxiliary kian by the relative ne, which modern 
Basque preserves as final n or en.

moi ae aagn ; mai-in In the dative “ to ne," the postposition to, in. The following naga is the 
Etruscan original of the Basque nugafu, detest. Van Eye nays : "Ce nom. verb, dolt dériver 
de naga ou noztu, que ne se trouvent lias." It is the Japanese niku-mu and the Choctaw nut- 
kiUih, Here naga, or In Etruscan no go, Is In the Infinitive to aulu, or may form a compound 
verb with the following eritei, like oncnlri, to eeteem, gailirritti, hate. 

trim oginzu mat tkarri : eritei Is here Infinitive In form.
Unes *-12. eritei uf«u baki ne: the two Basque words ufzi, to leave, and ufz, empty, 

appear to have had a common origin. The Japanese oebi, ochiru, to fall, fail, leave, decline, Is 
evidently the name word. Here the meaning of ufea Is " he falls," which In Basque would lie 
ntaugin dn. In Etruscan apparently utri, to fall, dispensed with the auxiliary, and In the S 
sing, pres lnd. became «tea. The preceding eritei Is In the infinitive to utzu. The following

6
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13-16. VmiCM • A8VNAM • /ENONA • AÜ1AFEL0INA • A8VN 114
bemiuchino ralapikarano banekamakara ramira aginsa maukara 

. ralapika
beimi oyeche no Ralapika rano bane goinu ekarri eramira aginza mai 
ekarri Ralapika
subject these of Ralapika towards united memory bring causing to 
see offering tablet bringing Ralapika

17-20. OVPVNI • EINÎEPIVNAC1A . OILOViU VLOL • IX • CA 116
mabetubekau neuka ichentuube kara chigora mauasmabekago
pisamasa ugo chira
ambat begai nayago etsainta obe ekarri zigor mai asma begogo Pisa 
emaitza uko ezarri
great regard I desire inimical chief to bear scourge tablet meaning 
regarding Pisa gift refusal throws

beka ne or baki-ne I read as a form of the Basque baki-datu, communicate, the final ne being
the postposition "to." The sense would be clearer could VNE be read VYE, bekune, which is 
the Etruscan for only, alonec “one only fails to honour.”

jobjjebe kian ointei ; jabt,< Etruscan kobe, is here used as a plural without sign, as In Japan
ese. It is governed by lobe, a purely Etruscan word, answering to the Basque bidean, in place 
of. It may be a compound of loin, place, and be, under. In Choctaw ulk-tobah means in place 
of. The auxiliary Jeton precedes the verb aintei, now ainzindu, aitzindu, devancer, prévenir.

bakine eteain ra iehpiehio : here bekane or baki-ne means to communicate. The following 
word, $E, should, according te Front of Cippus, line 16, be fM, unless it be a different word 
of like signification. It means to oppose, and the following ra euphoniously takes the place of 
ne, to.

nekton nochin: for nochiu see line 1. The relative ne is probably omitted to avoid the repe
tition of the same sound. Therefore nekton may be translated " which I did.”

Jtomo, now Emma ; the Basque form exhibits the peculiarity of that language as compared 
with sister tongues, which I have illustrated in my papers as the Khitan languages, namely, 
the prettxion of vowels to many words whose original initial letter was a consonant. There Is 
no evidence that the Etruscans did the same. The Cippus evidently Belongs to a period when 
Etruria, although maintaining its ancient constitution, was In recognised subjection to Borne.

lie Lines 18-16. bemi oyeche no : the present Basque words for subject are mendtko, botoya. 
This bemi is a compound of be, under, and imi, to place, meaning the same as «ub#ectua. In 
Basque oyechek is “even these," and oyechen "of even these.” The Etruscan genitive is marked 
by the stronger no.

Ralapika rano, towards Ralapika. Jhts is the name of the Lucumo, probably a native of 
Perusia, in whose honour the Cippus was erected. Etruscan proper names, like the Basque 
and American Khitan, seem to be significant I leave the determination of their meaning to 
Basque scholars. The name may read Aral beka.

bane poms ekarri; bane is the abbreviated form of banetu, answering to the Basque batu. 
The Etruscan game represents the gomu of the Basque gomnta, remembrance. Compare Etrus 
can gago and Basque gogo. The verb ekarri Is used participially.

eramira aginza mai ekarri : the only word to note Is eramira, which is not modern Basque. 
It Is, however, regularly formed by prefixing the causative era, as In eraman, emkarri, to the 
verb mira, miratu. Ralapika is in the genitive of position to nmbat begai.

i'4 Lines 17-20. ambat begai : Basque lexicographers suppose ain to be the roqt of ambat. 
It is more probable that ain is a corruption of an original am, for the Basque is hardly tolerant 
of the letter at, save at the beginning of a w< n Japanese omoi, meaning weighty, impor
tant, great, seems to present the same root < be, the Etruscan uses the word to represent
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2i. cexa:uvxe 116
chinegora ich ugo begone 
chingar etsaigo beko ne 
spark enmity of prince to

Front of Cippus.

EVLNY • YA • NNA • LAPEJLV117 
nepisakaku kura kakara saratu ne ichsa be 
ni Pisa gogo gure kakara zarratu ne itsas be 
1 Pisa’s mind desiring states writing to adhesion under

the adjective great. Here, as in Basque, ambat seems to mean “so much, how much.” The 
following begai is Etruscan, not Basque, which has the verbs begiratu and begistatu, meaning 
to regard. It is evidently a noun, signifying*regard, esteem.

nayago elidin'a obe ekarri zigor : nay ago is a comparative of nai, meaning “ rather desire,” or 
“ prefer” ; the pronoun ne is omitted, perhaps because the word in Etruscan begins with ne. 
The verbal adjective etsainta I do nut know in Basque, but etsain-tasnn is the noun “ enmity.” 
It is spelt in this place as in lines 9-12, $E. The noun obe means literally “ better,” and in its 
use answers to the Greek aristevs and Latin optima*. In the Eugubine Tables it frequently 
replaces jabe. The verb ekarri is in the infinitive to nayago, which also governs obe. The last 
word, zigor, was probably zigom in Etruscan.

mai usina begogo : a*ma, signification»governs mat in the genitive by position. This genitive 
of position is not uncommon in Japanese, and is the usual form in Choctaw and many other 
Khitan languages. The verb begogo, Etruscan begago, is not Basque. It seems to be a cotn- 
pound of gogo, the mind, rather than of begi, the eye, and to mean considering. It answers in 
signification to the Basque behatu, the be of which is doubtless the be of begogo.

Pita emaitza, in Etruscan emats : Pisa is governed in the genitive by emaitza, which is gov
erned in the same way by the following, uko, refusal, denial.

ezarri; thus I read CA, which characters often stand for zeru, heaven, and for an Etruscan 
word, the nearest to which in signification is the Basque jarri. Here the sense calls for a verb 
meaning to place or throw, both of which significations are included in ezarri. It is here con
jugated without regular auxiliary, and following the analogy of ekarri, should be e»ar.

116 Line 21. chingar et*ai go beko ne : chingar, in Etruscan perhaps chinegora, means, a 
spark. The initial chi may represent *u, fire, which appears in the Lesghian dialects as zi, za, 
zo. The Japanese word for fire is hi, and hinoko is a spark. But the same language preserves 
su as a word for fire in subitsu, the hearth, sumi, charcoal. The nounVtsai now' means an 
enemy, and etsaigo, enmity. There is no doubt, however, that the word should be read etsai 
go, of enmity, because its regimen chingar precedes it, and thus demands the postposition.

The word beko followed by the postposition ne, to or in, is not Basque. It appears in a Celt- 
iberian inscription in the form Roma beka, replacing Roma jabe. It must, therefore, be an 
Etruscan and ancient Basque word for prince, connecting with the present bekoki, which Van 
Eys renders “front, audace.’* It is the same word as the Japanese and Choctaw miko, a 
prince, chief or governor. Immediately above it in the Choctaw dictionary appears mika or 
bika, both answering to the Basque biga or miga, two.

117 Cippus of Perusia. Front, line L This line is defaced in the part of the first group which 
I have restored as LN, and in the end of the last group where I read LV.

ni Pisa gogo gure. The ni, I, is at once the subject of the participial gure and the verb 
agerrikatu in the second line. Pisa is in the genitive of position to gogo. The word gure is 
used as a participle, desiring, and governs erimini in the next line in the infinitive.

kakara, the states, without sign of plurality, has been referred to in lines 14, left side. It 
is in the genitive of position to zarraty.

zarratu ne itsas be : zarratu is employed as a noun in the dative to ne. In Basque itsaskor, 
from ieA, means adhering. In this place itsas is used as a noun and is governed by be, under, 
the whole signifying “ under adhesion.”
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AIÏ1EFA1DLAVYN • FELOINAM • E118 
eramine ager gotu garabe kuka aginsa maukarano ne 
erimini agerri katu zarrapo egoki aginza mai ekarri no ni- 
cauae to place declare writing suitable offering tablet bringing of I

MYLAA8VNAMSLELELE00APV »»
nokusararalapikaranonoaaneaanesanemachiratupi
■on ikuai ra Ralapika rano naa ant sa antsa ne ema jar tobe
him did gey cause Ralapika towards together caring care to giving
attention instead of
YE:AN8VMLEPIYESNMŸEIM'*> !
kuneichrakalabenosanetuukunenokanokuneuno 
gune itcherik albo nas nituo gune noku naga ne on 
us to adhering side together I to them do us to failing hates whcAgood

U» Line 2. erimini agerrikatu zarrapo egoki. The verb erimini is not Basqpe/but it is 
regularly compounded of the causative era and imini. It is in the infinitive to gure. The 
following agerrikatu should perhaps he igorri-katu, send, which will remove the syntactical 
difficulty of leaving zarrapo egoki without a governing word. Neither agerri-katu nor igorri- 
katu are Basque words, but katu is a common termination of Basque verbs, as in igeri-katu, to 
swim. Etruscan zarabe, Basque zarrapo, scratching, writing, is used as a synonym of zarratu. 
The Choctaw verbs to scratch are ehulufih, kaluffih. YN is always the Etruscan form for 
egoki.

aginza mai ekarri no, has appeared so frequently as to need no farther explanation. The 
final ni belongs to the next line.

118 Line 8. nion ikuei ra ; nion is good Basque, “ I it to him did." The following ikuèi ra is 
an inversion of erakuei, causé to see, instruct. I know of no corresponding Basque form of 
ikuei, but ikaei, to learn, becomes causative not only as erakati, bnt also as ikaearazi.

Ralapika ram, needs no further explanation.
nae antza antza ne ; nos, Etruscan nota, na»a, is still employed in one Basque dialect to 

mean together. It is evidently a compound word, as the Japanese represents it by ieeho-ni. 
The following antza repeated superlatively I cannot explain. The usual form of antei to care 
for is EC, and here the word is plainly in the infinitive to ne.

ema jar tobe : here jar and eman come together as in the Basque word jaramon, faire cas 
de, faire attention. It seems to be used partioipially as‘‘giving attention." The adverbla 
postposition tobe, instead of, has been considered.

180 Line 4. gune itcherik : gu was the Etruscan pronoun, we, as it is the Basque, but in the 
dative it takes ne instead of ri. In some of the sepulchral inscriptions appears the long fprm 
itchekirik, from itcheki, to hold to, adhere. The final rik, of which r is for euphony, forms 
partitives and ablative absolutes. Here It seems to form a verbal adjective, adhering.

albo nae nituo ; albonae Is in this place used as a compound verb with the auxiliary. The 
Etruscan had a pronominal form of dut in nio, answering to the Basque diot, as well as one in 
non agreeing with the Basque nau. This nio, I to him do, is here in the plural of the regimen, 
nituo, I to them do, which answers to nio as naute does to nau.

gune noku naga ne ; gune is the pronoun “we" in the dative. The following noku has for its 
subject the ne, who, following naga. It survives in Basque as the noun noku, defect, and 
seems the same as the Japanese nai, naku, which with the auxiliary naru, means, to fail. In 
Etruscan it was nota and took rank as a verb. Here it should be in the 8 sing. pres. ind. 
without auxiliary. Its neighbour naga, in Etruscan notu, means, as has already appeared, to 
hate or oppose. It also is in the 3 sing. pres. ind. without auxiliary. The final on, in Etruscan 
ono, the adjective “good” belongs to the next line.



5. PAMNEMI /i A AH1ABENN A A EP m 
turano kaneno ubararamira nine kakara banetu 
Turano ganaino obi ra eramira Alin kakara banetu
Tyrrhenia towards grave to cause to see Dominion states united

*

6. XII • FELOINAOVPAMAPAM/IE1”
xii aginsa man karamapi turano ratura no bane 
12 aginza mai ekarri ambe Turano arflura no bane- 
12 offering tablet to bring great Tyrjmenia care of uni- j

7. DAMCEmVLITlLESCVLÎVCIEN138
turano chine mipisa misane nochipisa ichpi chi oneka 
-tu ra aintzin imi Pisa imi ezan nauche Pisa ichpichio ne ki 
-on to warning places Pisa place refuse he myself does Pisa' contri
bution I

181 Liue 6. Turano ganaino : the Greco-Latin form Tyrrheni, and the Umbrian form Tarsin-ater 
indicate that the Etruscan word was Turaan rather than Turano. It is very probable that the 
word is the same as that Turan which has given a designation to the greater part'of the human 
race, the Turanians. In his history of the reign of Feriduu, MiAchond, the Persian historian» 
sets forth Turan as embracing Chin, Machin and all the lands of Turkestan, that is, the coun
tries north and north-east of Persia. Sadik Isfahan!, in a geographical treatise, says that 
Turan extends from the Oxus to the extremity of the east, and northwards to the regions of 
darkness. The name Turan did not designate any one people, but was applied genetically to 
many allied tribes or nations. The same word is probably found in druna, a gloss of Hesy- 
chlus, who makes it equivalent to the Greek arche. Mr. John Fraser, in his “ An Etrusci 
Celtâe ?" appropriately compares this word with the Tyrrhenian name and with the Greek 
turanno$. The latter word has been derived from koiranos, but it is very probable that the 
Greeks picked it up in Asia Minor from the Hittite aborigines. The derivation of druna I have 
already suggested as lieiug from the Basque iturri, source, fountain head. The Etruscans were 
the western Turan. The compound postposition ganaino,Etruscan ganeno or ganean, now 
means as far as, but in Etruscan seems tb have meant simply towards.

obi ra eramira : obi has appeared already (Left Side, 1-4), and ra needs no explanation. For 
eramira see Left Side, 18-16.

Alin kakara banetu XII., the 12 united states of the Dominion. The modern word for power, 
dominion, is almen, and this I have found in a Celtiberian inscription. In Etruria alin takes 
its place. Then follow the lost kakara, state or states, and banetu, united, the equivalent of 
the Basque batu. These 12 united states constituted ono Turaan, good Tyrrhenia.

128 Line 6. ambe Turano ardura no : ambe means great in Etruscan. See note on ambat, Left 
Side, 17-20. Turano is governed in the genitive of position by ardura, a Basque word mean
ing care, which is itself governed by the postposition no, of. 

bane belongs to the following line.

188 Line 7. baneiu ra aintzin imi Pisa : banetu is employed in this place as a noun, the union, 
•nd is governed by ra, to, towards. Also aintzin is a noun which means warning. But its 
composition with imi is precisely that of the Japanese to which I have referred in notes on 
Lett Bide, 6-8. Pisa was not one of the twelve states : Pignotti, titoria di Toscana, T. 1, p. 12.

ezan nauche Püa ; ezan, now ez, eza, is here a verb conjugated with dut. The compound 
auxiliary nau is the Basque “he me does.’1 The final che, self, qualifies the ni, and serves to 
denote the double action of Pisa : “it warns the union and refuses myself." 

ichpichio nekian nochiu. SeeJ^ali Side, 9-12.
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8. ESOIE/ILYVLAPV1" 
nenochiu neb aeakupisaratube 
•an nochiu nabuai jabe sari tobe
did request maater lord rewarding inatead of

9. AVLEMI • FELOINAMAPÎN ALCL m 
rapiaanenou aginaamai karano artu ichkaraeachiaa 
arrapatzen nau aginza mai ekarri no artu itchekiri ao chitau
accuse me he does offering table bringing of to receive adherents 
regard precedence.

10. ENMI • Oil • OILMCVNA • CENV • E 
nekanou mata mauaanochipikara chinekabe ne 
neke nau emat mai asantsipikor zein gabe na-
fail he me does to give tablet to erect contribution which without

11. /LC • 8ELICLAPOALMA8VNEM m 
baaachi laneaauchisaratumaraaanoralapikaneno 
-buaitze laneaa hitzzarratu mara asan Ralapika nen
command workman word to write monument erected Ralapika to

Line 8. nahuti jabe eari tobe : tiabusi, in Etruscan uebusa, is an old Khitan word for 
master. It occurs in the long Phrygian inscription in Tester's “ Asie Mineure," T. XI., p. 167, 
the first group In which is not Kelokes, as it has been read, but utei softest utzi nion, “ lost 
master, I have lost him." It appears also in the Hittite inscriptions, Hamath I., IL, IV. in the 
group I incorrectly read in ftoaanesa eara, which should be nabusinesa eari. Another Basque 
form of nabusi is nausi, answering to the Japanese nun hi, master. The conjunction “and" is 
omitted between nabusi and jabe, which present the Japanese order. The word sari is 
employed as a participle, meaning “honouring" rather than “rewarding." It now means 
reward, and saristatu is to reward. The adverbial postposition tobe, instead of, governs sari.

i*t> Line ». arrapatsen nau, in Etruscan probably arpeteen : ampatsen means literally to 
seize, but here signifies to accuse. A somewhat analogous case is iratoKeki, meaning “ attacher, 
joindre,” but which in iratebekitsen nau signifies “il m’en veut” 

artu itchekiri so chitsu : the verb artu, to take, receive. Is one of the commonest occurrence 
in the Eugubine Tables. With itchekiri compare the attributive Ucherik in line 4. The Etrus
can equivalent for the Basque gale, ills, gille is sa, as in laneta, workman, sekesa, niggard. This 
leads me to ask if the word in this group be not Uchekiriea, he who adheres, an adherent, that 
is, to the confederacy, rather than itchekiri to, the regard of the adherents? The final chitsu 1 
read as precedence, from chitcea, précéder, a word of Leclusq,

186 Line 10. net* nau, he fails me ; neke is not the same word as noku in line 4, although they 
agree in signification. It is the Basque neke, travail, peine, nekesi, disette, nekatu, se fatiguer, 
the original meaning of which seems to have been privation, failure.

emat ; the form Oil appears In the Eugubine Table I. a, lines 21, 25, and elsewhere, but 
with auxiliaries. Here it is an infinitive, governed by the preceding verb.

mat asanSri pikor, in Etruscan pikara : osoalsi I find In Led us* as aeantateea, maçonner* e* 
asantua, mar, muraille. The at must be aits, a rock, used instead of karri, stone. This aits 
is the Japanese isAi, a stone. In pikor or pikara we have a synonym of ichpL 

sein gabe, without which, namely, the pikor or contribution. 
ne belongs to next line.
1<T Line 11. nabiteitse : the pronoun ni is wanting, probably because, nabusitee, really netm- 

safse, begins with E. As Leoluse says (p. 10S) : " Toot mot basque, nom, pronom, substantif,

J
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12. CLEN0VN1VL0E118
c kago pisamane
zazu neke ambe gogo Pisa eman
have you inability great mind Pisa to give

l
/

V
13. 8ALAM • lIEniSVMLE • FELOINA

larasarano gounemialpenosane aginsamaukara
lurrez rano goye ni imi albo nas ne aginza mai ekarri
grave towards word I place side together to offering tablet to bring

14. BINOACALEmVNICLEYniASV1,0
ulukamaerchirasanemipi kauchisanekumiranobe 
al auka ema eritsi ra esan imbe kio zazu naiku mira nabe 
Lucumo honour to saying send he does have you desire admiration to 
extend ,

adjectif, pmicule quelconque, peut ae convertir en verbe en ajoutant tcea on cm, «elonque le 
mot est terminé " ; exemples :

bai, <ml baitcea, adfhner
aita, père aitatcea, devenir père

Thus nabtisi makes nabuzitcea; but the final a, representing the article, has no place in 
Etruscan. It is better to adhere to one mode of orthography ; therefore I take the Uz of Van 
Eys lather than the itce of Lecluse.

laneza, now langille : see note on line 9 for sa as the Etruscan termination denoting an 
agent

hits zarratu mara asan Ralapika nen: hitz, word, is governed by znrratu which is in the 
infinitive t\ uabuzitze. The common gp pulchral marakara, maragogo is reduced to mara, a v 
monument, to asan I Haul an abbreviation Qf asantsi in line 10. The postposition should fol
low mara, but is carriedVto the end of the clause and follows Ralapika. This postposition 
aeno in Etruscan seems lias a combination of ne to, and no, of. It answers to the naino of 
ganaino. In the Eugubine Tables it is found after names of Jplaces as in arten banion Arretiag 
neno, and thus appears to mean “ into.”

™ Line 12. zazu neke ambe gogo Pita eman : zazu, in Etruscan tezu, 2 pi. Imperat. of dut. 
With neke it may read "fall ye," or " have ye inability." The only point of grammar to note 
is the absence of the postposition ne after Pisa. This detached passage, perhaps a quotation, 
seems metrical, a dissyllable hpxameter, so that poetic license may account for the missing ne.

IM Line 18. lurrez rano : lur still makes lurresko as well as lurreko, of the earth, terrestrial ; 
but here lurrez is employed as a synonym of obi, the grave.

goye ni imi ; goye in Lecluse is conversation. In Japanese it is kojo, a verbal message. The 
following • • .... (gjonjpgnigg the verb to place, in an Etruscan

iticai-svfth the>qot, but whic 
ed the 1 sing. presSdnd. witho 
s ns ; albo no», see lihe 4 ; ns 
114. Alaska ema : theVansh 
elected potentate." InBasq

it, but which may, by a trifling change of the second vowel, have
represented the 1 sing. presSdnd. without auxiliary. 

albo not ne : albo no», see lihe 4 ; ns is the postposition to used as infinitive sign.
110 Line 14. Alaska ema : the translation is literally "power choice given,” probably mean-

[Ue; choioe is auto or aukera : in Etruscan It seems to
have been auka. This Is the Lucumo of the Roman writers. The groups which I read alka- 
mane in the Hittite Inscriptions, Hamath I. II. and which I translated “I the powerful," may 
represent this ancient title of authority. The Lucumo is Ralapika. 

eritei ra ; infinitive.
wan imbs kio ; etan Is the present participle, which Is really the radical part of the Basque 

verb. See Max Müller, Science of Language, 2nd Series, Lecture L; also Lecluse, Manuel de 
la Langue Basque, p. 68, for the analogy of the English “I am saying, I do say" with the

\P
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15. NA/»EpMPANCÎL01I8ALMYI • F151 
karabanetu noturaka chiichaamatalaraaanokuu ag 
ekarri banetu ondoreak chiotssa emat lurreznokoi ag- 
to bring uhiting descendants let them to him give tunnilus

16. ELOINABVY^ NA/lEP. • />ENE;M 192 
nesamaukaraulpiku karabanetu banekaneichno 
-inza mai ekarri al beko ekarri banetu bane kian etsain
offering tablet to bring powerful lords to bring uniting to join he did 
oppose

/

Basque use of auxiliaries. Celts who speak English imperfectly frequently employ the present 
participle with the verb substantive Instead of the direct present. The verb imbe is not 
Basque, but in Etruscan regularly takes the place of bialdu and «rien. It occurs very often 
in the Eugubine Tables, and in every case satisfies the sent* in this signification. If it be al
lowable at this stage to suggest etymologies, I would be disposed to see in imbe a compound 
of ini, imini, to place, aud bide, a way. In Choctaw pi as a radical denotes a way, as in 
pinma, that way, pillah, away yonder. The same language renders the Basque ibiUi, march 
by bai-ullih, of which the latter part is the verb ulah, to come. The Basque ibilli may by 
analogy be regarded as a compound of el, eldu, to come, and a primitive <6, hi, be, the root of 
bide, a way.

The final kiv, in Etruscan kau, Is the 3 sing. pres. ind. sign of verbs conjugated without 
auxiliary.

zazu itaikif mira nabe : for zazu, see line 12. EY, neku, negu is the commonest form of not, 
nahi, in Etruscan ; it agrees with zazu. Of the two following words one must be a noun and 
the other a verb, but their simple forms do not indicate which is one and which the other- 
In Basque mira means astonishment ; but it should rather be admiration. The word nabe 
means a plain in Basque, and «atari means to perceive from afar. In Japanese note and 
nobara designate a plain or moor, but note, noberu, nvbaehi mean to extend, stretch, lengthen' 
reach out. In this passage note may mean to extend, or mira nabe may be a compound word 
denoting wide or extensive admiration. The chief objection to the latter reading is that it 
places the adjective after the noun.

111 Line 16. ekarri banetu, uniting to bring,
ondoreak : it is rare to find M and 8 representing initial on, un, which generally require a 

prefixed I ad in IS ono, good. In a Celtiberian inscription, however, I have found MP for 
ondo. This ondo, though perhaps modelled upon the Spanish hondo, deep, is a genuine 
Basque word. In Japanese it IS inverted as ato-ni, with the significations after, behind, pos
terity, descendants, remains, ruins. This Japanese ato-ni is to ondo as ieeho-ni is to no». 
The Circassian yeytahney, after, agrees with the Japanese ato-ni. It is most improbable that a 
loan word should have so many compounds as ondo has in Basque.

chiote»a emat : I do not know ehioteea, or more correctly chiiehea, as a Basque pronominal 
ancillary. He them to him does, is diotza ; they it to him do, is cioten ; and let them do, is 
bezate. I suppose chiichta, cieteea, cieteza, to be a compound imperative, 11 let them to him 
do.” For emot, see line 10.

lurreznokoi : lurrenokoi and maramkoi have appeared In the short Inscriptions. I have 
queried koi as answering to the Japanese toga, a small house or chamber. Thus- lurre has 
virtually two genitive signs like the Basque lurrezko. An earthen chamber must be a tumulus, 
the common mark of honour to the dead among the Khitan, as seen in the Pictish barrows of 
Britain, and the mounds of Siberia and North America.

iss Line 16. aginza mai ekarri al beko : al is probably here used as an adjective, powerful, 
rather than as a noun denoting the Dominion in the genitive to beko. For beko, see notes on 
Left Side of Cippus, line 21. It must be ig the plural without sign.

ekarri banetu, uniting to bring.

L

____
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17. U1ASV • ACNINA • CLEL • A8VNAFEL183 
miranobe rachikaukara chisanesa ralapikara aginsa 
mira nabe eritsi kio ekarri zazu antsa Ralapika ra aginza 
admiration to extend opinion he does bring havç you care Ralapika 
to offering

18. OINAMLEPÎINA • INYEIllAmE 1S‘
maukaranosanetuichukara ukakunemiramine
mai ekarri no izanda etsai ekarri uka gune mira imini
tablet bringing of perhaps enmity it brings refuse us to consideration
to place

19. P • CNL • FELOINA • ÎIANAYENE 135
tu chikasa aginsamaukara ichurakaragunekane
du zekesa aginza mai ekarri etsai erakarri gune kian
he does niggard offering tablet to bring enmity cause to bring us to
he did

2d) YESNE • ESA • FELOIANOVDAMOHW

kunenokane neuora aginsamaurakamapituranoma
gune noku ne ni narri aginza mai rako ambe Turano ema
us to fails who me incites offering tablet towards great Tyrrhenia
gift \_______________________________

bane kian etsain : bane for banetu, to join ; kian, 3 sing. imp. ind. of verbs conjugated 
regularly, united with etsain. I cannot account for the difference of form in etsain, here JM, 
and on Left Side 9-12, 17-20 JE. Judging by the context they are the same words.

188 Line 17. mira nabe : see line 14.
eritsi kio ekarri : eritsi or eritzi is here, as in Basque, a noun signifying, opinion ; kio ehjjprï, 

he brin». 1 t
zazu Jntsa : for zazu, see line 12. Here again is antsa instead of ansi, care. \ -
Ralapika ra aginza mai ekarri no, of bringing a tablet of offering to Kalapika.
184 Line 18. izanda etsai ekarri or aka r : izandaite (Lecluse), perhaps. For etsai, see Left 

Side, line 21. The defective Etruscan syllabary marks no distinction between the participle 
ekart i and the 3 sing. pres. ind. akar, now dakar.

uka gune mira imini du ^ uka is thè verbal form, now ukha, ukatu. The substantive form 
is uko, Left Side 17-20. The auxiliary of uka is at the end-of the sentence, du, he does. The 
pronoun gu is in thé dative, to us. In this case mira is a noun, regard, consideration. The 
verb imini is in the Etruscan infinite* ; otherwise imi would suffice.

186 Line 19. zekesa is formed from zeken, cheken, stingy, penurious, by replacing the final n 
with the Etruscan mark of agency sa. See lanesa, line 11. It is here vocative.

etsai erakarri gune kian : erakarri, cause to bring, kian, he did, gune, to us. Perhaps Pisa 
persuaded some of the minor powers to refuse contributions.

186 Line 20. gune noku ne, to us who fails.
ni narri : the Etruscan has the same form of the pronoun E, m or ne for the nominative and 

accusative, bqt obliqjue cases change it to S, no. The verb ncCrri is now narritatu, incite, 
.annoy. . *
I aginza mai rako : rako, in Etruscan raka. is a synonym of rano. 

ambe Turaan ema : ema for emasa, in Basque emaitsa.

%



21. AVPABELVYESNEDAMNECEI1,7
rapitura ulnesapikunenokaneturanokaneçhineu
arrapatura Alin azpi gone noku ne Turano kian eznai
accept to Dominion under us to fails who Tyrrhenia he did despise

22. YESNMYEIMDAMNEMlimOM/l,S8 
kunenokanokuneunoturanokanenogoumimonoba
gune noku naga ne on Turano ganaino goye imi ema no ba
ns to fails hates who good Tyrrhenia towards word place giving of

23. ELOVYAMCVNAASVNAmENA181 
nesamabekuranochipikararalapikaraminekara 
-nais ambe gure aiutzi pikor Ralapika ra min ekarri
I am very desirous to inform contributions Ralapika to grief bringing

24. BEN • NA/l^P-.- OICNLBAPEVYVME140 

ulneka karabapetu chiuchikasaulartunepikupinone
Alin ka ekarri banstu chehe zekesa aha! arten bu jabenen 
Dominion by to bring uniting little niggard contempt receive does of 
the lords J

nr Line 21. arrapaUura : arrapatu, in Etruscan arpetu, erpetu, is often used as a synonym 
of artu, to hold, receive. The ra marks the infinitive to narri.

Alin azpi gune noku ne : Alin, the dominion, azpi under, gune, to us, noku, fails, ne, who. 
Turaan kian eznai : there Is a change of tense which I have elsewhere observed in Etruscan 

construction, but cannot account for. The preceding noku is in the present, while kian marks 
the past of eznai. As for eznai, literally, to wish not, it Is not Basque so far as I know. An 
analogous form es-ezerten artu means, to despise. The Japanese forms verbs of contempt and 
dislike with iya, the equivalent of ez, such as iyagari, iyaehiine. The Choctaw does the same 
with ik, ikahninchoh, ikahobuloh.

ise Line 22. gune noku naga ne on Taman ganaino: for this peculiar construction s«e line 4. 
goye imi ema no: tor goye imi see line 18 ; ema no, of giving.
1” Line 23. banaiz ambe gure aintzi: for banaiz = naiz, see Left Side 1-4. The following 

ambe, great, is an adverb qualifying gure, very desirous. This gure governs the preceding 
clause, goye imi ema no, and on the goye imi depends aintzi, to warn or make known.

pikor Ralapika ra min ekarri; tor pikor. contribution, see line 10. The Basque min, Etrus
can mins, means grief, pain, and desire. This must be read: “the contributions bringing 
(testifying) grief to Ralapika.’’

14® Line 24. Alin ka: ka is the postposition, by. Thus it reads : “ By the dominion, ekarri 
banetu, uniting to bring, pikor, tic., contributions."

chehe zekesa : for zekesa, see line 19. The preceding chehe means little, a synonym of chipi. 
In Etruscan chipi is used in a good sense, chehe, in a bad.

ahal is the same in form as al, ahal, power, but here, as in the Eugubine Tables sometimes,8 
it signifies shame, contempt, being the radical of the present ahal-ge.

arten bu jabenen : the verb artu, arizen, is here arfen, the Etruscan equivalent of the latter. 
The accompanying auxiliary is Etruscan he, but I bane represented it by h* as that 8 sing- 
imperative form le the only one in Beeque which preserves the old synonym of du. The Etrus
can has heno or pino for “ he did,” answering to the modified imperfect honu in Basque. The 
form of baau or heno in the present tense In Etruscan was be. Jobeeen, In Btrosnau gubsnone 
is the genitive pluial.
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CLOSE TRANSLATION OF THE CIPPÜS OF PERU81A.

Left Side.
For .bringing a tablet of offering I requested the contributions of the accord 

dant states, saying : I am causing a tablet to be made towards the grave, and 
on the side I am giving information, as to who chose to bring dises teem to the 
tablet of offering. Only (one) fails to honour. Instead he warned the lords to 
oppose to communicate the contributions I requested. Of these subjects of 
Rome bearing united memory towards Ralapika, bringing a tablet of offering 
causing to be seen their great^regard for Ralapika, I desire the inimical lord to 
bear the scourge, considering the signification of the tablet. The refusal of 
the gift of Pisa throws the spark of enmity at the prince.

Front.
I, desiring to cause the mind of Pisa to be placed under adhesion to the 

writing of the Estates, declare by suitable writing the intention of bringing a 
tablet of offering! I instructed him (the ruler of Pisa) together caring (testi
fying regard) to care for Ralapika, giving attention to this, that instead of 
them adhering to us I take part together with them. He who fails us shows 
enmity towards good Tyrrhenia, causing to be seen towards the grave the 
twelve united states of the Dominion.

Pisa gives warning to the Union of the care of great Tyrrhenia to bring a 
tablet of offering. To myself Pisa refuses the contribution I requested instead 
of honouring his master and lord. He accuses me of bringing the tablet of 
offering in order to gain the precedence of the adherents. He fails to give me 
a contribution to erect the tablet, without which I command the workman to 
write the word on the monument erected to Ralapika :

“BE YE UNABLE TO GIVE A GREAT SOUL TO PISA.”

1 give word to take part together to bring a tablet of offering towards the 
grave to honour the Lucumo. He sends, saying : “ Do you have the desire 
unitedly to bring an extensive spectacle, but let his descendants give him a 
tumulus.” He opposed joining the powerful princes uniting to bring a tablet 
of offering to extend admiration. He brings his opinion : “Do you have a 
care of bringing a tablet of offering ; perhaps it brings enmity. ” He refuses 
to pay us consideration, the niggard ! Bringing a tablet of offering he caused 
enmity to be brought to us. He who fails us incites me to accept the gift oj 
great Tyrrhenia towards the tablet of offering. He who under the Do
minion fails us despised great Tyrrhenia. He who fails us shows enmity 
towards good Tyrrhenia. *

I am very desirous of giving command to place a word setting forth the 
contributions bringing (testifying) grief towards Ralapika. By the Dominion 
uniting^) bring these, the little niggard receives the contempt of the lords.

The following inscription is found in Lanzi, Vol. II., p. 438, 
No. xxiii., but is given with the emendations of Fabretti. It was

V

.V
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fourni in a tomb about two miles from Perusia, although the subject 
of the epitaph was a native of Sena :

TOMB OF SARAPIKUKA.

1. FEBEN • SVOI ■ BINOIV • OVEM • SIANM ■ EYFE • OAVDE 141
agin ulneka nobemau ulukamaube mapineno nourakano nekuegin marapitune 
agin Alinka nabe mai Alaukama obe Ampineno nan rakone naiku egin 
mara epaten
offered Dominion by extended tablet Lucumo lord Ampineno he me does 
approach desiring to make monument to fix

2. LAVYNEMOLE • CADESDI • AVLEM • LAPIAL • /IDECVOVDAMI142 
sarapikukaue nochisane chiratunenotuu rapisaneno saratuurasa batunechipi 
mabeturanou
Sarapikuka lie aintzitzen jardun natiu arrapatzen no zarratu au eritza batu 
inyubi aiybe Turanoi
Barapikuka to to present pay attention they me do taking of writing this 
honours army beloved great Tyrrhenia to

m Tomb of Sarapikuka.
Line 1. agin Alin lea : agin in the verb, to promise, command, offer, which forma aginza, 

offering. For A linka, see Cipnua of Perusia, Front, line 24.
nabe mai : nabe is here an adjective, extended, great.
Alaukama obe: for Alaukama see Cippus, Front, line 14; for obe see Clppus, Left Side,- ■ 

17-20 The whole is equivalent to “ the lord Lucumo," who is not in this case the subject of the 
inscription.

A mpineno or Mabineno, the name of the Lucumo. >
nau rnkono ; the common pronominal auxiliary »au indicates that the postposition rako 

with the increment no has become a verb, meaning "he towards, or approaches me."
naiku egin : for naiku see Cippus, Front, line 14. FE may be agin, command, as well as 

egin, make. ■*
mara epiten : for mara see Cippus, Front, line 11. The following VDE I read as the Basque 

epaten, tlx a limit It mara represent the modem marra, the two words will mean “to set a 
mark."

u* Line 2. Sarapikuka ne aintzitzen : Sarapikuka, the name of the deceased general, in the 
dative to ne. The verb ainzindu, to go before, seems in Etmscan to have assumed an infini
tive form aintzitzen, meaning to present, combining praesum and praeeento.

jardun natiu ; file common Etruscan verb CA, chira, zira, more fully CADE, ehiratune, zira- 
tune, I have already referred to several times. It means “ to pay attention to," and thus con
nects with the modem jar, attention. I am not aware that jardun, which generally means 
“ to be occupied," ever conveys such a notion, yet as corresponding in form 1 have taken It to 
represent ehiratune, which stands in this place for “compliment, do honor."

The auxiliary is the plural of nau in Etmscan, which in Basque is naute. As In Basque 
nuen makes in the plural nituen, so In Etmscan nau made natiu. 

arrapatzen no : In Etmscan erpetzen no, of taking.
zarratu au eritza: the construction is not clear. One would expect the infinitive eritzi 

rather than the indicative eritza. The demonstrative au, hau, this, must stand for the per
sonal pronoun. , '

batuinyubi : in the Êugubine Tables batu is one of the commonest words and unmistakably 
denotes “ an army." It Is not found In Basque, but pampoit, brave, far/atzea, strike, beta,
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3. LADOIALISFLE • CESYNAL • CLENApAMI • EO ' 8ANV » LAVYN1® 
saratumaurasauno-agsane chinenokukarasa chisanekara turanou nema 
larakabe aarapikuka
zarratu mai eritza on agiaa ne Senanako aortze etaitzen ekarri Turanoi 
ni ema laragabç Sarapikuka
written tablet honoura good commander which Sena bom honour to bring 
Tyrrhenia to I give (permiaaion) Sarapikuka

4. /IPÜ.CVM • 1/1A • mVpjVA • CEDVDVm • BIN • BEC+DI144 
batunechipino ubara mipituichpi ra chinetupitupimi neuka ulnechiichtuu 
batu inyubi no i ra imbetu ichpi ra Sena lobe tobe imi nayago Alin che 
itaatui
army beloved of grave to aend contributiona to Sena inetead inatead to place 
I deaire Dominion even adhering to

5. YVNVP • CLVYFA ■ ÎELVP * * 
kupigabetu chiaapiku ager ichenaapitu 
jabe Sabetu etaitzbeko agerri-

tu
<

lord deprived appreciative regard to manifest-

butatu and abaztorra, drive away, repulse, seem to preserve thAroot bat. The corresponding 
Japanese word is butsu, to strike, whence comes bushi, a soldier. \

The following word in Etruscan is nechipi or inchibi. It may answer to the Basque nehabe, 
a servant, or be a compound of ami, as ans ibe, one who cares for, or represent inyubi, great 
desire. For the present I translate it as the beloved or darling of the army.

ambe Turaani: for Turaan, see Cippus, Front, line 5. The word is here in the dative 
without postposition to arrapatzen.

148 Line 3. zarratu mai eritza on agisa ne : eritza is in 3 sing. pres. ind. agreeing with the 
relative ne at the end of the clause, its antecedent being zarratu mai. The Etruscan agisa, 
formed from agin as lanesa from landu and zekesa from zeken, is a synonym of the commoner 
agintzari, a commander.

Senanako sortze : Sena takes an additional n before the genitive ko ; compare Bayonako, of 
Bayonne.

etsitzen ekarri Turaani : this presents what in Etruscan is an unusual form of etsi. It is 
Basque however. Turaani is dative as in line 2.

ni ema, I give.
làragabe is an enigma. It seems to be a negative expression composed of gabe, without, 

having the positive meaning, permission. In Basque permission's baimen or zilhegi. In the 
Eugublne Tables menimi represents baimen. Perhaps laragabe is literally “ without opposi
tion,” but I do not know with what Basque word to connect tara.

144 Line 4. obi ra imbetu ichpi ra: tor obi, see Cippus, Left Side 1-4, and for imbe, Cippus, 
Front, line 14. This is the first appearance of the full form imbetu, which with ichpi, contri
bution, constitutes a compound verb, with ra as the sign of the infinitive.

Sena tobe tobe imi : for tobe, see Cippus, Left Side 9-12. The first tobe qualifies Sena ; the 
second apparently forms a compound verb with imi. u

nayago : see Cippus, Left Side 17-20. It has comparative power : “ I prefer.”
Alin che itsatui: the che means “even.” The noun itsatu, here in the dative, shows the 

root itsat of itsatsi, atzitu, hold, seize, but which in itsaskor means, adhere. Thus itsatui will 
mean, “ to the adherents.”

144 Line 5. jabe gabetu : gabetu means deprived. Here it should signify departed. The 
Basque uses zen for late, defunct, answering to the ,Iroquois kenha. The Japanese shini, 
death, agrees. *
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CLOSE TRANSLATION OF THE INSCRIPTION ON THE TOMB OF 8ARAPIKUKA.

An extensive tablet offered by the Dominion the Lord Lucuino Ampineno 
approaches me desiring to make, to set up a memorial to present to Sarapi- 
kuka. They do me the honour of taking to great Tyrrhenia the inscription 
which honours the beloved of the army. The written tablet which honours 
the good comm'ander I willingly allow Tyrrhenia to bring to show regard to 
the native of Sena. Instead of Sena I prefer to grant to the adherents of the 
Dominion to send contributions to the grave of Sarapikuka, the beloved of 
the army, to manifest their appreciative regard of the departed lord.

The last inscription I present is that on the leaden tablet of 
Magliano, which has been variously read by Deecke, Bugge, and 
Pauli. The text is apparently corrupt, and many characters are 
confessedly uncertain. The meaning, however, is evident.

THE LEADEN TABLET OF MAGLIANO.

Front.

1. cavoas • yvoiv • afils • lxxx • e: j.imom “•
chirapimarano kupimaube raagusano 80 neitch goumimami • 
zero pimo rano Kupima obe irago atsono 80 ni itch Goumimami 
heaven first towards Kupiina lord passing age of 80 I thank Goumimami

2. CASOIALO • LACO • BEFN • AFIL • NENL • mAN 147 ^ 
chiranomaurasama sarachima ulneagka raagusa kanekasa miraka 
jar no mai eritza ema —■— alin egi ka irago atso kian — miraka
attention of tablet honours to give-----authority exercising in pass age he
did — seeing by

etritz beko agerri : tor etritz, see line 3. I regard etritz as an adjective, meaning apprecia
tive, but only on the authority of analogy. VY beko, I suppose an abbreviation of V.XY begogo, 
consideration, regard. Some such meaning seems to be required by the following agerri, to 
manifest. \

144 Leaden Tablet of Magliano : Front. , " V
Line 1. zero pimo rano : zero Basque, heaven ; Lesghian ter, sur ; Japanese iota ; iroqudis 

karonhia. The following pimo Is the Etruscan one, here used as “ first." Kupima obe, may be 
the lord of Kupima or lord Kupima, the living subject of the inscription.

irago otto no ; the common formula for stating age, the aril of Etruscologists, which with 
ril, Niebuhr thought to be the only words satisfactorily translated. In Etruscan it is irag 
rather than irago. For atto, see remarks under Lanzi 46. The following no is the postposi
tion of.

ni itch : ni is the /pronoun, I. The verb itch only exists in Basque with the significations 
shut, leave, and as the root of icà«K, hold. I suppose an old meaning, to thank, as the root 
W et-ker, thanks, gratitude. The Japanese has tha-twru, to thank.

Goumimami, the name at Kuplma's colleague and successor, see lines 4, 5.
141 Line 2. jaf me mai eritza ema. Owing to the uncertainty and obscurity of the next 

group, I translate this one according to the analogy of the last group in line 4, the meaning of 
which la dear. It seems from it that eritza is an attributive er adjective form, unless It stands 
In the genitive of position to moi, when it will be a substantive.v •4



3. mVPlNAMIE • FALYAOI • AISEPA8 • IN • ECS ■ ÏÏ1ENE 
mipituukaranonne agersakuramau raunoneturano uka nechino minekane 
 agerri askor mai irion ne Turano uka ni che no imini

kian
-----------------------manifesting joy tablet send to Tyrrhenia refusing I self

of place did

4. IïlLAOCEmApNI • YVOI • YIV • limom • CAOIALOI >*» 
misaramachinemiratukau Kupimau kuupi goumimami chiramaurasamau 
misa erama zein miratu kio Kupimai koi bu Goumimami jar mai eritza mai 
monument to bring which show does Kupima to desire has Goumimami 
attention tablet esteem tablet

5. AO • mAPIML • mENIYLA • AFPS • Cl • ALAO • J-imom 150 
rama miratuunosa minekaukusara raagtuno chiu rasarama goumimami 
erama miratu au aintza men zahako zari irago du no sei urte erama 
Goumimami
to bring Jo show this predecessor power besides chief pass does until 6 
years to bear Goumimami

alin ef)t lea, literally, by doing sovereignty, that is, in exercising authority. 
irago atto kian kata miraka: kian, he did, belongs to irago. The final miraka means 

“by beholding," but probably forms an idiom with the untranslated kata, signifying “rarely 
seen.”

>*» Line 3. mipituukaranoune : the first part of the group is plainly imbe, send, or it may be 
tmbefti. If imbe, then tuu is dio, he to him does. The sentence is obscure owing to the uncer
tainty of the last characters and the blanks I have been compelled to leave in the preceding 
line.

agerri atkar mai : here also V is doubtful. Also I question the propriety of reading LYA, 
atkora which now means, joyous, but can suggest no better reading.

iraun ne Turaan uka : iraun means to continue, preserve, extend. The true equivalent 
of AIS is probably irion, to send. The uka following Turahn is the verb, to refuse, 

m che no imini kian; I of myself did place, (fere imini means decide.
>» Line 4. mita erama zein miratu kio : mita is a new word, unknown in Basque, but con

necting probably with mira like the Japanese mite, an exhibition. It is a common word in 
the Lyoian inscriptions, constituting the first part of the words hitherto read mete, mens, and 
translating the Greek mnema. The verb miratu has here the meaning to show. Kapimai 
is In the dative.

koi bu : Etruscan be, as I have already sufficiently indicated, is the'equivalent of Basque du. 
The preceding koi now means desirous, but here forms a verb with 6e=he desires. 

jar mai eritza mai : tablet of attention, tablet of esteem. See line 2.
,K Line 5. erama, in infinitive to koi bu.
miratu au'aintza : the sense is not clear. I read aintza as predecessor, from aintzindu, 

precede. It may be a synonym of eritza. If it means predecessor, the dative sign is omitted.
men zahako zari : thiMlgo I give with hesitation. After men, power or authority, comes 

kahako and then zargMMhieh'^The Japanese hoka means other, besides, outside, answering 
perfectly to the Basque zahako, outre. I suppose therefore that this is the only way in which 
the Etruscan indicated a colleague, namely as “ another lord of authority.”

irago du no : the Etruscan had the auxiliary du as well as be, but I have not yet discovered 
any rule for their respective employment. The final no I regard as the postpositive until, 
(Lecluse, Manuel, 112).



6. AFILS1 • EGA • CE/iEN • YVOIV • OVX • I1VYEFP • BESNI 151 
raagusanogo nechira chinebaneka kupimaupi mapigo ugopikuneagit 
ulnenokau
irago atso nagi ni che ra zein bane ka Kupima obe mopigo ogoi bakan egit 
alin no kio
passes age idle myself to who joining by Kupima lord twice 20 alone 
exercise authority of does.

7. mVLFENI • EO • YVCI • AMI • APS 151
mipisa agin kau nema kupichiu rami artuno 
imbesa agin kio ne ema jabetzio----- artu no
messenger command he does me to give to rule —— receiving of

Revente.

1. m LAO AN • CALVSC • ECNIA • AFIL • miIïlENICAC1M 
misaramaraka chiraspinochi nechikaura raagusa miuminekauchirachi 
misa erama rako jarritza banuche anzeko hiri irago atso imini kio 
jarritze
monument bringing towards request I did self like cities passing age 
little place he does attention.,

chiu arm erama, or in Basque set urte derama, six years to bear. The subject is Kupima ; 
the double object, Ooumimami and men lahako zari, in apposition.

'•* Line 6. irago atm nagi : I read SX ttogo as the Basque nagi, idle, but in the good sense of 
the Japanese nagu, Choctaw nukehito, calm, quiet. The verb must be in the 3 sing. pres. nd. 
without sign. • (

nl che ra zein baneka : zein is the subject of irago, the rest being an adverbial clause. One 
would expect to find Ooumimami speaking of Kupima joining the younger man to himself in 
authority. On the contrary, he says : “who, by uniting to myself, passes a quiet old age."
In bane we have the shorter form of baneta, Basque batu, followed by the postposition ka.

mopigo ogoi bakan egit alin no kio : mopigo is the Etruscan twice, from mopi, two. The final 
go answers the purpose of the Basque etan. In bekune we have already found the Etruscan 
equivalent of the Basque bakar and Japanese bakari. The verb egin becomes egit as \yegitenl 
and finds its auxiliary at the end of the sentence. Also, differently from the alin egi ka of line 
2, afin takes the postposition no, of.

1M Line 7. imheea agin kio : imbesa is formed like lanesa and zekesa of the Cippus. It 
means, a(messenger, and is probably the original of the word embassy. Here the word may 
denote an officer of the Confederacy : see Reverse, line 8. There is no distinction in Etruscan 
between egin and agin, both of which are represented by FE. The context determines that the 
verb here is agin. « ,-

ni ema jabetzio rami artu no : instead of ni one would expect no, as eman governs the dative. 
The word jabetzio is a form of jabetu, to rule or command. It is in form like ichpiehio of the 
Cippus. The following rami is an enigma. The same characters Am in the Eugubine Tables 
frequently give the Etruscan equivalent of the Basque irrin, division, showing that the Basque 
hpre as elsewhere has changed final m ton. The sense of the passage rather favours the idea 
that, having shared the authority for six years, Ooumimami was now to rule alone. In one of 
the bilingual Lyeian inscriptions I find ramira, translated by the Greek panta. This would 
connect it with arrant, rather than with irrin. The Basque arrant means commonly, but # 
also "all without exception," and thus answers to the Japanese aremashi, in the main, generally. 
The verb artu is in the genitive to ema.

'** Reverse :
Line 1. misa erama rako : tor misa, see Front, line 4.
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2. m APCALVPC AC • EOYVOIVNESL • mAN • PI F AI154
miratuchirasapituchirachi nemakupimaupikanenoaa miraka tuuagergo 
miratu zero kupida jarritze ni eœa Kupima obe kian aintza mira ka 
dio agerri go
to show heaven compassion attention I give Kupima lord did present 
beholding by it him inform will

3. LEG Em • YNVCASI • MVPISES ■ YEIS • EFIYVDAS ■ mVLSLE 166 
sanechinemi kukapichiranou nopituunoneno kuneuno neagukupiturano 
mipisanosane ,
zuen Zein imi egoki------- nabetu ona nion gune ona ni age jabe Turano
imbesa aintza ne
did who place suitable —1-----extend goodness-1 him did te us goodness I
inform Tyrrhenia messenger presents who

jarritza banu <*« : it is hard to say why we have jarritza rather than jarritze. Banuche, 
in Etruscan beno che, I myself did.

anzeko hiri : the city of Kupima and Goumimami is not mentioned. The root of anzeko is 
anz or antz, resemblance, connecting rather with the Japanese niee-ru, to make like, than with 
onaji, like. ,

inehe imini kio Jarritze : mehe, little, slender, lean, probably the same as the Lesghian miei, 
mitehi, and Georgian emia, little. Here jarritze seems like jar to be a noun governed by 
imini kio.

164 Line 2. miratu zem kupida jarritze ; miratu again means to show ; see Front, line 4. 
Heaven, «ru, is personified ; it is doubtful that the Etruscans had a deity of this name. Yet 
in Lanzi, Vol II. Tav. VI., p. 6, an angel is called LASAFELV sarunora agintzabe. The latter 
word agintzabe should mean a servant or messenger. In the Eugubine Table syllabary 0 
does not appear, so that L does duty for all powers of s. If it be so in the case of LA8A, as 
seems probable from the rare appearance of C, we may read zerunora.

The word kupida may In Etruscan be read tupida. The corresponding word in Japanese is 
{tawaehii. These three forms kupida, tupida, itawashii, suggest as the Etruscan original 
zupida, inasmuch as z may easily, by laying stress on the dental element, become t as in 
Japanese, and the permutation of z and k is not uncommon In Basque. For jarritze see line 1.

n< etna kupima obe kian aintza : this is one of the numerous instances in which the Etruscan 
exhibits the entire independence of its various parts of speech. The pronoun ni is separated 
from the auxiliary kian by three words, and aintza, which means either a present, or prece
dence, and is the direct regimen of ema, follows it at a similar distance. I cannot account for 
the absence of the dative sign after kupima obe. It must he understood.

mira ka dio agerri go : the only words needing explanation are dio and go. Thetformer is the 
Basque auxiliary with included pronouns “ it him does,” The Iroquois has the same complex 
system of included prmSoues ; e.g. rak, he me does, tak, thou me dost, kin I thee do. The 
Japanese entirely dispenses with such pronominal refinements. The final go is the sign of the 
future tense in Etruscan, as it still is in the Spanish Basque dialect» ~^An6ther Basque future 
suffix is en answering to the Japanese n. The Iroquois future suffix is ««or ne : that of Choc
taw, cMng.

is» Line S. zuen zein imi, literally, did who place. Here the Etruscan uses the common 
Basque 8 sing, past indie, of dut. ,

egoki piehiranou. This expression I cannot explain. YN in Etruscan as regularly denotes 
egoki as NY gives gogo.

'* nabetu ona nion : nion Basque, I him did ; nabetu, extend, here seems to mean, publish 
widely. The inherent dative of nion combining with ona, goodness, to make “I to him the

7



4. mLAJ. • ILAIE • YINS ■ LVPSO • ŸEF1M 
miaarago naaragone kuukano aapitunoma kuneag 
miaa' rako atao rakone goijaun kupida no ema gune ag- 
mdÉtiment towarda age acknowledging high lord compassion of gives 
ua to

5. AVFIOVN151
rapiagumapika '
-erri Begiaumabeka 
manifestation-----------------

6. LVDSOSAL »“ 
aapitunomanoraaa 
kupida no ema no eritza 
compassion of giving me he honours

7. E8DS • NAC161 ]
nelatuno karachi „
ni lotu no ikheretsi
me joining of to show gratitude „ -

goodness widely proclaimed,” in English idiom gives the possessive, “ I widely proclaimed his 
goodness."

gune ona, goodness to us, a case ol anadiploais.
ni age jabe Turano imbeea aintza ne. The verb age. root of agerri, in Etruscan means 

inform. I think jabe and imbeea are in apposition, the lord, the envoy of Tyrrhenia, that is 
the representative of the Confederacy or Dominion, appointed probably by the Lucumo. I 
read aintza ns as “ who presents.”

Line 4. misa rako, towards the memorial.
ateo rakone : the final ne seems to change the postposition rako into a verb. In the Rugubine 

Tables rano-ne is similarly employed, meaning to approach, join, yield to. recognize, be of the 
same party. Here rakone seems to signify acknowledging or paying respect to.

goi jaun : this inversion of jaungoi or jaungoiko, the name of divinity among the Basques, 
has already appeared in these pages in connection with votive inscriptions. It is in the genitive 
of position to the following :

kupida no ema : for kupida, see line 2. It is in the genitive governed by no. The verb 
ema has ne at the end of line 3 for its subject. It governs the following agerri.

gu ne agerri, to us declaration.
in Line 5. begiaumabeka : the first part is probably begi, eye. It may be the name of a god 

or an old form for Providence ; neseio.
i“ Line 6. kupida no ema : see lines 4 and 2.
noraea, may be for nau eritei, he honours me.
is» Line 7. ni lotu no : the verb lot, lotu, lotzen, now means to bind. In Etruscan it had a 

more extended signification, being a synonym of benefit in the Eugublne Tables. The Choctaw 
hoUotti means bound ; but many words of similar form, like hlitoha, mean unbound.

ikheretei or ikherreete in Basque means gratitude. In this place It seems a verbal form, 
namely enfin, preceded by ka. As a noun the Basque ikherreete is a synonym of eeker. The 
original signification of etei, whence onetei, eritei, ikerhetei, gaiteetei, is given, I think, in the 
Choctaw, which ha^ a verb eehih, iehih, ieht, meaning to hold, reçoive, take. In Basque arfu 
has superseded etei in these original senses of the Word, but in composition it may be detected

.|jfjjfciw'-ifi'ftW -, /■ jjjjj
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CLOSE TRANSLATION OF THE LEADEN TABLET OF MAGLIANO.

Front.

To Heaven first I, Goumimami, render thanks for Lord Kupima passing the
age of 80. The tablet of regard to give honour----------- in the exercise of
authority he passed an age rarely seen.----------- Tyrrhenia refusing to send
a tablet expressing gratulation, I of myself resolved to bring a monument 
which shows that Goumimami has the desire to provide a tablet of regard, a 
tablet of honour to set forth his predecessor. Until he passes six years having 
Goumimami a* colleague, by which union to myself he passes a quiet old age, 
the lord Kupima exercises authority alone forty years. He commands the 
envoy to give me the power of receiving entire authority.

Reverse.

I myself requested the coordinate cities to help towards bringing the 
memorial. Little does he care for attaining so great an age. To pay regard 
to the compassion of Heaven I gave Lord Kupima this offering. By behold
ing, it will inform him who placed a suitable-------- . I published abroad his
goodness, his goodness to us. I inform 1 he lord, the envoy of Tyrrhenia, that 
he who presents towards the memorial, acknowledging the age, gives us an 
indication of the compassion of God.-----------------------giving of the com
passion, he honours me by joining me to show gratitude.

I conclude this paper with a transliteration of the groups of char
acters contained in the Augurial Templurn of Piacenza to which 
allusion has been made on page 222. This I do in the hope that 
scholars possessing a better knowledge of Basque and of the subjects 
likely to be set forth in such a Templum than I possess may be able 
to shed light upon it. The Templum consists of a number of com
partments indicated by a double series of numbers as follows :

1. ANI ONE rakau makane ! raka •= argi, light.
2. VNI HAD pikau baratu pikoya burdax, end of the plough
3. YEO FÛ kunema agba See 13' gune ema agha, place give#-----
4. LEON sanemaka See 9
5. EO nema
6. CAO chirama zero ema

&

as the verbal termination—tze-tzen, just as artu appears in—artze-artzen. To gain the heart 
is in Basque goga-tu, gogatze ; in Choctaw it Is chukush^shih. Thus on-etri originally meant 
to hold good, and gaitz^tsi, to hold bad, and etui is but another Torn of atehiki, to hold. Also 
er-itsi may be derived from arau, rule, right, proportion, fitness, with the original signification 
to hold aright or fitly. It is only by careful and full comparison of words and constructions in 
the different Khitan languages that the radicals can be detected and a scientific system of 
etymology be made to take the place of conjecture.
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7. 8V8LVSLNC alpilasapinosak^chi ; ilbeltz bena aokache ; ilbeltz = moon,
January.

8. IFN uagka
9. LEONE aanemakane See 4, 17, 2", 9'.

10. YLVSCF kusapinochiag ; eguzbena chiag- ; eguz = eguzki, the sun.
11. CE chine
12. CFLAL/1 chiagsarasaba ; compare final chiag of 10
13. FEY1SL aginkuunosa
14. CILENSL chiusanekanoea
15. YINCILEN kuukachiusaneka
16. YINOF8 kuukamaagla see V
17. LEOAfl sanemiraba 
•8. flAPS baratuno
19 OEPCL manetuchisa *■
20. O ma
21. N/t gaba ; gaba, gau, night
22. LEYA sanekura
23. flAPISL LAO baratuunosa san
24. O ma

1'. YIHSOF8 kuukano maagla ; Goi-jaun makilla, the sceptre of God 
2'. LEON sanemaka see 4. 9. compare 17, 9'.
3'. N ka
4'. LASL saranosa
5'. 8V8LVS alpilasapino ilbeltz beno compare 7 and 10 
6'. C AO A chiramara, zeru marra, heaven limit = the horizon 
7'. CILEN chiusaneka see 14
8'. SELFAN nonesaagerka ; non su agerri ka, where fire manifest ?
9'. LEOflS sanemabano 

10'. YLVSC kusapinochi ; eguzbena che
IV. LFSL FELL saagnosa aginsago ; su eginsa aginza gp, the burner of

offerings
12'. SAYPES norakutuneno ; nora gedenen, to the four quarters
13'. OEYLFÛD manekusa agbatu ; eman eguz agbalu, gives the sun-----

,14'. YLVSC A/tC kusapinochi; rabachi eguz bena che Ac.
15'. YI O SO kuu ma noma
16'. OV8LOAS mapilasamarano ; mopila sa mora-no, the eighteenth

The translations I have suggested in a few cases are merely hints. 
Of 16', mopila sa moHino, I can speak more confidently. It is the 
only numeral which I) recognize as such. No. 21 gaba is, I think, 
correctly rendered by the Basque gau, gaba, night. Also 6' zeru- 
mara or in Basque zeru marra, the line or limit of the sky, should 
mean the horizon. No. V Goi jaun maleilla should be sceptrwm Jovi* 
but in note 38 (translation of supposed alphabet) malcilla is written 
OX8, not OF8. In 7 and 5' ilbeltza appears, and may indicate the

%
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moon in some phase; literally it means “black month*’’ and now 
denotes January. In, 10, 10', 14 kuaa may stand for eguzki, the 
sun. Egubena for egunbena or eguzbena denotes the fifth day of the 
week, Thursday, in Basque, but its derivation is obscure. According 
to Festus, buris, the tail of the plough, was an Etruscan word. It 
may appear in 2 pikoya buratu, the extremity or bending of the 
ploughshare. The Basque verb burdatu means to bend, and from it 
burdax, an extremity, is supposed to be derived. Such a term must 
be astronomical, as the whole of the contents of the Templum appear 
to be. •

With this arcane subject I close for the present my survey of the 
Etruscan inscriptions, which I have pursued with ever-increasing 
sympathy for the many and distinguished scholars who have read 
them by a totally different system, in view of the numerous apparent 
confirmations of their process, yet with ever-increasing confidence 
that by that process no light can be shed on Etruscan antiquities 
nor a solid basis be gained for a consistent reading of the documents 
themselves. Conscious of its many imperfections, I send this article 
forth from my study as a first essay in decipherment calling for the 
honest criticism and collaboration of scholai-s to whom truth is more 
than theory, rather than a decipherment itself of the documents with 
which it deals. Nor can I, in closing, forbear to express to one 
whose name occurs frequently in these pages, my sense of indebted
ness for long hours stolen from the engagements of a busy life to add 
to my Etruscan material, to read with critical eye the results pre
sented, and to furnish me with many valuable suggestions which 
cannot but be useful to the student of the new process.

ETRUSCAN VOCABULARY.

In this vocabulary, as in the first reading of the inscriptions in the 
text, I have given the same conventional phonetic values to the 
Etmscan characters. Thus I read A as ra, O as ma, S as no, E as 
ne, P as tu, tic. For the extent to which this conventional reading 
may be departed from I refer to the analysis of the syllabary, without 
a careful study of which this vocabulary cannot be understood.

1. A ra, Basque ra, td> towards.
2. A ra, Basque ora, interjection, behold.
8. A ra, Basque ere, also.
4. A ra, B. erre, to bum.



compassion, symf 
1. ANE, AXE rakane\ i 
1. ANA rakora, noun i 

thizimz. /

ABO, raulchi, B. iraulzi, to overthrow.
AO, rachi, B. eritsi, to esteem, judge.

1. ACE, rachine, B. eritzen, fuller infinitive form of the above ; ne, the post
position, to. »

2. AOE rachine, erezein — B. zein;ere, however, but in Etruscan whosoever. 
AD.AP artu, B. artu, to hold, take, receive, treat, lead.
APA artura, B. ardurà, care.
APE artune, fuller infinitive form of AD.
APNO artukama, B. artu and ijomuta, remembrance, to hold memory. 
APNY artukaku, B. artu and gogo, mind, memory;
APN-YLE artukakusane, B. artu and gogatu, gogatzen, to think, dream. In 

Etr. is a fuller form of the preceding.
AF arag, B. irago, to pass, ascend.
AFE aragan, fuller infinitive of AF.

1. AH, AN raka, B. rako, towards, for. Also A X.
2. AN raka, B. rako, as above, but in Etruscan employed as a verb and verbal

adjective “ to towards,” “ the to warding,” thus meaning approach, 
offer, present,"sympathize, join. As a noun it is the B. erruki, urriki, 
compassion, sympathy, regret.

ragone, the infinitive form of AN. 
form of the same postposition, an offering or sympa

thizing.
ANOAD rakachiratu, B. rako or erruki, ai|d jardu, jardun, to be occupied 

— paying attention to.
ANIA rakaura, B. rako and arri, harri, a stone = an offered stone.

2. ANA rakara, B. erakarri, cause to brine 
2. ANE raka ne, B. eragin, cause to make

ANL rakasa, B. erakasi, to teach, caule to learn.
ANM, ANS rakano, synonym of AN «vd ANA. 1.
AI rau, B. arau, rule, right.
AIY rauku, B. araukide, conformable, ejratofca, in proportion.

1. AIS, AIM rauno, B. irxon, to send.
2. AIS rauno, B. iratin, continue, endure,/persevere.
1. AL rasa, B. eritsa or deritza, 3 sing. pres. ind. of eritsi.
2. AL arsa, B. urte, urthe, year: Lesghiaiy reshin, Circass. tlaysee, Georgian

tzelitzadi.
AM, AS, rano, B. ratio, synonym of A. l\
,ASY ranoku, Etruscan compound of rano,^noting a thing presented, an 

offering.
1. AIM rami, B. irrin, irritu, splifcf'crack, divide.
2. Am rami, B. arrunt, all witnout exception, whole ; Japanese aramashi. 

A1I1A ramira, compound of mirHrJi^npratu, to see, and the causative era ;
eramira, cause to see.

AmE ramine, compound of B. imini, to place, and the causative particle ; 
erimiui, cause to place.



AO rama, B. erama or darama, 3 sing. pres. ind. of eraman, to bring ; also 
stands for the following.

AOE ramane, B. eraman, to bring.
AV rapi, synonym of artu, agreeing in general meaning with B. arrapatu, 

to seize ; erpetu, to claw ; irabazi, to gain. It often means hold, take 
heed, behold !

AVP rapitu, B. arrapatu, to seize : a fuller form of AV.
AŸLE rapisane, B. arrapatzen, another form of the preceding.
AYA, ATA rakura, B. irakurri, to read.
AYE rakune, B. ara for arau, and gune, place, standing ; like ongune, 

accord.
Ayl raba, B. grreba, sister of a brother.

1. B ni, B. al, ahal, power : in Etruscan often used as an adjective/
2. B ul, B. ahalge, shame.

BE nine, B. almen, power, dominion.
BINO ulukama, B al, auka, eman, power, choice, to give : the Lucumo, or 

elected president of the Etruscan confederacy.
0 che, B. che, even, self.
CA chira, B. zero, heaven, sky. >•

2. CA chira, B. ezarri, to place, set.
3. CA chira, B. jar, attention ; also used as a verb in Etruscan.

CAO chirachi, a verb formed from B. jar, E. jarritze, to pay attention. 
CADE chiratune, B. jardun, to be occupied with or at.
CAE chirane, fuller verbal form of CA. 3, to pay attention.
CAL ■ chirasa, E. 3. sing. pres. ind. of CAC, and a noun synonym of CA. 3.

1. CE chine, B. zen, defunct, late.
2. CE chine, B. zefla, who, which.
3. CE chine, B. zein, how.

chineu, ? B. ez, not, and nai, nahi, wish =- contemn, contempt.
/ CEXA chinegora, B. chingar, spark. .
1. CI chiu, B. sei, six.
2. CI chiu, B. chehe, small.

CNL chikasa, from B. zeken, niggardly, parsimonious, by changing en to 
esa, zekesa, the niggard.

CXA chigora, B. zigor, a scourge.
CV chipi, B. chipi, little.
CVP chipitu, synonym of chipi, and used to denote a little one, a child. 
CVNO chipikachi, an Etruscan word formed like azpikache, the B. 

azpikoche, even a slave. So chipikachi is : “even a child.”
1. CL chisa, B. zozu, 2 pi. imperat. of dut, have ye, do ye have.
2. CL chisa, B. chitsu, to precede.
3. CL chisa, B. izats, a feather brush without handle.

CLE chisane, B. etsitzen, to esteem.
CLVY chisapiku, E. word composed of B. etsilz and beko, abbreviation of 

E. begogo,^consideration, regard = appreciative regard.
CLAN chisa raka, B. zazu erruki, have compassion.
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CLII chisata ? B. sistatu, pierce, or ezeztatu, annihilate.
C*L chiichsa, ? B. cioten, they to him do, and imperative za — ciotza, let 

them to him.
1. D.P. tu, B. da, 3. sing. pres. ind. of naiz, he, she, it is.

—2. D.P. tu, B. du, 3. sing, pres. ind. of dut, he, she, it does or has.
3. D.P. tu, B. eta of elan, he tan, &c., old 3. personal pronoun.

DAM, PAM, DAS, Turano, properly Turaan, Tyrrhenia.
1. PE tune, B. den, dena, who is, he who is.
2. PE tune, B. Iluen, if he has or does. In E. duen is categorical, he has or

does.
PEY tuneku, B. tanka, tankatu, strike.
PI tuu, B. dio, he to hint does.
PV tupi, an E. word meaning “instead of” ; perhaps from B. told, place, 

and be, under.
PY tukif, B. toki, a place.
II.X ta, perhaps B. da, he is : see D. 1.
IV tabe, B. debe of debeku, prohibition, debekatu, forbid.

1. E ne, B. n, en, sign of dative, to, at, in.
2. E ne, B. ni, I, ene, my.
3. E ne, B. n, en, with relative power, who, which.
1. EC nechi, B. ansi, care ; in E. more frequently a verb than a noun.
2. EC nechi, B. neska, girl, daughter.

ECN nechika, B. anzeko, like, similar.
ECV nechipi ? B. nehabe, servant, or inyubi, fond.
EPI netuu, E. nituo, answering to B. diotet, I to them do. See El.
EX neka, B. neke, trouble, difficult ; in E. generally a verb, to be unable, 

fail, have difficulty.
EVA nekara, B. negar, nigar, tear ; in E. it is a verb without added egin. 
ENE nekane, B. neyian, I did.
El neu, E. nio, answering to the B. diot, I to him do.
EIN neuka, B. nay ago, to prefer.
EL nesa, from B. ansi, E. 3 sing. pres. ind. of verb, to care for, and noun, 

care.
ELI nesau, B. nitzayo, I to him am.

1. ES neno, B. nion, I to him did.
2. ES, EM neno, E. compound postposition, into, for.

EY neku, B. nai, nahitu, to wish.
E/tL nebasa, B. nabusi, master.
E /t LO nebasachi, E. nabusitze, to command.

1. F ag B. age, appearance ; in E. apparently, an interjection, behold !
2..-F ag B. agi of agin, command, promise ; in E. 3. sing. pres. ind. of verb.
3. F ag B. egi of egin, to do ; in E. 3 sing. pres. ind. and imperat. of verb.
4. F ag B. tgo, ascend ; in E. 3 sing. pres. ind. or imperat. of verb.

FA ager B. ageri, to appear, declaration ; in E. generally a verb, to 
manifest.

FAS ageran B. agerrian, discovered, exposed to view.
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F41" agergo B. ageriko, verb ageri, with future suffix go.
FP agtu B. egit of egin, egiten, to do.

1. FE agen B. agin ; see F. 2.
2. FE agen B egin : see F. 3.

FEP agentu B. agintlu, fuller form of spin, command, promise.
FEL agensa B. agintza, promise, offering.
FELA agensara B. agintzari, chief, commander.
FNE agkane B. igokian, he ascended : in .E. equivalent to iragolcian, he

passed.
FI agu B. gai, apt, capable : in E. means excellent.
FIA Kgura B. jayera, inclination, jayeratu, to incline : in E. used as 

postposition, meaning inclining to.
FIL agu sa B. hatzegin, to scratch, with inversion egihatz : in E. means to 

write, also. ’
of B. age agkritt,FIS agu no, composed declare, and on, good : it may

mean to show good omens.
1. FL agsa B. so egin, with inversion egi so, 3. sing. pres. -ind. and imperat.,

to look.
2. FL agsa, formed of agin, to command, with contraction, and sa, the E.-~^

mark of agency : see 8 EL, CNL. It is the equivalent of agintzari.
F Y agku, E. compound of age, appearance, meaning as ageko, a declarer.
F38 agtala, B. gatillu, a cup, vase.
H. N ka, B. ka, postposition, by.

1. NA kara B. ekarri, to bring ; dUxhxr, he brings.
2. NA, NNA kara, kakara, E. words meaning a state : perhaps connected

with B. herri, erri, a country.
NAG karachi, B. ikherreste, gratitude : compare AC. eritsi.
MAL karasa, B. sortze, the birth, natus, nota.

> • 1. NE kane B. egin, to make : kane is an independent E. verb with the 
meaning of egin.

2. NE kane B. gan, postposition, in : in E. it generally means towards.
3. NE kane B. kian, kion, termination of the past tense of regular verbs : in

* E. denoting 3 sing., he did;
1. NEI kaneu from B. gan as represented by ganatze, to attract, is an E.

verbal use of the postposition in the 3 sing. pres, ind., meaning, it is 
towards, i.e , it concerns, regards, presents.

2. NEI kaneu ? a combination of NE 3, with the pronominal I, as in LI
zayo, PI dio, El, nio, meaning, he to him did.

NiEM kaneno B. ganaino, as far as : in E. seems simply to mean towards. 
N EY, HEY kaneku B. ganako, towards, for : in E. means, that which is 

given towards, namely a sacrifice or offering.
1. NI kau B kio, termination of regular verbs, 3 sing. pres, ind., he does.
2. NI kau B. kiko, postposition, for.'

NIY kauku ? B. zahako, besides, other, outside, beyond.
NL kasa B. ikasi, to learn, perhaps in 3 sing. pres. ind.
NV kapi B. gabe, postposition, without : in E. often used for the following.

/



NVD kapitu B. gabetu, to deprive, to be deprived.
NVN kapika B. gabeak, indigent, deprivation.
NY kaku B. gogo, mind, desire, memory,.
NYI kakuu, E. dative or locative of g<fgo, answering to B. gogoan.

1. X go B. go, sign of genitive.
2. X go B. go, mark of future.

XI gou B. goye, conversation : in E. it means word, verbal message, 
intimation.

1. I u B. au, hau, this : sometimes in E. is personal or possessive rather than
demonstrative.

2. I u B. o in o-artu, heed^ attention : comp. Japanese uya-mau, to reverence,
respect.

1. IA ura B. our, child.
2. IA ura B. oar, imperat. of oartu, pay
3. IA ura B. hiri, a city,
4. IA ura B. harri, arri, a stone.

IAP uratu ? B. orde, place.
IANYI urakakuu, compound of B. oroitu, remember, and gogo, in oblique

case gogoi, meaning to keep in memory.
*1aI Urau B. oroi of oroitu ; see above.

IAL urasa, answering to B. aurkeztu, to present ; in E. is often a noun, 
denoting, homage or offering.

IC,K, uchi B. hitz, word. '
1. IP ntu B. aita, father. ' , N
2. IP utu B. auta, hauta, choice, to choose.

IPE utune E. oaten answering to'B. oartu : see 1.1 and IA.2.
IBS uneno B. hunen, of this : see 1.1.
IE8 unela B. onela, thus.

1. IN uka B. ogei, ogoi, 20.
g. IN uka B. uga in ugatz, breasts, mother’s milk : E. for mother.
3. IN uka B. ukha, ukatu, to deny, refuse.

INE ukane B. ukan, to have, to be. %
IX ugo, B. uko, refusal, denial.

1. IL usa, B. at»o, old, now only said of women : in E. it means age, thus
answering in meaning to the Basque enfin.

2. IL usa, E. 3 sing. pres. ind. of B. utzi, to leave : read utza.
im umi, B. hume, child. Z z

1. IM, IS • uno B. on, good : in E. also employed as a noun, goodness.
2. IM, IS unq B. Im ni, dative of hau, this.

ISAC unorachi B. oneritei, to esteem, love.
ISAL unorasa, the 3. sing. pres. ind. of the above.
ISIS unouno, compound of on, good, and E. verb oan, oaten, to pay atten* 

tion : see IPE. The verb onoan thus means, to pay kind attention. 
ISL unosa B. onetsi, to esteem good, in 3. sing. pres. ind. : one tea.
ISLE unoàane B. onetzen, infinitive form of above.
ISLAN unosaraka, attributive form oneteirik not found in B. : beloved.

in, take heed.
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upi B. obe, better : in E. denotes a noble, 
r t upi, sometimes used for I/l.

IV* upi B. opa, opatu, desire, to desire.
IVP upitu B. opatu ; see above.
IVD upitu B, qbeto, better.
IVP8 upitula J B. obi-tille, a title or inscriptiop on a grave.
IVOI upimau(for I/tOI, which see. . y,.
I/t uba B. obi, hobi, the grave.
I/IOI ubamau IB. o6i mai, a grave-tablet.
K uchi B. hitz, word.
K uchi B. utzi, to leave.
KA /t uchiraba ? aiserreba, a plaything.
L sa B. so, a look ; in E. also used as interjection, Behold !
L sa, abbreviation of E. /IL, basa, and.
L sa B. su, fire.
LA sara E. three, in B. :hirur.
LA sara, abbreviation of LAP zarratu, writing.
LA sara B. sari, reward, praise : used as noun and verb in E.
LA sara B. zari, a chief, commander.
LAP saratu, verbal form of B. zarrdpo, scratching, meaning in E. to 

engrave, write : is employed as verb, noun and adjective, zarratu.
LAF saragi, fuller form of LA. 1.
LAFC ' saragichi, E. thrice.
LAV san-api B. zarrapo, a synonym of LAP.
LC sactiL an E/verb formed of so, look, and the termination tse : sotze 

answersjlo the B. so-egin, to look.
LP satu B. azti, a diviner.
LE sane B. zuen, 3, sing, past ind. of dut, he had or.did.
LE sane B. zu en, ye who.
LE sane B. esan, to say.
LE sane from B. ez, not ; E. ezan, refusal.
LEP sanetu B. izandaite, perhaps, in1 abbreviated form izarula.
LF saag B. so egi, look !
LN saka B. so ka, by the sight.
I.I sau B. zayo, he to him is.
LM sano B. asantatze, build masonry.
LMC sanochi B. asantze = asantatze ; see above.
LO sama B. asma, an indication.
LOT, LOY samaku, E. adjective derived from asma, indicating.
LV sapi B. azpi, uhder, below.
LVP sapitu B. kupida, comparison.
LVNC sapikache B. azpiko die, servant even, even a servant.
LYA sakura ? B. askor, joyous : in E. it seems to denote pleasure, 
m mi B. imini, ipini, to place : for fuller form see ITŒ. 
mA mira, B. mira, miratu, to see : in E. also denotes a sight, spectacle, 

admiration, and regard.
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mAP miratu B. mircUu, to see : in E. often means to show. 
mAN miraka, compound of B. mira, to see, and la, by.
Ill AX mirago, E. equivalent of B. bortz, five.

1. mE mine, B. imini, to place.
2. mE mine, men, power.
3. mE mine, B. min, grief. ^

ml min, B. mea, mehe, small, thin.
mL misa, E. memorial, monument : in Lycian bilinguals =Gr. mnema. 
mV mipi, E. verb, to send : derivation unknown. 
mVD mipitu, fuller form of mipi.
mVL mipisa, E. a messenger, envoy : perhftps the original of “embassy, 

as imbisa. Compare the sa with that in 8EL, CNL, FL.
1. M.S no, B. genitive termination en. I ■
2. M.S no, £. oblique cases of E ni, I, as : of me, to me, to my.
3. S no B. no, hold ! behold ! when speaking to a woman ; when to a man, to !
4. S no B. no, verbal postpositive, until.
1. SA nora B. anre, andre, wife, lady.
2. SA nora B. laur, four.
3. SA nora B. narri of narritalu, incite, annoy.
1. SC,MC nochi for B. aintzi of aintzindu, to present, come before, warn.
2. SC nochi for B. nnu cKe, he to me does even, or, he to myself does.

SCE.MCE nochine, B. ainlzin of aintzindu : see SC. 1. i
SCI nochiu, E. verb, to desire or request : comp. Japanese nozo-mu.
MLLE nochisane, B. aintzitzen, same as aintzindu MC.l.
MPAN noturaka ? B. ondoreak, descendants.
SPI notuu corresponds to B. Haute, they me do.

1. SE none, B. non where : in E. has also relative power.
2. SE none, answers to B. noiz, in sense of : “ times.” ^
3. SE none, E. termination of genitive plural.

SEA nonera ? E. nine.
MEC.SEC nonechi ! E. seven.
SN noka B. noku, lack, defect : in E. is a verb, to lack, fail.
SX nogo B. nagi, idle.
SI non, p. nou, he me does.
SINV noXikapi B. nau gabe, he to me does deprivation.

1. ML nosa B. aintzi, see SC. 1. In E. it is 3 sing. pres. ind. of the verb “ to
present,Wore, to warn,” and a noun meaning a “ present,” and perhaps 
“ a predecessor.”

2. ML no4a B. nos, together : also as ML or MLE it becomes in E. a verb,
to be or do together, to unite.

SV.MV nopi B. nabe in nabari, to see from afar : Japanese nobe-ru, to stretch, 
extend. In E. it is a verb, to extend, put far away, ao$ an adjective, 
far, extended, great. \

MVP.SVP nopitu, fuller E. form of the verb nabe, extend.

..



1 MY .SY noku, B. naga of nagatu, to hate.
SYIE nokuune, B. nuqmyen, I should have had or done : in the only case 

in E. it is rather “ would that I had.”
S/t noba, B. nebia, brother.

1. O ma B. ema of man, to give : in E. is sometimes infinitive, at others
marks the present indicative.

2. 0 ma, abbreviation of 01, which see.
1. OA mara, B. marra, Umit, rule, line, stroke : in E. it denotes a monument,

probably as marking or defining the place of sepulture.
2. OA mara B. amapfdO.i *

OANA marakara, .compound of marri and ekarri, a monument, the mark 
brought.

OANIA marakaura B. marka, line, sign, and harri, stone, a signal stone 
or stone of indication.

OANY.OANX marakaku, marajcago, E. compound of marra and gogo, , 
meaning, a memorial, but thejmnstruction of which is not clear.

OAS marano, E. 10th, aimr, with E. genitive particle no.
OPE matune, B. etnaten, to give.
Oil mata B. emat of ematen.

1. OE mane B. eman, to give.
2. OE mane for OL which see.
3. OE mane B. amona, mother.

OESA manenora B. amandria, lady mother. ,
0F8.0XS maagla, magola, B. makilla, stick, staff, rod.
01 mai B. mai, mahi, table : in E. means a space for an inscription, a 

tablet. Japanese ma, a space.
OL masa B. entaitza, a gift.

1. OV mapi E. two : B. two, bi.
2. OV mapi E. great ; root of B. ambal, and original of ain.

OVA mapira E. eight.
OVP mapitu B. ambal, so much, how great.
OVX mapigo, E. twice ; go, the genitive sign.
0V8 mapino, synonym of preceding : no, genitive particle.
0V8 ma pila, same as OVA.
08ES molaneno, same as OAS, tenth.

1. V pi E. 3. sing. pres. ind. of dut or a similar auxiliary : now represented
by 3. sing, imperat. bu. In E. be, he has or does.

2. V pi B. be, under.
VP pitu B. epatu fix a limit ; in E. seems to mean, to set, set up, as a 

monument.
VPE pitune B. epalen, fuller infinitive form of above.
VFIL begiusk, a doubtful word. In E. VF is B. begi, eye, and behatz, 

consider, is VK or VIO : also IL represents B. halt or hatia. If VFIL 
be a true E. Word, IL must be a verbal form of hata answering to B.

' atzitu, seize, take, in 3. sing. pres. ind. or imperat., hatza ; and the 
whole -will mjean, take eye, or behold !
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VN pika ? abbreviated form of B. bakidatu, to communicate.
VNE pikane, fuller infinitive form of above.
VNA pikara, B. pilot , a morsel : in E. a small contribution.
VNI pikau, in Cippus of Perusia takes the place of VNY in Eugubine 

Tables. VNY is formed of V be, under, and N'Y gogo, mind, and 
. means regard, consideration ; B. equivalent unknown.

VNI pikago, is the same as VNY, begogo, and is used as a verb, con
sidering.

VX, VY pigo, piku, an E. word probably connected with B. bekoki, fore
head, but meaning foremost person, princeps.

VI piu? V. 1, withj pronominal librement, a synonym of dio, he to him 
does.,

Vm pimi B. bean, below : B. changes final syllables in m to n. Originally 
the compound meant “ placed under,” be and imi.

VmlC pimiuchi, composed of B. bean, placed under, and oyeche, better 
oyechek, these even, the whole, meaning “these subjects.”

VS pino, B. banu, if I had or did : in E. categorical, I had or did.
VO pima, E. one, B. bat.
VYE sometimes VNE, pikune, pikane, equivalent of B. bakar, alone, only.
Y ku, B. gu, we.

1. Y A kura, B. gu ra, us towards.
2. Y A kura, B. gure, desirous, gura, desire.
3. Y A kura, B. gur, reverence, salutation.

YP kutu, B. ekil of ekiten, undertake, attack, begin, advance.
YPE kutune, B. ekiten, see above. >
YPI kutuu, B. gede, ehede, boundary, end, resolve : used in E. for chedatu, 

limit, define.
YPVY kutupiku, B. chistmista, lightning.

1. YE kune B. gu ri, to us : E. uses dative and locative ne after gu.
2. YE kuue B. gune, place, position, standing, moment, accord.

YN kuka B. egoki, to concern, regard, belong to : also as adj. suitable, fit. 
YNI kukau B. dagokio, 3 sing. pres. ind. of egoki.
YI kuu B. koi, khoi, desirous : in E. is verb, adjective and noun, to deeire> 

desirous, desire.
YIYI kuukuu, E. superlative of reduplication, like B. onona, handihandia, 

very desirous, most desirous. It is also Used for beloved or dearly 
beloved.

1. YL kusa, B. ikusi, to see ; in E. may represent as ikusa, 3 sing. pres. ind.
2. YL kusa, probably original of B. eguzki, the sun.

YLA kusara, inverted form of B. era-kusi, cause to see, show.
YV kupi, B. jabe, lord, master.
Y VP kupitu, B. jabttu, to command, lord it, possess.
8A lara, B. lur, earth.
8ANV larakapi, E. word compounded with B. gabe, without. It ‘ means 

permission, or without abjection.
8AL larasa, B. lurrez, pertaining to the earth ; in E.= a grave.
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8ALMYI laras-anokuu, compound of lurrezno = B. lurrezko, of earth, and 
koya, a lost word for chamber, receptacle. The whole denotes a 
tumulus or earthen mound.

8A8YJ.8ASY, laranokuu, laranoku, other forms of the above.
8AYB laragune, B. alargun, a widow or widower.
8P latu B. lot, loto, to bind : in E. also denotes husband or wife, a consort.
8E lane B. Ian, work : in E. also takes place of landu, to work.
8EL lanesa B. langille, a workman ; for the formation of the E. word, see 

OVL, FL, CNL. In E. sa marks the agent.
8FI alegiu B. alegin, what is possible : in E. alegio.

1. 8V alpi B. alaba, daughter.
2. 8V alpi B. a/bo, side ; in E. also takes place of B. alboratu, to side

with, approach.
8VL alpisa B. alabiehi, god-daughter ; in E. little daughter ?
8VO alpima, fuller form of VO, pimo, one, B. bat.
, * ba, B. ba, if.
/tA bara, B. para, paratu, to place.
/t AN baraka, B. berek, his, hpt, ira.
/I AYD barakutu, B. bovrokfctu, to wrestle, contend : in E. it means to 

fight.
/*ATRA barakutura, compound of borrokatu and tar, a tighter, warrior. 
/IA/IA barabara, B. barbar, yeonfused speaker, foreigner, barbarian. 
/IA/IAN barabaraka, compound of B. barre, farre, laughing, smiling :

E. barrebarrek, the laughing.
/IP batu, E. army ; lost in Bvyet the root may appear in bota, to hurl, 

in fatzea of farfaJtzea, to fight, etc. This is the Japanese butsu, to 
tight, strike, whence bushi, a soldier. s

/IE bane, E. to join ; also means, united, and union. Is same as B. batu. 
/IED banetu, fuller form of above.
/I EL banesa, B. banaiz, if I am: in E. it is categorical, I am.
/IEYP banekutu, perhaps the equivalent qf B. bakidatu, to communicate.

1. /II baq, B. bahi,,a pledge, engagement : in E. also means a consort.
2. /Il bau, B. bai, a spot, stain.

/IL basa, E. and ; perhaps B. baita, also.
/I LA basara, B. feteho, pretty, dear, with increment.
/ILAN basaraka, form of above, fetchorik.
/ILE basane, ? B. epaitzen, to cut.
/IM bano, E. within ; 1 B. barruan.
/IV bapi, B. paba, a support, aid : in E. is also a word for father.
/IVIA bapiura, Î pabe Jfcorre, forefather or grandfather : from B. aurre, 

before, which makes aurrekoak, ancestors.
/IJA baichra, E. name for a multiplication table.
I itch, ich, ! E. verb, to thank.
ÎAN itchraka, compound of B. itcheki, hold, adhere to, and rik, adher

ing to.

v
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tDI itchtuu, B. ilsatu, to hold to, used as a noun, the adherent, in the 
dative plural : plurality unexpressed, dative by final i, itxatui.

ÎE itchne, B. etsai, an enemy, converted by final n into an E. verb, to be 
inimical, etsain.

$EP itchnetu, comp. B. etsaintasun, enmity : in E. etsainta is an adjective, 
inimical. ,

$NA itchkara, compound of B. itcheki, hold to : itchekiri, adhering.
$NAL itchkarasa, the same with mark of agency : ilehekirisa, the adherent. 

See 8EL, Ac.
tl itchu, B. etsai, enemy.
*L itchsa, B. Usas in itsaskor, adhering.
ÎM itchno, another form of +E : the final E and an added E ne, to, may 

constitute the longer M.
♦V itchpi, B. ichpi, a morsel : in E. a contribution.
i'VCI itchpichio. B. ichpicho, a wager, bet : but in E. same as ichpi.

ETRUSCAN PROPER NAMES.
Masculine.

Those of which the sex is doubtful are indicated by a mark of 
interrogation. Basque -names of persons and places are generally 
significant ; so apparently were the Etruscan.

AP. Artu, a Celtic name ; in Eugub. Tables, Hertei is king bf Umbria. 
APY, Artuku, perhaps, Wredech, Feredech, a Pictish name.
APŸCE, Artukuohine.
ARR, Artutu. ,
APMN, Artunoka ; comp. Piet. Gairtnoch.
AEL, Amesa, called Folnius in Latin ; perhaps in E. Araias.
ANA or ANAIN, Rakara or Rakarauka.
AN OAPE, Arka Maratune.
ALNI, Arsakau.
AOVNI, Ramapikau : comp. Ralapika, Rabapika, Laturapika, Artupika. 
A8V, Ralapi. •
A8VN, Rdapika.
A/tVN, Raoapika ; compare Piet. Erp.
! CAP, Chi -atu.
CAPCV, C liratuchipi.
CAPNA, C siratukara.
CANA, Cmrakara.
CAN+NA, Chirakaitchkara, Latin Caesius, hence Zerukoitchekiri.
? CAL, Chiraaa.
CALE, Chiraaane.
CALM, Chirasaneu.
CAVLI, Chirapisau, translated Caulias, hence Zerbasuha in E.

Î CAY, Chiraku.
• CPAC, Chiturachi.



CifiICNA, Chinenchikara ; comp. Piet. Cineoch. Perhaps Sinhetsgarri. 
CELA, Chinesara.
CF^iNLE, Chiagnekasane may be Cecinna, Sisenna. v
CFSJI, Chiagnoitchu, translated Satuminus.
CNA, Chikara.
CNV, Chikapi.
CICV, Chiuchipi.
CINA, Chiukara. »

CL, Chisa, translated Cassius, probably Chisa in E.
CSV, Chinoku. x
COMLN, Chimanoeaka.
CV‘ Chipi, translated Sentais, probably Sepe in E.
C/t, Chiba.
PY, Tuku, translated Tullius, hence Tuku or Idoki in E.
ERN, Netuka, probably Entuka.
FA, Ager, translated Scaevius, probably Ager in E.
FAN, Agerka, translated Scae Calis, probably Agerka in E.
FELimN, Aginsaumika, translated Volumnius, hence Eginezaumik in E. 
FELOVPNA, Aginsamapitukara.

"? FESI, Aginnou.
FESCV, Aginnochipi.
FEYE, Agingune.

- FIACI, Agurachiu.
FISCV, Aginnochipi.

1 NALE, Karasane. ' I
NVFI, Kapiagu, translated Alfius, hence Kofegio in E.
N£, Kaitch, translated Caius, probably Caitch in E. : comp. Piet. Cait. 
XimOm, Goumimami.

"? IClX, Uchiura.
ILE, Usane, translated Vensius, probably Usena in E. : Osin, a Japanese 

name.
? LAS, Sarano.

LAV, Sarapi, translated Spedius, hence Zarrabe in E.
. LAVYN, Sarapikuka.

’ LAY, Saraku. .
LECN K, Sanechikane, translated Licinius, hence Zuntzegin in E.
LIC, Sauchi.
LSV, Sanopi.

1 niAPC, Miratuchi : comp. Piet. Muirethach.
! SFN, Noagka.

MVN, Nopika.
SVD, Nopitu.
SV/tNI, Nopibakau.
OA, Mara, translated Niger, hence Mairu in E. As Mairubaita, comp. 

Piet. MorbeA v
? OPA, Matura.

8
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? OEP, Manetu : comp. Pict. Moneth or Mimait.
OVBS, Mapineno.

? OVI, Mapio.
? OVMV, Mapinopi. ' _

OYANI, Makurakau : comp. Pict. Maicerce.
VCL, Pichisa, translated Phisius, probably Pisias in E.
VNAYA, Pikarakura, translated Otacilins Rufus, hence Bekarri Gorri in 

? VKAL, Piuchirasa.
VLN, Pisaka, translated Fuscus, hence probably Pesca in E.
Y AD, Kuratu : comp. Pict. Cruidne.

? Y AN, Kuraka : comp. Pict. Kirkui.
YAYNA, Kurakukara.
YEYI, Kunekuu.
YNA, Kukara.

« YIYI, Kuukuu, translated Titius, hence Koikoi in E.
YIS, Kuuno.
YR, Kutu : comp. Pict. Get and Gede.
YLA, Kusara.
YVD, Kupitu is Cupid.
YVO, Kupima.
8PAVN, Laturapika. *
8PB, Latunl, translated Atius or Fatius.
/tP/t, Batuba.
/IV/A, Bapiba, 4(üelated Violens ; comp. Pictish Fivaid, Latin Fabius.

Feminine.

AP VN, Artupika, translated Tiitia.
AI, Argo.
A VL, Arpisa.
AV LA, Arpisara.
AYIV, Arkuupi.
A Y VS, Arkupino.
A/tO, Arbama. v
CA, Chira is probably Zero.
CAI, Chirau, translated Cainnia, hence Zerua in E.
CAV/l, Chirapiba.
CA8AY, Chiralaraku, translated Cafatia, hence Zerolurrekoi in EL 
CA8AYI, Chiralarakuu, same name.
CPE, Chitune.
CEFL, Chineagsa. 
CEIC, Chineuchi. .. '-----
CVS, Chipino.
FAP, Agertu, translated Varia.
FPAV, Agturapi, translated Bassa.

? E'ES, Aginno.
F1LI, Agusau, translated Sentia, hence Egihatzau in E,
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FI/11, Agubau.
FVISI, Agpiunou.
FVSI, Agpinou.
NAL, HAL, Karaaa, translated Aria, perhaps Egurasa in E 
NI, Kau, perhaps Caia.
HON, Kamaka.
LAF, Saraag, translated Lauci, probably Saregi in E. , 
LEITE, Saneukune.
LIA, Saura. 
mAPCI, MiratuchuL 

? mAPlC, Miratuuchi.
1T1EOL, Minemasa. 
mlYPA, Miukutura.
SAD, Noratu, probably Nortia.
MAY, Noraku.
SCIVN, Nochiupika.
SCY, Nochiku. "
Mil, Nota, Latin Gnata, hence Nata in E.
SVal, Nopinou.
SYVM, Nokupino.
OVI, Mapiu.
VP, Pitu.
VL, Pisa.
YF, Knag, translated Arria, perhaps Goegi in E.
YIN, Kuuka.
YIYE, Kuukune.
YIYI, Kuukuu, probably Koikoi.
8 AN AC, Larakarachi.
SPED, Latuneha. *
ÛAP, Baratu, translated Varia.
ÛADC, Baratuchi.
/Ip, Bantu. ,

Names of Divinities.

C'A, Chira, Zero, Coelum.
YINA, Kuukara, Goikara.
YINM, Kuukano, Goijaun.
YVD, Kupitu, Cupido.
8EP, Lanetu, Hercules.
$VN, Itchpika, Istapeko, Venus.

Names of Places.

AL8, Basal a, Rusellae.
AO, Rama, Roma.

! CAI, Chirau.
CALIS, Chirasauno.
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CE, Chine, Sena.
CESY, Chinenoku, of Sena.
MVP, Nopitu, ? Nepete.
OAL, Marasa.
VL, Pina.
YEFAY, Kuneagerku.
YVSNVY, Kupinokapiku.
YVY, Kupiku. *

Within the comparatively small compass of this paper, NAL, 
sortze appears 30 times, I A, aur 20, NA, andre 26, and IN, uga 9. 
The verb LAD, zarratu, alone or in composition with 01 mai, 
appears about 50 times, AP artu, 33, NEI ganio, 31, AL eritza, 35, 
NA ekarri, 21.' The word FEL, aginza, exclusive of its appearance 
in proper names, occurs 30 times ; NY, gogo, occurs 20 times, and 
NO, gomu, 15. OA, marra, appears in marakara 11 times and‘as 
often in other connections. The word IL, also, occurs 13 times, the 
postposition AS, rano, 15, and the adverb or relative SE, non, 18. 
These sixteen fairly determined Basque words thus represent about 
400 of the words presented in the inscriptions here set forth, and 
make the reading of Etruscan a simple matter.

ADPENDA.
The following, extracted from Deecke and compared with the 

copies in Fabretti’s three supplements and Gamurrini’s Appendix, 
have just been sent me by Mr. VanderSmissen. The first number 
is Deecke’s ; F. 1, F. 2, F. 3, denote respectively the three supple
ments of Fabretti ; and A. marks the Appendix.

4. F. 8, No. 10R.
Lot.—A • FABI • 1VCNVS 
Sr.—AV 8A/ULAPOIAL

arpi larabausaratumaurasa 
ar e ilhar abv zarratu mai eritsa 
behold Bean prop written tablet esteems

The Basque ilhar translates the French haricot. The Etruscan 
shows that the medial A is no part of the original word- The only 
term in modern Basque that approaches the form of the Etruscan 
bai and the meaning of the Latin juncut, which I suppose is what 
the scribe meant by jucnua, is abe, a prop, stay, tree. This must 
surely be the original Jack of the Bean-stalk, whom I had not ex
pected to have the pleasure of meeting among the graveyards of 
Etruria. /



6. A. 401, Tav. VI. IM.~AR • TUIIBI • BISTRO
Etr.—AO ' YPE/U OANA • SA 

rama kutunebau marakara an re 
erama Kntunebai Marakara andre 
it bears Kutunebai Marakara’s wife

What the sculptor meant by Kutunebai as Triibis I cannot 
imagine. The Etr. kulune answers generally to the Basque ekilen, 
to undertake ; hence bahi eldten would mean to undertake a pledge, 
or to engage oneself. The name Marakara is identical in form with 
the term commonly designating a memorial. Here, however, it 
translates Histro, itself an Etruscan word. The B. urrokeria means 
boasting, romancing, rodomontade ; marraka, which seems to connect 
with it, means any strange noise, such as mewing, bellowing, bleat
ing. The element mara appears, a little altered in form, in churi- 
muri, zurumuru, a vague rumour, the final mum denoting the noise 
or sound. The modern B. word for the poet or injproviser is kobla- 
kari, kobla being a Provençal term meaning strophe or stanza. He 
is thus a stanza-bearer ; and the mara, marra or murukari must 
have been the bearer of strange or inflated sounds, the actor.

8. A. 719, Tav. VIII. Lai.—L ■ SCARPVS • SCARPIAE • L • TVcIPA
Etr—LAPNO • 8CAP/4P • LAVYNI

In the Etr. the /IP of SCAP/tP are peculiar in form, the /I 
being rounded at the top and the P having a lower horizontal limb, 
making it appear like a combination of P and L. Also final YNI 
are indistinct.

zaratu kama ' nochiratubatu ' Burapikukau
zarratu gomu no jarri du Batu Sarapi egokio
written memorial which present does Batu Sarapi concerns

The name Scarpus is the Basque Sarapi, probably pronounced 
Sharpi. That most unclassical word Tucipa translates Batu, the 
common Etr. word for an army, which I have already shewn the re
lation of to the Jap. butsu, to fight and bushi, a soldier. It must, 
therefore, be a barbarous derivation from the Greek teuchea, answer
ing to teuchophorus, an armed man.

9. A. 774, Tav. IX., is on a seal. The first line, supposed to be 
Latin, is, in the original, written from right to left : the second, 
from left to right. The initial letter of the first line is obscure, and 
so are the two in the second, yhich I have treated as Y or T.
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/IEL * A AX 
REL TETII
banesa para ku banaiz parago
tunesa • kunekuda duenza gune gudu

“ I will be placed for who does to us fight ; ’’ which I suppose 
means “ I am at the disposition of any one who wishes to attack us.” 
It is thus probably an armorial motto. The Etr. equivalent of the 
B. naiz, namely banaiz, is now well known. The verb para, 
paratu to place, extend, is in the future with the suffix go. The 
compound duenza consists of duen, who does or has, and z, the post
position. In the Eugubine Tables YII denotes the modem gudu, a 
fight, in distinction from YP, now e/cit, undertake. In Etr. guda or 
gudu is a verbal form. There is no Latin in the inscription.

16. Lai.—C • ANNIVS • L • F • COELIA • GNAT 
Etr.—FEL ■ ANNE ; CV/1SNAL

aginza Yakakane chipibanokarasa 
aginza Erkaka ne Chipibano sortze 

a s offering Erkaka to Chipibano valus

The name Annius must stand for .Annulus. The B. for ring is J 
erhaztun, from erhi, the finger. Finger-tip is erkain. The Jap. 
kake, to hang, hook, put on, <fcc., which makes kake-gane, a ring and 
staple for fastening a door, agrees with the B. kako, translated by 
the French crochet. I suppose, therefore, an old B. or Etr. word 
erkaka, a finger ring. The translation of Coelia by Chipibano I can
not explain. Were the second character A instead of V, some sense 
might be made of zerubano.

17. Ltit—C • ARR1VS • C ' F ■ Q 
Etr.—KO • APNYNI • VmPASAL

rama artnkakukau pimiturakarasa 
erama Artukakukai Bemitura sortze 
it bears Artukaku Kai Bemitura natns

Artukaku, or in modern B. artugogo, means, to hold the memory, 
and is a common formula in sepulchral inscriptions. Here it is a 
proper name. It may have been used technically to denote the 
arrha or earnest money which kept the seller in mind of the bargain 
with the intending purchaser. The final Kai is, I think, an Etr. 
form of Caius.
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A • NAT18. Loi.—C • ARR1 • ARN • A RR]
Etr.—APN • APNYNI .• APPI 

APNYNAL
artuka artukakukan avtu tuu 
artukaku karasa 
artuka Artukakp Kai artu dio 
Artukaku sortie
receptacle Artugogo Kai receive it him does 
Artugogo valut

Here, I think, the playful fancy of the Etruscan scribe has dis
ported itself in heaping up artu’tl. The only doubtful word is artuka, 
literally, by holding, which I read receptacle, that which contains.

22. F. 8, No. 101. Lat.—Q • 8CRIHONIVS 
Etr. - FL • tlCV

ag sa ich u'chi pi 
egi so Ichauspe 

\ behold Ichauspe

\

The exclamation or imperative would now read so egi. Ichauspe 
is a very Basque, looking word, but I do not know how it translates 
Scribonius. To shut, enclose or hold, is ich, and ^OV may be hitz 
be, under word, or ospe, sound, fame, renown. The compound is not 
in any Basque *lexiepn known to me. The Basque has lost its 
original words, denoting writing, and letters generally.

Three other Scribonius inscriptions were found in company with 
the above, one in Latin and two in Etruscan.

F. 8, No. 102.

F. 8, No. 99. 
F. 8, No. 100.

SCRIBON
F

• tICV • VL
• $ICV • FL

mVYVAL 
mvY ,

egi so ichauspe pisa mipikupirasa 
egi so ichauspe egiao mipiku

A comparison of the two latter leads me to regard Mipi, Mebe as 
a local name, answering in a measure to Meva in Mevania. Thus I 
read No. 99 :

egi so Ichauspe Pisa Mebe jabe eritsa 
behold Ichauspe: Pisa Mebe’s lord esteems

Pisa is a woman’s name, and may be the widow of Ichauspe. I 
read No. 100 :

eg! so Ichauspe^egi so Mebego 
behold Ichauspe behold Mebe of

V
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The genitive Mebego will be equivalent to “a native of Mebe.” 

27. A. No. 402, Tav. VI. L ■ /4FPNI • L ■ 8
L • /iVRNI • L • F

The upper line is written in the original from right to left. The 
F q£.the second group is archaic, as are the L and 8 which constitute 
the third and fourth groups. The L is of the same form as that 
which appears in the azti of Atius, the haruspex (page 213). If the 
lower line be Latin it affords an argument in favour of the present 
reading of Etruscan. Translating jt tentatively as Etruscan, I make :

zu abegi Tukau azi A1 
sa babe Tukau so egi

“ you welcomes Tukau’s progeny Aisle; father Tukau behold.”

The B. noun abegi, welcome, I trekt as an Etr. verb. In B. azi 
means seed, and also to nourish, ttuin, bring up ; >e
an old word for aur, child, or seme, son. The sepa 'd
Alsa into two parts is not without parallel, but le
.translation given.,

26. 8EDINA 
MLABRI

These two lines, the first of which I have*inverted, arelound on 
different sides of an amphora. Neither can be Latin. They may # 
read :

lanetu Ukara 
Nosara ahal dio

“ The Lanth Ukara—he governs Nuoeria.”

The word lanetu I have already referred to as an officer in the
Etruscan confederacy frequently mentioned in the Eugubine Tables. 
The noun al, ahal, power, here conjugated with dut in its compound
pronominal form, must be a yerb meaning to exercise power, to 
govern. Nuceria, however, is a city naiije belonging to Campania, 
Umbria and Cisalpine Caul.

city nai^e belonging to Campania,

27. A. No. 754, Tav. VIII. OA • FENI • LA 
SUTRA

The upper line of this also was written from right to left. The T 
of the lower line is in the original a compound character, a semi-
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circle above the base giving it the appearance of a tripod. I suppose 
it, therefore, to be composed of X and Y and to represent gogo.

mara • Aginkau • Sara 
no di gogotu ra
memorial Aginkai Sorano from to remember

Here again a proper name is separated by the lines. The inscrip
tion was found between Bolsena, the ancient Vulsinii, and Sorano,
which is not mentioned by the classical geographers. The postposi
tion di or dik from, by, after, out of, is well represented by II, the 
first element in debe.

CINAE • B 
C >1VPIC •
AM ■ COIFCE 
ERE1TO . QVES 
OVAME

,29. A. 964. LO
LO
AO

A . . . .

a
I do not think it possible to make Latin of the right or perfect 

side. Of the mutilated left, asma, asma, erama, ra, give no con
nected sense. The right reads in Etruscan :

chiukarane • ahal 
chi • upituuchi • 
rano • chimauagchine 
netuneukuma ' mipineno 
chipiranone

I read Q as mi and the inverted C as if it jvere*not inverted :I Chiukarane • poten- 
, -tale • beat word • 
towards ' son Agizen

Chiukarane • al 
tzu • obeto hitz • 
rano , seme au Agizen 
entun uko ema • imbe nion 
chipi ranone

, to obeÿ refusal giving • send I him did 
the youth to reconcile

Chiukarane is evidently the name of a place. It can hardly de
note Chtsium, where the bronze plate containing the inscription was 
found. The following alchi, altsi, analogous in form to the B. altsu, 
powerful, I suppose to be an Etr. noun, the power-holder or poten
tate, governing Chiukarane in the genitive of position. Literally 
obeto hitz rano means “ towards the better word.” It is probably a 
polite acknowledgment, answering to the hackneyed “your es
teemed favour ” of the English letter-writer. The following seme,

‘ V
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in Etr. sema, denotes a son, and au, this, appears to have possessive 
value, his son. His name Agizen or Agizene may relate to agitz, 
vigorous. The B. entzun, to hear, obey, is entu, enlun in Etr., and 
is of common occurrence in the Eugubine Tables. The other words, 
uko and etna, have already occurred. I regard Q as the equivalent 
of O with a perpendicular line from the base, employed as IB, just as 
O with a dot in the centre is in Celtiberian. The verb ranone ap
pears in the Eug. Tab. with the meaning, surrender, come to, take 
part with. It is a verbal form of ratio, the postposition “ towards.”

F. 726. 8ASY1 ' YLBSNBI • LAYINtAL
CENCVNIA

The upper line, written from tight to left, is found upon the lid 
of an urn, and the lower, as given, upon the urn itself.

laranokuu • kusanenokaneu • sarakuukaurasa 
chinekachipikaura

Uirreno koya Kusaneno ganio Saraku uga au eritsa 
zen Kachipika aur

earthen receptacle Kusaneno concerns Saraku mother his esteems 
late Kachipika’s child.

A. 41, Tav. II., is the inscription on a cup :

* ’ MIVNEI • AM

The first character is not M, but one repeating the upper angle of 
this letter, and wanting the final perpendicular. I find it with I, 
taking the place of 01, mai, in Lanzi, Saggio, No. 322 :

M1ADNO mai artu gomu 
No. 3p. MILAPVM mai zarratu pi no

I therefore read the inscription t
mai Pikaneu rano 

• inscription Pikaneu towards

The most interesting-of these inscriptions from a philological point 
of view is the first (4. F. 3, No. 105). The Etr. and B. ilar, which 
translates the Latin /aba, is the root of illargi, the B. word for the 
moon. The conn&tion may have arisen out of the shape of the bean, 
or from a beliefjyn the fable reported by Pliny (H. N. XVIII., 30) 
that the (bean- Is the only grain that swells with the waxing moon. 
In the Hittite and Aztec hieroglyphic systems the bean has a place.
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In the former its phonetic value is ha, constituting the first syllable 
in the word Hamath (Hittite Inscription, H. V., line 2). In the 
latter it has the values e, eu, bean being etl in Aztec. The Aztec 
hieroglyphic ior all, water, takes the place of the bean in the Hittite 
H. V., line 3, showing that ha was the original power of both 
symbols. Pliny (lor. cit.) speaks of religious practices connected 
with the bean among the Romans. It was regarded as impure by 
the Egyptian priests (Herodot. II. 37, Diod. Sic. I. 89), and by the 
Pythagoreans (Diog. Laert. VIII., 19, 21), who are supposed to have 
derived their lore from Egypt. The reasons for the aArsion of the 
Egyptians and the regard of the Romans for this vegetable are his
torical. The lunar and bean name ilar or hilar was a tribal one, 
denoting a Hittite family, the Alarodians of Herodotus and the 
Allurians of the Assyrian monuments who dwelt in Armenia, the 
Illyrians opposite Italy, the Ilergetes and Ilercaones of Spain, and 
the Silures' of Britain. Iluro, now Oléron, north of the Pyrenees, 
represents the same word. It was connected by the classical geogra
phers with Lapurdum, whence the Basque Lapurta or the Labourd, 
just as Illyria connects with Libumia, and Allapur with Ailuria. 
So also Etruria furnishes Solaria arid Portus Liburni, and in Liguria 
we find Ad Solaria and Libarna. When the Lupercalia "were insti
tuted at Rome, two families were appointed to preside over them, the 
Quintiliani and the Fabiani (Festus, 87). The latter, like the Fabii, 
were doubtless Etruscan liars, who understood the rites of the old 
Accndian Lubara, god of pestilence, and worshipped him under the 
twin names Lu perçus and Februus. For the connection of this 
ancient deity with Jupiter Labradeus of Caria and the Irish royal 
hero Labradh Loingseach, see my essay on Monumental Evidence of 
an Iberian population of the British Islands, in Trans. Celtic Society 
of Montreal, Vol. I.


